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Monument.
PO

¥

1 learned this lesson on a stone

i

Older than Egypt's are to me;

It stood up in the world alone—
It said, * There

great God!

I hear the call from stone to stone,

* There is but One—there is but One;
Death is His prophet! come and pray!”
Magazine.

English Correspondence.
a

—

%

DERBY, ENGLAND, March 15, 1872.
It is said that every man of mark ought
to be able to write at least one good book—

the story of his own life,

One of' the most

remarkable

nn

self-educated

of our time,

Thomas Cooper, the Chartist, has just published his autobiography. The truth of the
saying is abundantly
confirmed by this
work.
The story has all the interest of a
charming three-volume novel, is as full of

“valuable

of

Latin,

Greek,

literature of the day.’

Brave

a programme

may

not attain all he rests

suggestion as a philosophical
lec-

of attention. The Engliéh is pure, colloquial, unpretentious; the style terse and

free; and the incident lively and of contininterest.

It

will

not

to the recent statement of George Cruik-

Strauss’s

‘Life

of Jesus”

diminish

the

value of the book in the eyes of your read-

dering pile, an old Hall, a stronghold.

of John of Gaunt, and of one
barons. He said to himself, *
a greater conquest without the
ing teacher than the proudest
made—for I have conquered

mind, Mr. Cooper

once

of Stephen’s
I have made
aid of a livwarrior ever
and entered

into the possession of a new mind.” Tt was
such a feeling Elihu Burritt tells ug he had

shows

ished purpose. Only a greatly gifted man
could achieve what he has achieved; but’a

man of less sympathy, of less earnestness,
wheén he mastered the first thirty lines of of less thirst for knowledge, and even ofless
the Iliad, and took a“triumphal walk in ability might have won higher honor and
distinction in the present age.
commemoration of it. This was only one greater
of Mr. Cooper's youthful successes, His Amid veritable Titanic strength the desire
reading was most extensive, and his analy- to know everything, as well as to de somesis of some of the best books he studied thing worthy and great, proves in the end
showed how completely he made them his to be weakness. No one man can in our
short life-time know all literature, and
own.
years’

work at the bench with awl

and last, and in the early morning and late
at night and at intervals during the day
| over his much-loved books, soon told upon
health. Worn down and exhausted he is
laid aside by severe illness, and his very
life is despaired of. On his recovery the
of shoe maker is abandoned; he
'school-madter, and an earnest re-

His church

learning,

and

science,

or

* local preacher,”

and zealous one. Getting unhappily into
antdgonism with the superintendent of ‘the
circtit who seems not to have been well
qualified for his calling, Mr. Cooper leaves
Gainsborough
for Lincoln, and finally
| quits the Methodist Society. At Lincoln
he is married, has a passion for music, be|| comes: correspondent and reporter for the
Stamford
Meycury,
learns Italian and
| French,
and having made a first venture in
literature

some

Had

Mr. Cooper been less

in

poetry,

in

fiction,

or

is that every working-manin the world
would thoughtfully- ponder the lessons of so
earnest and noble a life.
w
THOMAS GOADBY.

anew

‘‘a poem

that

shall not fail,” and

ing to take charge of the paper, and from
thence leaving a situation -worth £300 a
vear, he goes to battle with life in London,
and sound deeper depths of trial and pover-

ty than he had yet known.

been

'but

the people’ neither

simply

regret

fuss nor

that

the

mark.

.

overshot
T.G.

:

New York Correspondence.
—

NEW

Oe

York, April 5, 1872,

The severest of ‘the many

severe

articles

first volume of Mr. Forster's most indiscreet life:of his friend (Dickens) appeared
the other day in the New York Times.

die is cast,

the

age

his

credited the fundamental

heart-

lessness of character impliedin the autobi-

general “turn

employed

out.”

But

what

could

un-

do but mischief?

be peaceable and orderly. = Rioting and
destruction of property followed. . The

whole country is in a ferment.
to

Manchester.

ism ground up his own father andy’mether

(in the language of the Times) —for paint!
a’ From the same source we learn the pro-

There was

It was in vain to say, Do not break the law,

gets

ographical story of David Copperfield, but
for the more confidential revelations which
Mr. Forster has given to the world with
unsuspecting obtuseness, since the great
novelist’s death. It had been before hinted
how wantonly, but from Mr. Forster first
we learn how relentlessly if not revengefully, this artist. of fashionable sentimental-

and said, “Toil no

working-men

by

an

Cooper

extraordinary

night journey ; but on returning to Leicester is arrested and taken to the ‘‘Potteries,”

found contempt for honest,

humble

labor,

which was another fundamental quality of
the popular reformer, the beshouted Iconoclast of “snobbish caste!
Probably the
most intensely feeling and bitter of all personal expressions preserved from Mr. Dickens, is the passage in which he portrays
the

agony

and shame

never

out-worn

or

forgiven, which he suffered when a boy,
and his father in the debtor’s prison, from
weary of the monotony of the teaching, is
being set to earn his bread for a few months
ready enough to leave and enter a popular
by labelling blacking bottles, and that,
day-school for boys, where he remains un- imprisoned in Stafford gaol for two years, worst of all, within eye-shot of a window
til he is fourteen or fifteen and is a teacher ‘Here, after fighting hard, and petitioning through which his degradation might be witof the smaller boys and an assistant rdther the House of Commons, books, paper, pens nessed from the street.’ But the sentence
than pupil of the master, All this time his and ink are allowed him, and the dream of that makes one’s blood run cold, is that in
thirst for reading was immense, and led his early years is accomplished. He writes. which he confesses undying resentment to-|
him through all the stories, histories, poet- a poem, “The Purgatory’ of Suicides; A ward bis mother for having reconciled a
ry, and books of science he could hy Prison Rhyme,"—of which Thomas Car- quarrel with his employer and procured:
hands upon.
%
lyle says,—*T have looked junto your poem him an invitation to return to the blacking

came .at eight a scholar in the Blue-coat
school at Gainsborough, and at eleven,

where he is tried, acquitted, tried again after an interval of some months, and finally
convicted of conspiracy and sedition, and

Yielding to necessity he becomes a shoemaker at fifteen, and following his bent he

and find indisputable traces of genius in it, warchouse,
—a dark Titanic energy struggling there, charged.

merchant had

for which we hope there will be clearer
daylight, by and by!” There is, indeed, a from the dead. Let him ear it undisturb“‘dark Titanic energy” in the- poem. The ed, in his coffin, we would say. But the
shadow of the prison is on it, and of dark ‘author is mot in his coffin.
He lives a

begins {0 write poetry. Access is gained
to a circulating library, and to a number of
- books of philosophy, divinity an history a

Now

left to form a town library,

enters into the ‘min
in mighty
d force

the resolve to live a solitary student life and
10 become a scholar. He has improved his
skill as a shoemaker, can earn ten
5

=

fly

shillings

groundwork
The

had

formed

that

from

which

he

had

been

dis-

.

:
;
It is no pleasant task to strip the 'mask

Among the poets of the people of

hy

of

Washington Correspondence.
7

naturally followed

Cruikshank

garrulous

old

the Harlem

artist,

had devised and sketched for

some other Purpose, and which now

dispensed with.

went

b
a

D. C., APR. 4, 1872,

THE SITUATION.
There is very little political excitement at the

The Democrats had some hopes

of carrying New Hampshire, and, after they
were disappointed at the result in that state,
they did not anticipate any better success in
Connecticut.
They are somewhat puzzled at

‘the co-operation of the Connecticut

publicans

with

Reform

Re-

the Grant Republicans, and are

at a loss to determine whether it bodes

good

or

evil to the Democratic cause. “Some think that
it foreshddowsa determination on the part of
the Reform Republicans to participate in the

the visitor beheld them, and gave

humanitary

the work

direction that proved

so

successful, and was followed up with such
success in nearly all Mr. Dickens’s after
works. This fruitful experiment on the
public sympathies, fortuitous

to

elsewhere

traceable in the author or the man, natural-

ly determined the whole character of his
subsequent writings. It is another instance
among many; proving that to behold and
to be a given character, are two things,
often as wide as the poles asunder.
But this conversation, though published
in America, appears to have attracted no
great attention until Mx, Forster (judicial
instrument) must needs revive it in his
book,

by

hotly

pronouncing

it

‘‘ a, He.”

Again, therefore, the surviving witness is
forced upon the stand, Mr. Cruikshank
now publicly verifies every word of the history, with circumstantial detail. The fu- .

ture critic who

is to do justice to the life

and works and times of Charles Dickens,
and to reconcile
the heartless and snobbish
egotism of his character—exhibited in his
treatment of his wife, of his parents; of
his poor relations, of his American entertainers, of every humble circumstance in
his

own

life, and

of every actual instance

explain

the co-incidence “of all this with

the successful role of an Apostle of Humanity, on the part or the same person,
will find a key to the heart of the great actor’s mystery, in Mr, Cruikshank’s simple
story of the origin of Oliver Twist.
:
‘SMOOTHING

OUR

LAST

JOURNEY.

Cemétéries have multiplied remarkably in
the vicinity of the city of New York, for
the last fifteen or twenty years. The increase has met a popular demand for two

able scaleof expenses.

Our great cemetery,

tance, and its charses are comparatively
exorbitant; while the cost of the journey,

in time and in money, is not only unmiti-

roads. In spite of all-these objections, the
original pre-eminence of Greenwood has
tended to perpetuate itself. An over-scrupulous delicacy of sentiment toward the beloved and departed, in hearts sore with tenderness, shrinks from .the faintest or the

most fanciful shade of disparagement to
their menfoiy, such as might be suggested
by committing the precious relics to what
would be looked upon by anybody as a second-rate cemetery. . By this motive (not to
speak of a mope’ vulgar one) many persons
are

constrained

to

incur

expenses

which

the journey, such as would be most sat-

the whole; it seems to me that in every

“ Woodlawn” was incorporated in 1863.
It is officered by leading citizens of New

necticut, who are dissatisfied with the Administration of\Gieneral Grant, are still attached sincerely to the principles of the party, and are ex-

ceedingly loth to support anybody who is, in
name, a Democrat. Our Democratic friends are
very

much

elated

at the

probable

election

of

Governor ,of

ele-

briefly this: The friends of General Grant will
be more firmly convinced than ever that he is
the best candidate that could possibly

and they will, without

doubt,

be.

found,

nominate him at

Philadelphia, and the Democrats will be thoroughly persuaded that they can accomplish noth-

ing: by themselvés, but must,

if they desire to

defeat the regular Republican candidate, support

men for the two highest

offices of the

Govern-

ment, who are unobjectionable to the dissatisfied

Republicans.

I think it may be safely set down

as certain that, at Cincinnati,

next

month,

will

be selected the candidates who will be voted

for

by all the opponents of the present Administration, with t
ception of the few advocates of
temperance, Yoho prefer the .two very respectable, but rather obscure individuals, whom they
have already set apart as their standard-bearers.

ment of comfort and facility,impressiveness | uch at least, seems to be the view of gentle
and delicacy, the mode of conducting faner- men of both parties, who are as well qualified to
als afforded by the location and arrange- speculate on political subjects as‘almost anyments of Woodlawn cemetery is, for large body else. Who our next President will be, I
cities,unapproachable. And the reader will shall be able to tell next November!

be surprised to learn that the scale of charges does

not

average

half

the hight

Greenwood’s.

of

Vibr.

A Higher National Life.
z

In the course of an editorial leader on
this theme the New York Observer well
remarks:
g

The year past has been signalized by the
revelations of political and commercial corruption that has had no parallel in the history of our country. It has been confined

to no one city, Statéor party.

It has been

revealed
‘in departments of public trust,
for which the national government is responsible, State governments and city. The
whole head has been sick, and

the

whole

Congressional proceedings have been very dull
the past week.
The topics most talked about in
hoth branches of Congress concerned the people

of the district of Columbia

more

than

those

of

any other region.
We residents of the District
are few in number, but manage to give our Senators and RepreSentatives in Congress an immense deal of trouble... They are always bothering their gray heads over our affairs.
They
tried for seventy years to govern us, and then
concluded that their experiment was a failure,
which was a correct conclusion.
Cougressmen
who, in direct opposition to tie expressed wishes
of the people of Washington, have just voted to
give a foreign railroad-corporation part of a
government reservation, originally set apart as
a portion of a great public park,- near the Capi
tol, ure now debating the propriety of refusing
their consent to the granting, by the District of
Columbia, of six hundred thousand dollars, to
aid the construction of a railroad from Washing-~ton through the most fertile and thickly-settled
portion of Virginia, a measure which the voters

heart faint; from the crown of the head to of the District overwhelmingly

the soles of the feet the body politic has

regular election last fall.

York,

at a convent in

endorsed at a
i

ITEMS.
been covered with wounds, bruises and
On Monday evening last, Bertha, youngest
putrefying sores. The City Halil, the Cus- daughter of Baron Von Gerolt, late minister
tom House, the Senate of the United | of the German Empire to the United States,
States, the Senate of the State of New “ took the«¥&il ” of the Sisters of the Visitation,
Southern

Legislatures,

Savings

this

city.

The event

excited

Banks, Railroad Corporations, all’ have great interest among Catholics on account of the
sent up the testimony that corruption has social distinction of the daughter and the rank
and wealth of the father. The ceremonies were
been the order of the day, and that the time exceedingly interesting to those present, who
has come for reform or ruin. In such a looked upon Miss Gerolt as deserving of eternal
sis of the national life, when on all bliss for withdrawing herself from: the world,
hands it is confessed that money is essenti- and thus escaping the performance of the duties,
al to secure legislation for good" objects, which, it seems“to a plain Protestant, God inher to fulfill.
The following extract,
when it is a matter of course that thou- tended
from a lengthy account of the affair in a leading
sands of dollars must be put into the hands morning paper, seems quite likely to occasion a
of agents to go to Washington, or Albany, slight smile<to staid and sober New England
or any other capital, in order to procure the people, who, like myself, are unused to see such
passage of a bill that ought.to stand or language applied to a religious ceremony:
fall on its own merits only; .when the busi- “The fair candidate for religious’ honeys was
the very picture of feminine innocence and loveness of a Custom House is shown to he liness. She was dressed as a bride, and in a
done, not for the public good, but for
enriching of officials; when reputable

the
in-

style of faultless elegance, and

simplicity.

"The

only ornament she wore, besides a wreath of
orange-blossoms,
was a handsome gold chain,

surance companies testity fhat they pay
large sums of money to procure necdful with silver cross attached, while on hex. breast,.
laws, and even PIOUS WOMEN pay $2,500 to | emblematic of her virginal purity, a solitary

they feel to be extravagant for them, and
Greenwood seems to be their only choice.
get a grant of $7,500 for a charity from the
There is, however, now no longer any State, when these things are proved by the
occasion for indulging this gentle sentiment, testimony of parties - themselves, ave are
at the expense and inconvenience of Green- left to infer that things far worse, more
wood, for want either of social prestige shameful and criminal are done and never
or of visible charms in younger cemeteries, found out, and that the reign of corruption
fully equal to.those of the oldest. Among has become tyrannical and intolerable.
these, ** Woodlawn” is rising into pre-em- Beneath the veil the deeds of bribery and
inence, and promises to eclipse the fame fraud and pillage are almost infinite.
"|
and popularity of the prototype, throfigh
" Now,is it not time to make an appeal to
the social influences bearing upon it, and the moral sense, and conscience, and paby the application of the highest style of triotism of our public men, and the whole
landscape art, hitherto generally unknown people, for ajhigher and better national
to cemeteries.

My own opinion is, that the Republicans of Con-

The company sit together their candidate for Lieutenant

isfactory and comfortable to the feelings of
all concerned. A funeral car, attached to a
regular train, is only $25. In case of the
smallest possible attendance, ordinary fares
might of course be made the limit of éxpense, if necessary.
On arriving at the cemetery, the funeral
train stops at a new and appropriately designed station-house, built exclusively for
this purpose, 75 by 25 feet in dimensions,
and-provided with large waiting-rooms, retiring-rooms and every modern convenience, including” a” refreshment room. On

in its occasion,

and originating in no disposition

licans that they remain firm in their allegiance
to the party, in order that their support of the
nominees of the Cincinnati convention may have
all the more weight upon their present allies.

in one or more cars; ds it were ina sympa- Rhode Island, although the Republicans elected
thizing and sacred assembly; a striking im- their other candidates. The central organ of tke
Democratic party, in this city, heads its account
provement on the broken-up procession in of the Rhode Island election, ‘“ A Democratic
carriages. There is nothing to prevent the Triumph.”
.
;
use of musical and other accompaniments
The result of those three elections will be

into Oliver Twist, sketches and all, just as
the

Railroad, special facilities

——

WASHINGTON,

the most charming portions ofthe Central ‘Capitol now.

life; for a revival of honesty in all the relations of society;
sense of honor in

for a more
exalted
official station, and a

whité japonica was visible.
Immediately after
receiving the veil, she retired, and soon returned

clad in the simple habit of

the

order,

she looked us lovely and interesting

in

which

as before.”

How much the Catholic Church depends

for

ef-

fect upon.outward show and dead formality !
So much for a pretty girl.

- A

few

hours ago,

there passed my office’a man, of about fifty years,
rather below the medium hight, with stooping
shoulders, wearing black clothes and

a tall

hat,

and walking slowly, with his hands meeting be-,
hind his back. He had close cut whiskers and
moustache.
He reminded me of a well-to-do
farmer in his Sunday clothes, He
towards the White House.
There

remarkablé in_his

walking

was-walking
was nothing

in that direction.

Indeed, it was the most natural thing in the
world, for h& ‘lives there. It was . General
Grant.
I scarcely knew him, for he was not

smoking, and a cigar is just as mucha feature

of

Schell, &c.; surnames to which any New
Yorker can put the distinguishing prefix
as unerring y. The cemetery has two nat-

sterner resistance of the arts, and wiles, his face as his nose. I had seen him a great.
and works of the avaricious, crawling many times, but never before without @ cigar.
pimps and parasites who fatten by the pick- There is certainly nothing remurkable in the
ings and stealings they get by fastening appearance of the man, If he possesses talent

ural divisio
wood. "In

There is scarcely a public institution of any

York,

such as

Booth,

Hoadley,

Camp,

, separated by a‘belt of dense
one of these portions, the or-

dinary methods of enclosing lots, and of
marking, ornamenting and planting graves,
are allowed. In the other, the mow celebrated ¢¢ Landscape Lawn” system is unicarried

out,

under

the control of

themselves upon men.in office or station?

kind that has not men around or in it who
make money indirectly or unjustly,through

of a high order, his face does not show it, He
looks like a slow, doggeds persevering man, and
that, I guess, is what he is,
not agree with my estimate

wheels of trade by hush-money or bribes,

If all my readers do
of him, why— that

only shows how opinions differ. He sheared
a little sober, and 1 do not wonder, for he had

some ofits departments. Men in business just returned from New
to ¢ee his wife and
find it easier and cheaper to grease the |gonerope,
»
The 3winter is gone.

York,

whither he

had

daughter, Nellie, off for

:

Cold weather

has

giver

and the peach-trees are beginning
‘than to assert their rights and be honest. ‘toplaceshowto warm,
their pink blossoms. Never was spring
ful artist. The ensemble of sthe grounds is Legislators receive loans; and try to make more welcome,
PRESCOTT.

o
:

ro

mar the

nation made by it. While most imagine that it
arose from a desireto show the Grant Repub-

the

the corporation and the direction of a skill-

fade.

shrubbery that

Philadelphia’ convention *and abide by the nomi-

from

‘versally.

ing partiality, not to say idolatry, is made
the judicial instrument to this end. Still

can

have

out

and beauty, whose

will not soon

permanent,—who

.been obtained for funeral pyrposes, which
without a thought on either part of ils
will surprise and gratify everybody who
great significance, the story of the genesis
feels an interest in the subject, both on acof Oliver Twist.
How Dickens, who had
count of the felicitous character of the new
been referred by his publisher to Cruikmode of funeral, and its exceedingly modshank for consultation on the illustrations
erate cost in time and money. A special
of the proposed serial, and who had come
funeral train, appropriately décorated, costs
with a plot of the charity boy’s career, havbut $50, and starting from 42d street, will
ing as little of the humanitary character as
make the trip and back inside of two hours
the Pickwick Papers, was induced to adopt
if necessary. All necessity for numerous
a series of situations instead, which .Mr.
carriages, in case of large attendance, is

drew

doubts and inbelief, but the music of a true mighty life, andif it is a false life, the truth
earnest spirit is in it, and flashes of light should be shown. Mr. Forster's ovéirweenradiance

radical and

or by the oursy Where national life is the breath of
planta- the people !

Park might be, if sightly monuments were
interposed among the slopes and trees and
shrubs, all adjusted in happy relation with
each other and with the scenery at large.
In point of accessibility, the situation of
Woodlawn cemetery offers a novel and interesting feature. It is six miles beyond
the limit of the city, north; but lying on’

of the charity boy's career.

conversation

and

ns

cemeteries managed on the ofd plan. “All

the

funeral occasions, but aggravated hy ferHes, drawbridges, and unpleasant, dirty

could

never have

on their wrongs,

inal series of designs that

ough,

these details ure here subjected to one artistic control,and subordinated to the greatest beauty of the whole. It is like what

Cruikshank’s portfolios, came upon the orig-

in the weak spot

sentimentalism,

tions of trees

the

gated by any modern facilities available for

He is launched on a sea of political agita-

more till freedom is won.”

in

and

tion in wild and stormy times.
He is one
of the recognized Chartist leaders.
He
loses his situation, struggles on as newspaper editor on his own account, joins in commending the general resolve to ‘work no
more until the charter is the law of the
land," He was in the “Potteries” on his
way to Manchester when the workingpeople received from the North the news of
this general strike.
He "harangued the
people

Twist—and,

tions of the great metropolis, and a reason-

then on four shillings and sixpence a week ; | The world, fascinated by the humorist
the

to the origin of Oliver

of roads.

best designs of the general architect, in. all

who

he be- which have followed the publication of the Greenwood,‘#8 at a most inconvenient dis-

comes acquainted as newspaper reporter
with the wretched conditionof the Leicester stocking-makers—starving as they were

Now

artist

objects : accessibility from the several sec-

SIMMERING DOWN DICKENS.

heterogeneous and often

loins of Oliver Twist, of the whole series
of humanitarian pictures that brought their
author such enormous gain and fame.. Mr,
Cruikshank’s statement is in no sense a
voluntary one, and is free.from all suspicion
of sinister or selfish motive. An American
visitor who was permitted to look over Mr.

American

ability and pertinacity have rather

But presently

old friend, Joseph Foulkes Winks;

amongst

fume,

shank, the celebrated humorous

or patchwork

vet lawn disfigured by mounds,

illustrated Dickens's earlier works,in régard

and kind of Christian philanthropy that
‘| he ever touched, and touchéd only to cover
the with venomous" conteinpt—he who is to

Alabama claims.
Of all three. your readsketchesto himself its- subject and charac- ers must be well tired by this time; of the
ter,
; last I may say that English newspapers do
There has
-" From Lincoln he goes to Stamford expact-| not represent English opinion.
writing

ship with a church of General Baptists to

er, though in her poverty two golden guineas were offered to her if she would consent, How different was she to the mother
of Charles Dickens who regretted her boy
was sent to school again rather than kept
At'work earning miserable wages by pasting labels on blacking-pots! Cooper be-

men;

been inéreased immeasurably, and our wish

and touched

taught a boy of seven his letters, and could
repeat by heart several of fsop’s fables.
" His
ey resisted the .temptation, when
he was
Wf, to make him a chimney-sweep-

apologetics.

self-educated

by

quickness of intellect. At three years old he

in

but his cotemporaries may confidently assert that writers of less genius than he have
already won a wider if not a less enduring
and more superficial fame.
After a careful
perusal of this autobiography, our admiration of Mr. Cooper’s character and gifts has

story-teller;

his only child was but four years old. From

or less

Posterity alone can determine whether or
not his claim to distinction is to rest upon
his political life, or his *‘Prison Rhyme,”

of

his’ earliest years Mr. Cooper possessed
great energy of character, and remarkable

restless,

gifted, he might have gained a higher place

becomes
a Chartist.

when

he well-

P. S. The chief items of news are
he left Gainshis purpose .of “thanksgiving, the Tichborne case,and the

time before

| borough, cherishes

should

nigh attain such knowledge, his constructive and creative power will perish or be impaired in the accomplishment of his task.

he enters into their sorrows and trials, and

father was a traveling dyer, and died

singular absence

or by a network,

Nor is the soft and flowing surface of vel- | tell the consequences in such a country as

therefore, to draw attention, with that view,

it

of worldly wisdom. United with tremen-'
dous energy and self-will, he displays also
remarkable liability through sympathy to
deflect and turn aside from settled and cher-

ers to know that its writer is now in fellowwhich it was your correspondent’s pleasure
to give him an .open and cordial welcome a
few years back.
:
Thomas Cooper is of Quaker ancestry.
He was born at Leicester in 1805. His

makes

his heart upon, but at least he will make
life a grand reality .and carve out some eral Baptists; is baptized by his old friend
high and worthy. destiny.
,| the late Joseph Foulkes Winks of Leicester ;
Two years after, when translating the\ and has now spent twelve years in traversthird book of Cmsar, and finding himself ing thelength and Yréadth of Great Britable to, read page after page with only a ain,lecturing in chapels, halls, public-rooms
glance now and then at the dictionary, he in defense of the Christian faith and against
felt that he had already won.a splendid vic- every form of skepticism.
The career and character of Thomas
tory. He sat on a hill in the early summer,
in the early morning, and lifting up his Cooper are a study for thoughtful men:
eyes from the clasdic page, he saw a mol- Combined with great capacity and grasp of

"or Providence, opened the way to
ture, andas fresh and racy as fl brand new “destiny,
Leicester, The writer of some smart artiballad.
There are four hundred pages }
orown octavo, but they are every one of cles on the Lincoln preachers was wanted
He finds there an
them readable without tedium or flagging »in the town of his birth.

uous

But the cloud of skepticism is not removed;
denser, and in a course of lectures he popularizes that remarkable work.
But the
heart is unsatisfied and yearns for rest in
Infinite love. The factof man's moral nature, and of the unquenchable sense of accountability to God, can not be explained
on the hypothesis of atheismy The right
foundation of morals is felt to be the existence of a moral governor. Mr. Cooper is
brought back to faith ; unites with the Gen-

resolves!

He who enters life with such

elation thus effected, and it seems timely,

nay,

Hebrew,

Noble plans!

not unnaturally found a

thou still unknown,

—Harper's

elements

there had been a temporary but disastrous
diversion—become the work of his days.

associations are with Methodists; and he is or his position among

I see these altars every way;

:

the

French; would get well through Euclid;
would commit to memory the entire *‘ Paradise Lost” and seven of the best plays of
Shakespeare ; would go through a large and
solid course of history and religious evidences, and keep, well up with fhe current

ligious tone enters into his life.

I had a temple and a shrine,
All hidden, fair for me alone
I came with gifts, I came with wine,
My best to serve this love of mine,
And there was nothing but a stone,
O God!

(his mother was a good Methodist), would
always speak grammatically and with correct pronunciation ; would seek’ to master

business
becomes

is hut One—but One ;”

. And then my eyes grew dim to see.

not permitted to be broken up by private the public think they are not bribed. And
enclosures, by serried ranks of gravestones, if there is not a reformation,—deep, thor-

a week ; all his available ti
? nd resources this century, Thomas Cooper will &ver oc- another of his indiscretions as champion
: has widened what was before a chink, to a
shall be devoted to self-culture. Plans of cupy a high place. *
The rest of his life must be hastily told. ‘window that lets in a broad light upon the
study are drawn up, and written resolves
are added thereto. He would lead a strict- Out of prison, literature, lecturing, study,— mystery of Dickens's philanthropy. Nobody,
ly moral life, would not neglect devotion not any longer political agitation into which that T am aware of; has explored the rev-

Four
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gered by this shop?

4.

Taxes.—No.
ES

LLHS

71,000

Weave in this country

men, at an average salary of $700,

taxes

our

clergy-

property ? And is it not

making

state government that takés our
to give us protection ? The state

a total cost of $49,700,000. Now, if we
allow an additional sum of $50,300,000 for
all other religious expenses we should have
anmanndal expenditure of $100,000,000; so
that we spend sixteen dollars to demoralize and destroy the nation, where we spend
one dollar to christianize and save it. How
long at this rate will it take to convert it?
Are we Christians or heathen ?

money,

islative and executive branches of the govenforce all the
ernment ample authority
laws that it gives them power to enact.
And whenever the public safety demands
the enactment of a law, it demands with
equal urgency the enforcement of that law.
COST OF LIVING.
In fact, the enforcement is just what it
1t is estimated that the cost of food, cloth- does demand. It only asks for the law for
ing, fuel and rent for a family of five per- the sake of its enforcement.
And the state
sons is $15 per week and $780 per year.’ government does not meet the public ne240,000,000. The grog bill is one quarter
or twenty-five per cent. as large; so that
if ‘it was all invested in producing food,

clothing, fuel and rent, we

should have

twenty-five per cent. more for that purpose, and it wuld cost twenty-five per
less;

cent.

o

twenty-five

and

per cent!

of

$780 is $195, which would be the annual
rum-bill for each family.. Can Labor Reformers show anything like this?
PRODUCTS OF-THE COUNTRY.
ho
Let us now compare the loss byyintem-

perance with the aggregate annual products

{

of the whole country. In
the special commissioner
for 1869, we have the gross
of the nation put. down at
and by comparing this with

the report of
of the revenue
annual product
$6,825,000,000;
the rum-bill of

rum bill is twenty-three per cent. as large.
If this vast amount cel be added to the

give us

twenty-three per cent. more, and would

re-

duce the cost of all these articles just twenty three per cent. to the consumer. No gov"ernment on earth could collect such a tax
from its subjects without the constant use
of the army. Why talk about tariffs, incomes, embezzlement of the public money,
and

Labor

Reform,

and

ignore

"country; & tax of $180 upon every family
five persons

there

that

-in the

bears

so

nation!

What

is

oppressively upon the

labor and industry of the country? If this
should not be a political question, we are

at a loss to determine what

should.

What

is the duty of political parties if it be not to
look after the interests and welfare of the
people? Think .of the utter absurdity of
licensing such a system as this. License
men, to

make

crime,

pay the police to ar-

Test the criminals, pay courts to try, and
then build prisons to punish thegn, and keep

the

running

grog-shops

to make

more.

Just apply this tax of $36 per head to the
population of New Hampshire, and our
318,000 citizens would have to pay $11,If this is too large, call
448,000 annually.
it one half, or $5,724,000,
What
state

by

Santals.

We

ignorant,

wild and

will suppose

tred of you and your good

And especial-

would kill you.

state government responsible for the

perance, where men are licensed to seli
xicating drinks that so directly. and
knowingly results in four-fifths of all the
crimes that are committed.
A. DEERING.

E.C.

deavored

three

to

benefit, and,

indeed,

5. your sins and mine.

the topic

pression on his mind and revealed to him
the mission work of life. As he advanced
in years, ‘discouragements gathered about

it ought to be t.

excuse for a light,

t”/rt

19th. . After a short prayerSUNDAY,
meeting, we met according to previous arrangement, at the house of the Roman Catholic Head Constable, previously mentioned,

of sin, but how often did he start and trem-

for a season of worship. I was pleased to
find a number of seats arranged for visitors,
and upon inquiry was informed that several
Hindus and Mohammedans had expressed a
desire to be present, and had therefore been
invited. Some ten or twelve persons, including boys, came in and listened with the

utmost decorum, and two or three with evident interest, to a short address on Regeneration, founded
on our Lord’s words in John

the voice

was present. He yas educated at the Baptist College at Serampore, and .had for
years been under Christian influence; he
himself states that hé was, for a time, among

the * almost persuaded ” to be Christians. I
am told that he yet declares himself a be-

first

the

ities came

daylight

posed.
;
The country in this direction .is more
sparsely populated than in most places. Inupon, apparently,
Ba-

exploring the territory,—new to us all. Ata

later date in the cold season, a few days
might be spent on this road to advantage;
advantage

is, that it

forms

him blessed.

liever in the Bible, by which, of course, he

We preached in the-eyening in front of the

a short time the whole state is threatened
‘with hotse-stealers.

only shop in the place.

At duska compa-

of the entire

lesson.™ No

the

commentaries

have simply a * running
the verses of the lesson

and say,

es
still farther allayed

in

the

heart,

He was one
ists that ever
a thoreugh
believing in

day
and

cheaper

person

cares

to

exposition " upon
furnished by any of

which

- every

teacher may have at hand; but he looks for
aid in properly selecting and mastering the
salient truths, and for some

direction

from

a skillful mind as to the best method of enforcing them upon the hearts and consciences of those

for whose Christian culture

God will hold him responsible.

and

cried out

for salvation.

of the most successful
labored in our county.
Baptist, of the liberal
free salvation and free

revivalHe was
school.
or open

ForMaLisM.—Harder to reach than a cold

heart is that cold formalism that rests upon
forms...
Go with me to an attic where a poor
Irish girl lay sick with consumption; the
daughter very poor; nothing to eat palatable. Some cold pork bones lie on the table. Ladies brought her some jelly and little light things to eat; do not say a word

The second

about the soul.

same word

as

translated ‘“‘created”

in

the

a

of Truth

or Error.

“ How

day

much

is

dawning,

the

trust,in a measure appreciate his labors, and

He kept no |
But he {
- |has gone to be rewarded by Him in whose
re frad
yl
»
. |
service he labored,
who has the account of his
work.
He leaves a wife and eight children. |

To an honest man, upon whose -sectarianism the light of a broader and more truly
Christian

preaching was mostly in the churches of the
Oswego Q. M. for nearly 45 years. How
much we are indebted to the labors of th
good man we can never tell. But we do, 1

She shows herself grateful

question,

of the oldI have cherished

must I cast awdy, and how much that is
new to me shall I embrace?” is one of vital
importance.

will ever cherish his memory.
record of his work or of its

results.

been coming here bringing jellies and fruit.
Shall T tell them not to come ?" “No, let
them come,” said the good priest. They

gather around

her death-bed.

Candles are

brought to let her see her way to Christ.
Carefully lifting her pale hand, she pointtd
to them: ‘“ Take away those lights; I see
him here.” .She has gone to the light of
Jegus in eternity, beginning with a little
jelly.
a

His youngest son is state senatot of the state |

ONE SECRET OF

of Virginia ; the son next older than the sen- | certain

Success.

It is very

‘that the road to success is not to be

ator is District Attorney, of Oswego Co., N. | found in a studied imitation by one teacher
Y.
| of another teacher's methods. But when
Funeral services were conducted by the | the principles and spirit of teaching are
writer. Sermon from the text as found in | considered, example may well prove sugActs 13:36,—*¢ After he had served his gen- | gestive, as in the following concerning
eration by the will of God he fell asleep.”
| teachers’ meetings :

short olf posost country between two extensive and Important fields for missionary la-

Genesis where it says ‘the evening and the ‘ents thought he was not old enough,and obmorning were the first day”, ‘‘seeond day,”

jected.

This grieved him much.

It was a

forty-three,

i —

We find, then, that Jesus

ap-

pealed less to eye-gate than to ear-gate—
the fewness of thie visible objects used by

&o.” the natural day must be understood un- dark hour for the youthful Christian. That
some valid reason can be shown to tire might be. dreamed that with sad heart ~him being very suggestive. It would truly
Aess
them
.._ the first horse was stolen, and. was it not ‘factory at this place assembled ; among
he wandered through a dark
way untilhe appear that there is manifest danger in too.
afi bes 00
ie
the state ‘were two Babus, who flattered ‘themselves contrary, Zao
epently appealing to the eye.
It may |
for the safety of all the horsesinpunish
came
to
a
great
rock
upon
which
he rapped.
low
because
‘‘day”
in
Gem:2:4
well
be
queried if the visible Levitical
ed P they were fully prepared to meet us in re"that the first thief be caught and
A
voice
answered,
“Seek
and
ye
shall
find,”
service did not more often materialize than
I was told, "does not mean a natural day that day in GenA grog-shop is started in my village; is ligious discussion ; one of them,
in esis 2:2 does not mean a natural day ? J.M. He made ‘the circuit of the rock, when a spiritualize those who svere otten led astray 1

ny of the officials connected with the indigo

Was not the whole state threatened when

ry

assimilate

Im his pulpit ministrations,he

—

Zz

.

-

The heart of the good man is loyal to
A. E. WiLsox.
It was said of Greneral Zachary Taylor,
truth and duty. He asks God for divine
simply avows his conviction that it is God's
that he never seemed to know when he was
{ whipped. ‘This is the secret of many a
word, and he sometimes gives lectures to "bor. Were a missionary stationed at Gar- touidance in his search for truth. Such an
NE ;
:
| Sunday-school
A quiet,at, patient
§success.
1a)
his pupils on Bible subjects. May hé be led beta, he would find * the road in this direc- one has,in him fulfilled, one of the most |
.
S . S y 1 ep artment
1 persistence amid obstacles and discourageinto the experimental knowledge of the tion a great convenience in passing to the essential conditions of success in prosecut| ments, which
timid men of weak faith
a
ing his inquiries, viz.: The love of truth.
truth as it is in Jesus.
1
would deem ihsurmourffable, is often a sure .
north-western portion of the Midnapore disHe may meet with intellectual difficulIn the evening we found another village trict, and, also, by it would have access to
herald of victory.A very small teachers”
TEMPERANCE LEGISLATION.
Illustrative Teaching.
meeting, for example, may be very interwhich we had not yet visited. But few other districts seldom reached from Midna ties his reason can not solve, but his heart
instinctively clings to tiuth. His prayer
| esting and profitable.
Provided the time is
We know of no subject upon which it is hearers could be obtained. Among them
pore station.
Ci
:
>
: is, *¢ Lord, save me from error.”
That illustrative teaching is growing in [ not taken up with discussions on unimpormore proper or necessary to legislate than wag another cross-grained, concejted fellow,
tant topics; or, worse still, in scolding the
It is quite certain that such an one will, popular favor is.evidenced by its growing
upon the prohibition of the use. of intoxi- who imagined he kpew a great deal, and
The
Bible
and
Geology.
few present for the absence of delinquents.
use
in
our
public
and
Sabbath-schools;
and
ere long, find the solid rock for his standcating drinks. We legislate for the pro- yet miserably failed in his frantic efforts to
ty
—
I
by the way, the uniform ‘testimony of histo- And provided, further, that the few faithful
ing place, and joy on his lips for his song! ry attests this truth, that wherever teaching ones hold on with that brave cheerfulness,
tection of property; and four-filths of all display it. He got angry, and charged PurI will first notice the objections of J. M.
or later becomes attractive to
the criminals that render our property in- na with fornication, said he, had seen him D., as apearing in the Star of March 6, and He shall dwell in a house that falls not is rescued from a selfish aristocracy to a which sooner
those...
whom
W"i8 “so desirable to teach. .
broad,
humanitarian
institution,
just
so
far
the
when
the
.storm
beats
upon
it
and
the
anfrom,
come
and
by,
This
made
are
Midnapore.
secure,
at improper places at
then offer what appear to me to be infalliRalph
Wells
often
says that he never should
does
tke
study
of
life
and
nature
grow
togrog-shops. We legislate for the protec- was almost too much for Purna’s human na- ble proofs that the word day as used in the gry floods of temptation rush against its gether, In the grand old Hebrew econo- have succeeded ‘with his first teachers’
fourimmovable
foundations!
and
tion and security of our lives;
ture, and I had much ado to get him to the first chapter of Genesis means twenty-four
my this was especially seen; every parent meetings if- he had not been blissfully unBat another man loves not the truth.” In being a divinely commissioned teacher, and conscious of apparent defeat.
fifths of all the criminals ethat endanger matter, and take no noticeof the foul slan- hours and not an age.
and take life, come from these same grog- der. His accuser was about to leave, very
It is objected that the earth could not heart he really hates it ; and when he meets ordered to presen{, not the simple abstract
shops. We legislate for the punishment of much excited, but was prevented by the have been ‘‘without form and void” as de- with Jntellectual difficulties concerning rule of right and wrong, but its practical
in the past history
of their fathers.
Tae CHECE REIN ON CHILDREN.
“Let
erime ; why is it not betfer and cheaper to persuasions of a younger and more intelli- scribed by Moses at the commencement of evangelical truth, he is more than willing to working
And
Hebrew
teaching
abounds
in illus- the boys be boys” is a good parental motto,
fourfind
them.
ar
legislate for the prevention of crime,
gent man, who evidently desired to hear. the first day’s work, if the body of the earth
trations, comparisons, parables, so that
fifths of which would be prevented by clos- The latter asked several very impertinent had been formed ages before with its regu- _ Thus with head and heart in sympathy the books of which they are composed but the caution in the following paragraph,
with error, quite naturally and easily the are, and have ever been, the delight, the from the pen of Rev. J. H. Vincent, the
ing the grog-shops and stopping the man- questions.
lar strata and its abundant fossil remains. I
even well known Sunday-school worker, may be
liquors
broad way that leadeth to destruction is consolation, the enlightenment of
_#facture and sale of intoxicating
With some difficulty -we managed to
: The Hebrew words translated
the
humblest
minds,
until
no
other
works.
worth heeding:
7
:
inmen
many
entered,
where
the
companionship
of
skepso
madden
and
considerthe
infuriate
that
preach Chyjgt, and ugge upon
‘without form and void,” mean ‘‘desolate
can compare with them for the hold they
In our opinion, it should be the endeavor
to crime? We levy and collect taxes to ation of our hearérs his claims as the Saviour and empty,” referring evidently to the sur- tics, scorners and infidels is found, and self- possess upon the Christ-loving heart the
What would ‘have been the of parents and teachers to restrain rather
punish crime; why not collect a much less of men. As we were returning to camp, face of the earth. The word translated indulgence and sin prevail. The end is world over.
We
effect,
if,
instead
of the pathetic history than to .encourage the frolicsome romp of
crimes?
death!
Many
a
soul
has
lost
the
narrow
same
these
me.
amused
prevent
sum and
Purna made a remark which
“rwithout form,” Gesenius defines as ‘‘ waste,
spy, not repress.’
of
Joseph,
we
had
only the cold philoso- children. Restrain, we
|
legislate for the care ahil supportof our We were conversing about the opposition “desolate, a waste, a desert,” gnd the word path that leadeth to. life, first,by decline of vhy of “his wonderful
‘What
we
mean
is,
that
fhe
romp
wil out
- life 7? Had Kin
love for the truth. How numerous are the
ay way, and the danglér is that with thepaupers; why not legislate to prevent this we had first met, when Purna remarked,
translated‘ ‘void” as ‘‘empty, void.”
avid merely sungof abstractions, insteac
much romp will go,
fto , that joyous in-.
wrecks of humanity,—of intellect and of of Comparing the Lord to a loving and 60
same pauperism, four-fifths of which comes «The devil seems to have a captain in every
It is further objected that light was essenheart, who left the plain “‘old ship of Zion,” careful shepherd, would a multitude of ner sense of priceless unspent life and health
from the sale of these liquors? Are not village we visit.” And so it is, we find in
tial to the life of those amimals and plants
(and not the romp which expresses
the people taxed enough for the ordinary most places, at.least, one person who is which are represented by fossil remains, with her needful discipline and healthful fare, humble souls have taken to themselves the which
it)
is
the
child's best, and should be the - infinite
consolation
of
those
words?
And
for the coveted libertiesof license, and the
expenses of government, without running ready to oppose us, and whose tongue seems
child's inalienable, bliss.
‘
‘and
that
darkness
reigned
until
the
first
what
cold-blooded
soul
would
have
omitted
We
taxes?
grog-shops to increase their
We would haye the child's natural trusto be set on fire of hell. It matters not day. The first assertion I grant ;%he second light foed that satisfieth not the hungry soul the glowing comparisous of Isaiah ?
on board thé treacherous. craft of skepti_ legislateto prevent the destruction of our whether he is prepared to argue rationally
Blessed indeed was
it for Judea that to tees, his parents and teachers, see to it that
squander the savis
‘herds by various diseases; why not’ legis- or not. Indeed, it more often happens is without proof. Truly, the sun shone cism,
the *“ land which sat in the shadow of death spendthrift sport does not
ing
and
increase
of
growth
and rest, and
from
‘the
beginning”
of
the
solar
system
grain
qur
“Tha great Master has said, ““ If any light sprung’up,” when the greater teacher
Jate to prevent the destruction’of
that he is, of all his company, the least fitted and gave light during those unnumbered”
food and sleep. Keep the cork in, brethcame
who
taught
‘‘
not
as
the
scribes
"—
legisWe
s?
distiller
and
man
will
do
my
will
he
shall
know
of
the
by the brewers
to conduct an argument; oppose he will all ages in which God was preparing the earth
because ‘‘ the common people heard him ren and sisters, lest, if you quite withdraw
gambling; why not legis- efforts to enlighten the people and lead them
it, the vital wine of health and youth lose
e
doctrine.” So much love of the truth as gladly.”
to prevent
Jat
ha
Each
geologifor the habitation of man.
grow dull and dead.
insures devotion to the will of God, is the | An analysis of the parables, illustrations, its nimble motion and
late against that which isthe great induce- into that truth which alone can make them
cal period was followed by an overwhelm;
safest protection of the soul.
and comparisons of our Saviour is a work How many of our children reach the limits
ment to gambling, strong drink? We leg- wise unto salvation.
of manhood and womanhood with all their
ing cataclysm which destroyed what lived
Love is the great heart-power that binds of surpassing interest, for by reason of rightful JDastimony of vigor wasted in riotislate to develop the industries and resourcMONDAY, 20th. Several hours at the mar- to make way for a higher creation.
The
last
their
wonderful
presentation
of
actual
to
legislate
not
why
to
us to the truth, to duty and to God.
a
es of the country ; and
We older are too fast livers
ket again to-day. In the evening we went
every-day life, we may view the daily life ous over-living.
Noah's) occurred
ourselves.
Perhaps in this steam and teleUNCLE ALEX..
prevent the waste and destruction of these the extreme end of the village and preached great cataclySm (except
of
the
Jewish
people,
and
by
the
lessons
P
we can not help it. But we
i
industries ang resources? ‘What is there in for a time to a number of low caste people. just before the first day on which the creathey tgach, obtain a view of what man has; ‘graph age
Of comrse
tion
described
by
Moses
began:
upon
burden
a
such
is
that
of
been by nature, and may be by grace, ought te keep our children slow as long as
this whole land
it #* point to visit this class
make
We
produced ut. Rev. Wm. Nutting.
The parables, illustrations, and compar- we can. The maelstrom will catch them
its industries as the sale and use of intoxi- people wherever we find them, though we these tremendous cataclysms
desolate
a
earth
SE
the
left
and
isons
of our Saviour are one hundred in soon enough at the latest. Remember that .
darkness
ter
cating drinks ?
are often urged by others to pass them by.
number,
and as we desire to know the an‘even tenor of quiet, contented infancy
Hence
Moses
waste of water, and empty.
Rev. Wm: Nutting died in Parish,N. Y.,
childhood, without excitement, bxENFORCEMENT OF LAW.
We remember that one of the chief tokens
proper
character,
limit, and aim of true and
graphically says: “The earth was without Jan. 25, aged 72 years, 2 months and 19 object, and illustrative
cept that which comes from within, is the
teaching
we
can
‘Whose duty is it to enforce the criminal of Christ's Messiahship was, ‘“The poor have
form and void, and darkness was upon the days.
y
il urely find instruction in examining the best course of home education that you
Jaws of a state? I lose a fine horse; the the gospel presched unto them;” we, in face of the deep.”
can adopt. It may not make your children
’ The deceased was born in Richfield,
Othighest model and most perfect example.
with the example of the Prince
Jretervsturally
tt; but it will at least
thief is gone; is any one but myself inter- accordance
:
ding
the
character
of
these
utter1
do
not
claim
that
“day”
in
the
Bible
alsego
Co.,
N.Y.
With
his
parents
he
came
eave them to turn their tender eriilage
ested in arresting the thief? I conclude of missionaries, seek out the poor and de- | ways means twentyfour hours. Reason to, West Monroe, N. Y., in 1804. That an
we
find that of these one hundred
illustrations,
only six were -concerned with into bone before the strain comes that the not to go to the trouble and expense of spised, and try to enlighten them.
was then a wildernegs.
Here hig visible objects :—The Well in Samaria ; The hardest bene can no more than endure.
thief; no one else ~ TUESDAY, 21st. Left before daylight for must be used. * Abraham saw Christ's ‘‘day” section
the ng
finding and securi
and was glad ; evidently, ‘‘day” here, is not early years were passed amid the hardships Little Child ; The Feeding of the Multitude ;
does so, (Soon he steals another horse, Homgad. Found no good field for preach- twenty-four ‘hours. ‘But when it is said,’ and privations of a pioneer life. When a ‘The
Fig-tres; the Washing of Feet,and The
er as 1 do, lets him go. ing there, for the surrounding villages were
and the owndoes
My FATHER’S WiLL —A pious old man
Supper. As a narrator, we find that Jesus
mere
e¢hild,
he
gave
his
heart
to
God
and
it
days,
three
grdve
the
in
lay
Lazarus
uncut,
yet
was
was one day walking
to the sanctuary wi
There being no danger attending horse- distant, and the rice crop
related
sixteen
stories.
Of
direct
compariwas
anxious
to
join
the
church,
but
his
parof
chapter
first
the
days. And so in
sons there are thirty-five,
of indirect, a New Testament es To hand, when a friend
stealing, soon ten thieves are at it; and in rendering it quite difficult to get about. means
question cqmes up to this? What is $16,000 spent for party purposes in the legisla
ture of 1871, as charged by the Republicans
upon the Democrats, in comparison with
this? And what is any state question in
comparison with it?
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text o

by the teacher, who desires so to

did not seek to please the fancy with smooth
God.
He was very eccentric in conversation and in preaching. Many came out of
curiosity to hear him preach, were pricked

Love

zar this morning.
No disposition to cavil,
but a few questions were asked.
From Garbareta to this place we have been

but its chief

no

that the
of

with fréshness and completeness, as a Sunday school lesson, without calling for study

upon him, he proved a valiant

could, in one day, quiet

digo cultivation is all that Homgad and Goin the little

For

indication
with any

presented

‘and children's children shall arise and call

first verse. The fifth day he created fish and
birds; the sixth day, animals and man.
Six days was time enough. Long live
Moses and the prophets.
S. C.K.

Work

There can be no

ficial treatment of

plain, can be

soldier in the Christian warfare. When others were faint of heart, he was full of coarage. When a brave one was depressed and
saw nothing but defeat, he was hopeful and
sure of victory. He was an instrument in
God's hand of bearing the sacred light of
Scripture to many a dark home,and children

tentive hearing from some, while others op-

23d.

soul responded, and

words, but he declared the whole counsel of

The third
to appear

se the text is :
be éasy when
bat in every case:

cated,

however clear and

days as literal, we can readily see how God
the storm

text

the truth in his own mind as to be able to
effort to preach Christ, choosing for his impart it with intelligence and unction to
others. Another characteristic of a thorough
text, Sol. 2: 11, 12. * The winter is pass- lesson is, that it enables the teacher to grasp
ed, the rain is over and gone; the flowers ‘clearly the central truth and two or three
appear on the earth; the "time of the sing- leading truths that naturally cluster about
ing of birds is come.” Through all the in- it. These prominent points should be so
tervening years, until old age with its infirm- stated as to include the real scope and gist

16th verse means ‘‘appointed,” as we say,
“They made him a general.” It is not the

haltore re to depend
for their very existence.

of God; his

thoroughness.

immediately he consecrated himself to the
service of the Master. Coming forth as
from a long cold winter, he made his first

for Gohaltore, where I was the guest of Mr.
Saymore, an indigo planter.
The word
was preached with the usual result,—an at-

THURSDAY,

3:3. The head master of the English school

His

but faithfully to reprove it.
before

the

l

h.

to
The

ess,

they visit her regularly. "Coming to the
end, the mother sent for the priest. He
and.third days were probably very cloudy as
comes and talks with the girl profestionalis usual after a heavy storm. The fourth day communion, which he held were the true ly. “Idon't understand the ineaning of
God said let their be lights in the firmament, Baptist principles. He was ever in the front this ; the church has not been here,” ** No,
and the clouds at last gave way so that the" rank in every moral enterprise, from the _sir, your reverence, no one until you came.”
¢¢ She is teaching me, instead of my teachsun appeared by day and the moon and earliest a zealous anti-slavery disciple and ing her. What is the reason?" ¢ Nathan
earnest
advocate
of.temperance.
His
stars by night. "The word “made” in the
ing, father, only some goed women have

This told, and though

Left

for

y

thought, this fact is an
truth is not explained

ble at the voice of the Master, urging him
to duty. At the age of 25, he listened to

light,

understanding

created vegatation of all kinds.

ifest, but Purna did not fail, mildly, kindly,
22d.

science,

ocean by the atmosphere.
God caused the dry land

bitter hatred to the truth was only too man-

WEDNESDAY,

true

whereas,

of

e_teach-

the Sacred Word, A fair ‘testof the thoroughness of wd exposition of a Sunday
study
him, presenting obstacles that caused him school lesson is the amount of careful
awakens or requires on the part of the
to fear and doubt. He lost sight of the Jitteacher
and the scholar. It may be very
crown and joined the careless in their course simple and easy, but if it calls forth no

the storm and separated the clouds from the

died for

convinced, our friend was not silenced.

to

days;

“Let there be light.”
The second day God

those very, sinners who murdered him,
Christ died not for his own sins, but for

B. H.

Rr

unknown

it be just to conclude that, because you met
with a violent death, you were a great sinner, or, indeed, in any degree faulty ? Manifestly it would be very unjust. Yet this is
precisely your argument in regard to Christ.
He died at the hand of sinners whom he en-

mes committed under the influence of in-

BY

instruction, they

Should this occur, would

a theory

acterized by
and also by their tho
sitios may be Sifted

as he termed it, that made so deep an im-

That is, to say the earth exishy

must invent

lo

AP

believer in dreams

obscure,

that the branéh was ‘created years before
the tréhk of the tree. Again the ‘‘age”
scientist

month-

intended to guide th

Expl:

yet he often spoke of that dream,or vision

ed three “ages” before the sun, the center o

that you, a re-

co-working

are here referréd tof

or supernatural manifestations in. general,

spectable man, desiring the welfare of this the solar system, was created, is as sensible
people, go among them and tell them of as it would be to say one of Adant’s eyes
their evil ways, and endeavor to reforn® was created several years before Adam, or

it shall do all that lies in

A Missionary’s Journal.—No

fourth ‘‘age”,

drunken

nota

” the

lies. Read it. It has been our aim to pro- |
duce just such weekly helps for teachers as

He that presented it said,

Though

have *¢ scissored

Sunday School World,

one of the best-of our

that led to the Substitution of ‘‘age” for that T could take it back and show it to sin“day” in the first chapter of Genesis. This ful men, then I could persuade them to come
“Go.”

committed,

ly is

WiLL Samp.—

and presented hima crown, bright and daz-

such a crown.”

them ; they would be afiything but pleased
with you, and it might be that in their ha-

until

chapter of Gen-

done such things, which ‘was by no ' means
susceptible
of proof, it still remained to be

this place

Juene: of the exhibitions,—
3
:
5 Teagher

followjrtfz pr

It was not the Hebrew word or the Eling so shat mortal eye could not look upon
conteXt but ‘science, falsely so called,” | it.
8 he received it he exclaimed, ** Oh,

He

sponsibilities return to the government,
and it is largely responsible for the crime

it power to enforce its laws.

the ist

At the summit, one met hin

1 than language can desori

Satan ; and even admitting that Krishna had

force the criminal laws of the state, the re-

this, the

greatest financl ‘question of this or’any
other age? It is an annual tax of 836 upon every man, woman and child in the
of

it se-

cures the rigid enforcement of that law.
Did not the Républican party that endorsed
President Lincoln’s proclamation of emancipation, feel itself under the most solemn
obligation to enforce that proclamation by
making every slave a citizen and putting
the ballot in the hand of the frebdmen to
‘defend that citizenship? Did they leave
the reconstruction acts to be enforced by
any one, or did they provide for their enforcement ? When President Johnson refused to enforce them, did they not put the
power into the hands of Gen. Grant? So
| when any set of officers appointed by a
state government neglect, or refuse to en-

the nation, $1,618,800,000, we find that the

products of the nation it would

until

interpretation as’in

no

those who adopt it into-inextricable confugion ; whereas by adhering to the obvious
interpretation, we have plain sailing and
shown whether he were god or devil. This can defy the caviler to gainsay a word that
:
was too much for our friend, andhe began Moses wrote.
I will now present as briefly as possible
to tremble with excitement, and opened a
tirade of abuse against Jesus, whom he de- some of the regsons for adhering to the obclared to be a very imperfect and improper vious interpretation of the word ‘‘day” in
person. A copy of the Bible was at hand, the first chapter of Genesis:
1. Moses could not have used more unand as our friend professed to be acquainted
mistakable
language, to denote literal days.
with its teachings, I handed it to him quiet2. Moses understood the days to be litly, with the request that he would be good
enough to point out one fault. *‘ Oh,” said eral and meant that readers should so unhe, ** they are numerous.”
*‘ Then," said I, derstand.
3. God himself refers to them "as literal
“ijt will beso much the easier for you to
days
in the commandment given from Sipoint out one; we ask not for many, but
nai,
“Remember
the Sabbath day to keep it
one only.” He was for the moment nonplussed, but to get out of difficulty, he ask- holy; for in six days the Lord made heaven
ed, “If he were not faulty, why did he die and earth, the sea and ‘all that in them is,
on the cross?” How very like the unbe- and rested on the seventh day.” Were not
lieving Jews: before Pilate, ‘“ If he were not the six days as well as the seventh literal ?
4. There is no reason to-depart from the
a malefactor, we would not have delivered
literal
interpretation. On the other hand it
him up unto thee.”
~
|
leads to insurmountable difficulties. Under
Purna, here, with his native aptness at
the ‘‘age” theory, there was no sun until the
illustration said, * You are surrounded in

And every state constitution gives the leg-

cessity that demanded the law,

ho aggnded.

vidently demands that

-

—

He was told that the same could be said of device instead of removing difficulties hurls ith me to this heavenly place and receive

verns=

ment has ample authority to enact all necessary laws for the suppression of crime.

We have about 8,000,000 families in, the
country, and the total cost would be $6,-

‘the

replied that Krishna had done
things
beyond the power of mere ‘mortals to do.

duty of the

the

the ve
Nations }

grave importance. This hé tried ‘esis?

to evade, but we insisted on evidence.

for protection of person and

As he

| entered, a ladder was let down upon which

the

of KrishnaA Wag
ly
much declamation. * The speaker was
tha
proof was desirable in a mat-

ter of such

I must do it, or'suffer... But do we not pay

»
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the words * Seek and ye shall find.”

/a rational discussion on the

claimsof Christianity. 1

f

door opened and the samé voice repeated hi;

ving. leamed his fact, I was

anticip

| der obligation to enforce the law to protect
iid not the whole
my neighbor's sons ?.
enforce the laws
community oom
against this dram-shop ? - But the community may be in favor of dram-shops; then
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Rum

Calcutta.

1 un-

Then why “am

:
A

educated in a mission school
' my son the only young man who is endan- ‘had been
’

EN

we!
is

\
4

o

who met him said :

ee

*“ Good morning, Mr. Price.”
~ ** Ah, good morning,” replied he; ** Iam
reading my Father's will as I walk along.”

“Well, what has he left you?" said

friend.

i

a

his

“Why, he lias bequeathed me a hundredfold more in this life; and in. the world. to
come life cyerlasting

5

“.

*

4

Slections.
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ey

dy of ordailyof tox
Th Nor dies

and.
ly

has a mate,
“That evéry mortal

And counterparts go blindly groping,

.

Old idk
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pads 5 Signe of0 pain away,
es

‘Who

:

is wrong, making him sensitive to all these
things, and keeping him on the side of

de
‘Whose spirit walks with mine wd,
>
However far our feet have sundered.
—Lippincott's Magazine.
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younger

for the opportunity

heroic?

to

But the world, either

from getting better or worse, refuses to
give many of the chances it once afforded.

To be another Grace Darling would be

at it, the rescue of the wrecked, the return,
and the lovely name pf the woman, as love-

We read, for example,

of earth?

board,

there are to save the sufferers from the bows

and yet make

some headway.

A

man in the middle of the ocean can afford
to lose everything else better than he can
afford to lose the compass in the binnacle.

events

can only occur once in a generation.

animal

equestrian is just beginning t> despair, and
with
a nerve of steel to rein him upto
-force one’s way up a burning stair-way, and
mother an

ungrateful

to

as the apple of

Keep that

your eye. Keep
discerning.
Be
science and let
love with God. =

worlds to conquer—if he ever did anything
so absurd when he was sober. But many
I
ns live and die without an opening
once senting itself fot such displays of
the chivalrous spirit.
It is painful to think of. Must the majority of men go undistinguished? 1s the ‘‘noble rage” to be all unsatiated forever?
Must youths and maidens
aspire, and

10weow42

of cating,

and

sleeping,

is'not far

momentlb more,
Mo

;A

cdn reach.

and

forth

pours

0 hierare NCATE.
mysterious being, in whose face | “OhoCITess
These things
real.

wise comprehend, much less are able to resist.
:
:
Accustomed
to no such demonstrations

to look

characters, and having it as our way to set
them down, without farther consideration,as

dear ‘is but

diance fill

called.

it clear, and strong, and
in love with your conyour conscience be in
A consciegee held in love

(and
moulded by
the Bible,
we may
be allowed to add,} isthe very foundation

not only of a spiritual manhood, but of happiness in an earthly manhood.
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GEORGE T. DAY, Editor.
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All communications

designed

for publication

shouldbe addressed to the Editor, and all letterson
business,

ad-

be

should

of money, &c.,

remittances

“sA A Specin
Special Premium.
mun
To every new subscriber for the Morning
.

ten cents

and

.

4 new and beautiful chromo

entitled ‘* The

B

produced, and is worth the price of the pa-

not what errors he might have introduced
into the original prganjzation.—If Christ

suming ways are scattered all through the
country. His modest
life has been never-

with the mere didactic. The thoughts need
expansion, illastration, impression.
Many

ing him to be such,

doubtless stands much

sermons
are too general.

sent a bad man to preach the gospel, know-

One important

plainly

derived

from

may

not

a

bad

man

nor to those who

change

pious men, too, have

the

the

!

(

N. B. It will be understood that no
centage is allowed in those cases where
Chromo is sent,—that the subscription
postage are to be paid in advance,—and

perthe
and
that

those who

wish the

Chromo

will

signify that wish in connection

their

That 4 sermon
rich in thought.
tion,

nature

be attractive it must be

and

volumes

of revela-

experience

furnish

a

boundless supply; and he who fails essentially in matter may as well conclude that

preaching is not his vocation.
ject-matter is not

all.

But the sub-

Manner

equally necessary to success.

is almost

Many err on

this point, supposing that if they have a
good subject well prepared, it must be ef-

fective: and when they witness in the congregation indifference or aversion, it is
charged to the score of depravity.
Probably in a measure justly, yet it may be in

part the good minister's fault.

Perhaps in

his own mind and heart he had an excellent

discourse, but did not succeed in unfolding,

illustrating, and impressing his theme.
There are some men with whom

is not of so much

consequence.

hundreds

of

the apostles.

From

that time

onward,

every allusionto him by the inspired writers is derogatory, and shows te intensity
| of their feelings against the act of betrayal.

after the wicked transaction, but previous-

A h__s

The

with

It should be remembered that they wrote

Manner in Preaching.
Ra

hoth

others, and our first knowledge of him is
the announcement of his name as one of

remittance.

:

on

Judas Iscariot was a disciple, a learner

of Christ,
.in common

need to

with

found

There is a view

manner

Dr. Em-

mons preached fifty years to the same congregation with the greatest monotony of
manner, scarcely raising his eyes from the

manuscript he was reading, or lifting a finger exceptto turn the leaves, from the be
ginning tothe end of his hour.
But Dr.
Emmons was a peculiar man, and the people of Franklin a peculiar people.
Such
cases furnish no precedent. Let no young
preacher assume that he is such a prodigy
that his success is inevitable.
Better feel

ly no

such’

feelings

had

been

cherished.

For three years he had been with the apostles as a friend and brother, and we do not
know as a word of reflection upon his in-

tegrit; was ever breathed from one to another.
Whatever might have been his
true character, his reputation appears to
have been good, up to the ‘night of the betrayal.
And, so far as we know, he enjoyed the
confidence of the Master, with a single ex-

ception, till near the close of his ministry.
That exception was when Jesus said, ‘* one
of you is-a devil.” This is the only Scripture that-€pems to oppose the theory which
follows, and this may be_ interpreted in
harmony with it.
The word translated
¢ devil,” means simply an enemy, and at
that time all of the disciples were very imperfect in their notions of what was right
and duty, and Judas wis probably so called with reference to that strong tendency
of his nature to worldliness and evil “that
was yet to be developed, rather than to a
character he already possessed.
Sometime during the first year of our
Saviour’s ministry, perhaps four or six
months after his baptism, he decided to select twelve from the multitude of his disciples, who should be continually with him,
to receive his
instruction,
witness "his
mighty works, testify of his resurrection,

higher and fairer

we are not to follow Christ's example in
ordaining

and retaining bad men in the L—DEgaTH OF PROFESSOR MORSE. Proministry, whose example shall we follow ? fessor S. F. B. Morse, the inventor of the

the common errors info which the: others
fell, but he was evidently more worldly-

electric telegraph, died at lis residence in
New York the second of April. He had
reached the age of 81 years, every one of
which was like a royal crown, if we judge

them by the service he has rendéred to the
world. « The story of his early pursuits of
sciengg, and-especially of his struggles to
establish the electric telegraph system
nearly thirty years ago, is familiar to most
readers. He had meant first to be.an artist,
and in fact followed that profession for
some years, painting portraits, &c., for
what remuneration he could get; but his
knowledge of electricity, and of the laws

ESR
ER

?

-
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Sp

umns of the rebels, drove

them

field, and turned

of national ftri-

the scale

from

the

nniph.

knowingly selected asrebel

as one of our

generals, or taken him into the

counsels of

rem

9%

our Illinois friends are rejoicing over their on the D>mocratic mildew bv that time,

temperance

law and the rest of the States

the Cabinet ? If loyal men Yvere needed to are pointing to it #5 a model, along come

Equally so with the sermon. The speak- put down the rebellion, were not.
.er may have abundant resources; but lack ‘men needed to plant a “Christian
-of skillful handling, inéfficiency, awkward- If a temperance campaign were
ness may rob him of victory.
A word fitly ganized,
and lecturers sent into

spoken is like apples of gold in pictures of

‘silver.

As

with a word so with a sentence,

a ‘paragraph, a division, a whole discourse.

Christian the Germans and clamor for its repedl.
church ? Since most of the Germans drink beer
to be or- and the rest are engaged in brewing it,
the ficld, one can readily believe that they present
would you knowingly choose a8 4 pait of quite. a strong front, especially as there
the namber those who sip their wine, guz- are a good many of them, taking both
zle their beer and believe in rumselling ? hrewers and drinkers together. We cerCan we conceive of a reason why an un- tainly hope they may get all their rights,

‘What is worth doing at all is worth doing
well. Manneris just as worthy an dhject beliéver in Christ, & worshiper of idols,in
of care, labor, incessant, persevering effort . preference to a Christian ‘man,’ should be
as the matter. One is the essential supple- sent as a missionary to the heathen® And
ment of the other,
®
| can we_conceive a reason that is in ‘any deA fault, in some Tespects, the opposite of gree satisfactory, why Jesus should have
the last, is excess of manner
It may be chosen a bad man rather than a good one
-overdone, so that instead of developing a as an apostle ? Our reason teaches us that
" natural manner, we have, instead, what is Juda must have been a true and sincere
artificial, arbitrary. Some are too formal;, follower of Christ when chosen as one of
everything must be put into and expressed | theapostles.
in forms—so many main divisions, and 80
And there are evidences that he was a
many sub-divisions, with introduction, ex- good man when chosen.
His selection is
position, and conclusion arranged on a rig- the very strongest presumptive evidence in
id, uniform plan, Or if all these parts are his favor. To him as fully as to the other

not labelled and numbered,

there: is so

much plaiting, starching,crimpingas great

ly to impede proper action.
Here is one great difficulty of teaching
develop real

lished

life.

But the learneris liable

power,

for

it

¢ He called unto him the ‘twelve,

$0 get the form rather than the spirit, and

gan to send them forth

the consequence
is like that in the spiritual
sense, ‘‘the letter killeth, while the spirit
giveth life.” How did Fenelon, South,

and gave them power over unclean

Whitefield,
and Davies preach ? Their pub-

sermons give an outline; yet a strict

copyist
of such outline would no more re-

‘semble
them than a manikin

does a man.

Besides, politics is a tradé,==let us bot sdy
what kind of a trade,—and the result depends more on the continued shrewdness
of those whe are making the bargains than

anything else.

; <

Rn

——MOoRE Brisa TACTICS iN Inpra.

The

English crushed the Sepoys by deliberately
murdering them, and the rest of the world
said it was shameful. Now there has been

hy

two

and

is said,

and be-

House should hold the privilege ‘of originating certain bills that especially concern

the people; but it séems as though they
are going into a needless passion over the | plishment
will:be about as important as
Senate bill. * If it is the rightsof their con- that of either
of the above rumored allistituents that the Representatives are so.
ances.
fd
Jealous of, why don’t they catch an inkling |
of what those rights are believed to be
——MODERN SPIRITUALISM. It seéms,then ,
from the cordial apjwoval thatjs so widely
that
within ten years we are not only
given the Senate bill, and so helpit along
ing
to be ableto talkin common
instead of burying it out of sight? This
is an opportunity. to remedy some of the with spirits, but we shall also be ableto
faults of our tariff system that ought not .see their- faces. This important fact was
d by Professor William Denton,
to be lost through mere sectional jealousy. disclose
in Bosten, March 81, it beilig the 24th anIt shouldbe improved by wise and mag- niversar of the modern spiritual
y
istic order.
nanimous legislation, that will show the
And it may be added that Pypofessor William
people that their champions in Congress Denton isthe chief light among New Engreally seek theif welfare and not the unland spiritualists, uttering only the choicest
certain honor of maintaining a false diginspiration and so standing no chance to.
nity.
be mistaken. To be sure, the order has
made some progress during the twentyTHE ALLIES

OF FRANCE.

In

adjourn-

ing the” Assembly lgst week for a twenty
days’ recess, President Thiers took occasion
to say that France was not entirely isolated ;

that she still has alliances.

This must cer-

tainly be.encouraging to Frenchmen,—if
is true.

And if it

is not, it will

it

doubtless

without

knowing

who

clothes,

two;

not reasonfble to suppose that Christ would

have sent out one impenitent.man to preseh 4
repentance to another, or authorized one

ed by the Peace Commissioners

merit

———

~——TuE Coming TrANsIT oF VENUS,

Pro-

fessor Henry and other scientific men ¢onnected with the Smithsonian - Institute and

the Naval Observatory have united in an

and thorough preparation for observing the transit of Venus across the sun,
which will take place in 1874, and is looked

upon

as the most important

astronomical

event that has occurred for many years.
The last transit was in 1792, and excited

posed to send naval

laws to take

now the discredit of yielding their position.

than piratical manner of punishment. But

grant that the case demanded serious treat-

ment, will not the Indian nation be much

The anti-temperance ralliers

more likely to repeat its mutinous

action

are

wives and chidren,—if they enforce them.
—

0A

~——DEATH OF Pror, THOMAS

C. UPHAM.

ment that some other treatment than blowing ignorant natives from the mouths of
cannon is needed to bring them to terms.
Let us hope that the warning may be heeded, and that England may yet set an ex-

Professor Up- many hearts.

hie brother in New York.

was known net only to the numerous

doin graduates, to whom

he had es- THE

TARIFF Question.

naan tpn

Because

GY]

the

U. 8. Senate presutiiéd to heed the com.

pecially endeared himselfin the class-room,
butto a large part of the literary world: plaintsof three-fourths of our citizens,an
“one should have his own manner.
In filling the vaeancy occasioned by Judas's whose faith has been quickened and whose |-passeda bill repealing the odious income
~
is ‘mo. new prinéiple. Each man death, why did the: eleven appeal to the love expanded by reading his ** Alsthetic tax and removing duties from several other
grows physically, mentally, morally for Lord as knowing the hearts of nien, unless and Moral Letters,” *‘ The Interior Life,” articles, the House feels that its rights sare
‘ himself, ro wishing, strengthening, maturing true and Christian. med. were ‘wanted ? “Divine Union,” &. He was especially mde and after a. good deal of spleeny
®

v

|

really,

thing

now,

wouldn't it be the

in the world

if we should

with” these

natural eyes

and these

talking’to shadowy spirits? It would be
odd, certainly. But it is best to give Mr.
Denton & Co. the credit of being si
They are quite a company, take the
togther; they are exploring a domain) that
ought to be entered only with uncoyered
head and reverent speech, and so let ys hope
that the theory of spiritual pheyiomena

may not become a mere mess of ngnsense
under their handling.

——THE CONVERSION OF CHILDREN. This
is a matter in which the Christian world
may well feel an interest. The very fact
that so many children are the parents of so
many grown up people gives added intensity to the

interest

that

is felt for their con-

version, and also makes

doubly

important

_the use of means to bring it about.

In the

course of an article on this subject, the last
Watchman & Réflector says:
But why are not children more generally

converted?

Why is it the exception, rather

than the law?

In the first place, church membershi

and conversion and church membership
have generally been conceived of as intimately united—has, especially in time past,

though

less so at present,

been

thought

of

as meant for those capable of assentingto
a creed, the summary of a Weclogieal System.

Faith has been made something,

not

exclusively, of course, but very decidedly
intellectual ; a thing of the head full as
much as of the heart; an exercise beyond
y the strength of a child.
There are still

lingerings of this everywhere in the winds

of earnest Christian
parents,—a half conscious fear that their children are too young
to understand the Gospel and
to have its
offers made distinctly to them for their acceptance.,

n the second

made

place, too

much

of ‘‘old-fashioned

has

been

conversions,”

as

they have been called ; conversions marked
by deep convictions, painful struggles and
exuberant joy,—features dependent, not

at all on the nature of the spiritual change,

preceded by little resistance,

-

and by few

severe struggles; and will be characterized

only by quiet.joy, which, indeed, is rather
peace ipan
The ohild will be led
long
utly by the hand, yielding readily,
izing the voice of God
if it yield at all, reco
in the words of its
us mother or father,
seeming to be mo
to religio n as nat-t
urally as it is molded to any thing elsé.

This fact, we think, has led very many io be
suspicious of most child-conversions,—they
see so much’ of the natural and the human’;

interesting memorial to. Congress, urging so much which ¢in be traced right alon
from cause to effect, that they are afrai
the appropriation of $150,000 to make ex- rthere is nothing
supernatural in it, nothing
tensive

to have been mo

much credit in passing good

a

further trial, and we trust no excited citizens, however much they may have suffered
in person or estate, will prevail to prevent
such a trial.
:

1874 will not be visible in this country, and

any ultimate measures, let alone this worse

when he talks in that way. We don't know,
of course, what may happen in the next ten

-but on the strength of the resistance offered
and overcome. This resistance is generally
proportioned to the mastery which sin had
rained over the soyl; and the joy that folows, to the strengths of the preceding struggle. Such striking conversions illustrate
that they are too impatient to give a peace that grace which abounds where sin has
policy a fair trial. We know the Apaches .abounded, but we must take heed how we
murder. There are to-day too deep scars. use them to underraté those of which Lydia's
in many hearts to let us doubt it, But. will | is a type; of which it is said, in beautiful
strict retaliation, Wurdét for murder, and simplicity and sublime comprehensiveness,
“The Lord opened her heart to receive the
often five murders for one, break their cruel wordsspoken by Paul.”
Now a child's conspirits? The good results already achiev- version will not be like a man’s. It will be

the rebels to the mouth of the cannon and
blowing them to atoms. What will the
rest of the world say to this? There seems
necessity for

is rather hazarding his claims to prophecy

find ourselves, some day in our every-day

so much interest in the scientific world that
several European Governments made liberal appropriations to enable their astrono“mers
to take observations. The transit of
latter retaliate by tying . the ‘ringleaders of

immediate

,

ester,but it strikes us that Professor Denton’

they are. stammering vocal organs, looking at and

hopeless and helpless without it, to admit,
of its easy repeal: And weare glad to notice that thus far the prospects of success
are not very flattering to the Germans.
There is also a strong anti-temperance
movement in Wisconsin and Iowa, both
of which States have done themselves too

help flow from it to too many who were

years sinte the‘ Fox sisters " first rap-

ped out the whisperings of spirits in Roch-

strangest

Thiers declares it isn't safe to name the allies. So France must believe that she has

friends

four

years, but

encourage theug-just as much, for President

a slight rebellion by a small Indian tribe
against some English measure, and these

spirits.” Thomas C. Upham, until within a few
And they ggercised this power, for '« they years professor of mental and moral philoswent out and preached that men should re- ophy in Bowdoin College, died last week ample of ruling her colonists that to conpent; and cast out many devils,"&e,
It is Tuesday, of paralysis, at the residence of template will not bring a sigh from so

And
if one could fully copy their manner, devil to cast out another, when" he directly
it ‘would be no less a failure, because each says that he did not act on this principle.

the draft of a defensive treaty between

Germany and Italy. These may be mostly:
rumors, but there must have been at least
a grain of truth to.sprout them. The reopening of Sebastopol as a military harbor
seems a_Hetermined fact, and its accom-

are
a great many good reasons why the

but we don't believe the repeal of a good
temperance law is one of ‘them. Hope and

met by being dealt with in this summary fashion?
firm men in all this. section, and we are An ignorant nature is just the one to fly in
eleven, did Christ explain the doctrines of quite readyto believe that their plans will the face of bodily torture, and retaliate
the gospel and the principles of his king- miscarry. Let the western yeomen fill their with more blows the fiercer the blows that
dom,—committing to him, in common with statute books with as wholesome laws as are given. The leading newspapers of
the others, all of his most private communi- they do their granaries with golden crops, India quite sensibly point out the errors in
cations and interests. He also was entrust- and they will do well enough for their English rule, warning the home govern-

and applying rules and principles.
They
are defived from real life, and are meant to- ed ‘with miraculous

ed him of having recently brought to Rome

which seemed to govern its action, led him

and build up the church after his ascension ;
trial of Democratico-Liberal-Republican
and these hé called apostles. - The selec- knew that Jesus had only fo #peak and be
policy.
The tactics of past years had lost
e fault of manner arises froni”Heglect. tion-was an important one, as the interests free again. Judas had become backslidden,
their
virtue
to win the Connecticut vote, so
reacher is not going to be cramped entrusted to them exceeded all human calcu- by allowing his love of gain to prevail over
this
year
the
Democracy are said to have
with Miles, but must have free scope; so, lations.
A church was to be founded that his love of right and attachment to Christ,
dropped
their
old plans and to have apand
so
inconsiderately
yielded
to
a
temptaperhap3 rambles, repeats himself, becomes would continue through all time, that
pealed
directly
to the Liberal Republican
involved and brings nothing to a point. would supplant all other religions, and tion that proved his ruin.
voters.
Be
that
as it may, they have failed,
From the life and death of this unfortuNo where i8 judicious arrangement more gather into one fold all the ransomed of the
and if the Administration is depending for
nate
man,
comes
a
warning
voice
to
every
important than in public speaking.
Napo- ‘Lord. The success of thelf work depended
leon lost Waterloo by lack of arrangement. not upon their own wisdom or strength, one; andi says,“ Love not the world;” any particular encouragement upon the reGen. Meade won at Gettysburg by good but upon their fidelity to Christ.
True * Watch and pray lest ye enter into tempta- sults of these Spring elections, it must . be
But we don’
tion ;” ¢ Let him that thinketh he standeth, quite hopeful by this time.
planning.
The occupancy of Cemetery Christian men were therefore needed,
believe there is quite so much cause of astake
heed
lest
he
fall.”
* Ridge was not dn accident.
When HowWhen southern leaders defiantly threatsurance in these victories as many claim.
ard led his worn but ardent veterans ‘into ened the overthrow of our government,
There are some months before the autum< -, Current Topics.
the awful conflict, they chose their position when our flag was dishonored and Sumpter
nal harvest of votes, and many cf these that
- with consummate skill, and so cut up and fell, an army was to be™organized; and
rolled back the flushed and desperate col- what would one have thought had Lincoln ——TEMPERANCE IN THE WEST. Just a now wear the Republican color may take
that what success he obtains he will have to

earn.

talk has voted to lay the bill on the table.
It is, doubtless, well to have an order in
such matters and then observe it. There

But her citizens must exercise immense
faith in Thiers’ word jn order to find suffito a devotion to that science which had heient encouragement in his hints to tide
proved so fortunate for the world.
He has them over threatening bars. Their ears
never claimed to be the discoverer of the aré filled with rumors of insurrections, the
‘and handling the money, he became parsi- principles of the telegraph, but only to be imperialists go about after dark, the solmonious.
The love of money became his the first to adopt its already discovered
diers mutter and look - sullen, and the
ruling passion, so that he was more indig- principles to practical telegraphy. All the whole air féels as though there was a storm
nant than the rest
at the waste of honors that a grateful world could bestow brewing. And these omens are made doubointment, as he regarded it, when .the Say- have been his, wealth and medals 4nd tes- ly serious by the frequent assertions of the
iour ‘was anointed.
This passion,
like timonials having come to him in profusion.
President that ‘there is internal quiet, the
every besetting sin,grew by indulgence and Let us hope that in a higher sphere he has army is faithful, and France has her allies.”
was strengthened by his daily cherishing solved the mystery of laws that were be- May it be even so. May the faint hopes of
it. So intense did it finally become that he yond his ken here, and that the “well a Republic ripen into a fulfilled promise,
conceived the base idea of selling his Mas- done” has been already spoken to him.
and may there be no revolution before a
ter for money. Knowing the desire of the
year to make her final condition worse than
chief priests to secure him, he goes to them
How we used her present.
with this question: ‘ What will ye give ——NasT’s CARICATURES.
to laugh at the ridiculous appearance of
me and I will deliver him unto you?”
——THE ApAcHES.
The murderous career
‘ What will ye give me ?” Oh, how mean Tweed & Co., as Nast’s pencil portrayed
of this Indian tribe has been brought again
them
in
Harper's
Weekly!
Those
simple
and dastardly did his desire for gain then
before the public by a series of Resolutions
appear ! Imperfect asthe other apostles wood-cuts told the story and pointed the
sent to Congress by the Legislature of Calimoral
better
than
their
space
devoted
to
were, Judas seems to have stood on a lowfornia, relating to the depredations and
parts
of
speech
could
have
done.
But
er level of moral principle than the rest.
murders recently committed by them in
when Mr. Nast degrades his genius by
He was doubtless honest and sincere in
holding up to the cheapest ridicule such Arizona. The fact that citizens of Califorhis professed attachment to Christ, but
‘nia have recently fallen victims to these
his-love of the world led him to expect men as Sumner, Schurz and Trumbull, we
murderous savages appears to have occadon’t
feel
so
much
like
laughing.
It
may
great advantages in following him.
Here
sioned the passage of these resolutions.
be
said
that
the
artist
has
a
right
to
choose
was his besetting sin. It grew incautiousThey
set forth in strong language the exhis
subjects,
and
so
he
has.
But
so
have
ly upon him, till it became a part of his
tent
and
atrocity of the outrages which are
Mr.
Sumner
and
his
allies
a
right
to
hold
very nature, and hung to him like a mill-continually
committed by the Apaches, detheir
views
of
grave
political
questions,
and
stone, even under the inspiring influences
claye
that
the
government is rich enough
that
without
being
held
up
to
ridicule
by
of Jesus, and his own best efforts to rise to
one of our leading journals. The cari- and powerful enough to afford adequate
a pure and consecrated life."
protection to all citizens, demand” that
When all his worldly hopes were likely catures are very funny and exceedingly
measures be taken for the subjection of the
amusing;
but
there
seems
to
be
a
painful
to be disappointed, and, stung by the reIndians, and finally warmly commend the
unfitness
between
the
subjects
themselves
buke of Christ for his avaricious desire about
course of General Crook and express confithe sale of the ointment, then Satan took and the clownish relations they are made
dence that jf he were furnished with a suffito assume.
.
advantage of his weakness, as he always
o
cient force to carry out his policy without
does, and témpted him to replenish- his
interference from peace commissioners, he
—THE
CONNECTICUT
Erection.
The
Repockets and show his resentment by an act
be would able to subdue the Indians and
that would place Jesus in a position from -publicans in the Nutmeg State are satisfied. bring peace to the harassed citizens of AriThey
have
re-elected
their
governor
by
which he could easily extricate himself by
zona. But the inhabitants of the Pacific
his own divine power.
We do not suppose square voting, and are jubilant. There slope are apt to be over-thirsty for blood.
will
be
no
manufacturing
of
majorities
nor
that Judas once thought
that his Lord
The old mining days, when each kept his
would be retained, condemned and ecruci- legislative wrangle to get the governor, as dust only by pistol and bowie knife, have
was
the
case
last
year.
The
election
is
fied, but that was too good an opportunity
left their traces, and even at’ the risk of
Tok speculation to be neglected, when he significant because it was the.first genuine
seeming unkind we are obliged to believe

minded and avaricious than the rest.
His
of this whole subject that seems very plain | carefulness of money may have led to the
and simple; and the following’ exposition selection of him as the steward of the aposis submitted :
:
tolic household, and by carrying the bag

address of their paper to some other member of the same household.

been

sides of the controversy.

theless ratheran intense one, and his record

now be ordained, or kept in the ministry than many who have won more of the
after he becomes bad ?—If Christ received world’s applause. It is such lives as his
a bad man into the apostolic church, may
leave a fragrant memory behind them,
not we into the Christian ‘church ?. If he
ting like a charm to draw multitudes
kept such a man, then may not we P—If after them to a higher and truer life.

—If Christ had a satisfactory reason for
choosing a bad man: as an apostle, how
per.
$e
J
shall we condemn those who may say, they
i" This Chromo has proved itself so
Judas.
have satisfactory reasons for ordaining and
——
retaining bad men ? Look which way we
popular a premium, that, desiring to put it
The character of Judas involves ques- will on this theory, difficulties multiply and
into as many families 3s possible, we hive ‘tions on which the Christian world has darkness thickens, so we turn away from
decided to offer it as a premium to new never been agreed. - Was he ever a true: it.
r
:
disciple ? Wasthe betrayal an act of haThe true theory of Judas's character is
subscribers till June 1, 1872.
tred, deep seated and long clierished ? doubtless this :—The disciples all had very
7" It is almost needless to say that this Was his repentance genuine ? These ques- erroneous ideas of Christ's mission apd of
tions have beenboth affirmatively and neg- his kingdom, and Judas not only partook.of
premium is not offered. to old subscribers atively answered, and learned men, very
any” longer,

has befriended in various quiet and unas-

There is great dangerof treating subjects
too much in the abstract—of crowding them

hearers, so asto help them in their views
of doctrine and in the conduct of life, is
sufficient for a sermon; and urged with the
devout mind and egrnest heart of the ambassador of Christ will never fail of success.

This is one of the most
.

chosen all true men.—Then was the Chris- awide but a genuine and ‘merited reputation. The news of his death will carry
with the circumstances of
sadness to many hearts, for those whom he
tian chureh founded by men, some of whom
were good, and one at least. was bad; and
had he not committed suicide, we know

inspired Word, set forth with @iscrimination, and applied to the experience of the

elegant worksof its kind that has been
ig

and especially

central thought,

bY

in addition to pay postage, &c., we will send

" Wreathed Cross.”

principles analytically and synthetically,
with the helpof books, classmates, teachers,

real scenes and living men in view.

dressed to the Publisber.

Star who shall remit $2.50,

10, 187.

AP;

And the fact that ¢* Judas by transgression interested in mental phenomena, finding
fell,” implies that he had been up in a good within himself food for thought and study
| mere imitators, .but to cultivate .ourselves place, or he could not have fallen,
beyond what many = discovered in all the
| and use our own powers. There are prinThie theory that Judas w :s never a good world besides. . The results of these menciples which apply to the composition and man is fraught with difficulties, on every tal studies he sometime since embodied’ in
delivery of a sermon, and of all its parts. ‘hand. If true, Jesus chose one bad man to his "crowning literary
- work, a ‘Mental
There is great advantage in studying these do a good work, when he might have Philosophy,” which has given him not only

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 10, 1872.

NWN

will be best seen

from

the

birth,

They

expeditions

to those

The Governments of many of the countries

have already taken steps to this

end, and there is little doubt that Congress

will enable the astronomers

imself never seett site in results,

OUR DELAYED Issue.

Owing te a fail-

ure in the engine room we were unable.to
finish printing our last issue until Friday,
the 5th inst. If any subscribers failed to

of this country

brethren.

,

times meet with accidents.

lg

i

——NEW ALLIANCES IN EUROPE. Rumors
of new alliances are current in Europe, It
is assorted that Count Arnim has brought
from Berlin a scheme of defensive alliance

between Italy and Germany.
Italy guarantees to (Germany possession. of Alsace

and Lorraine, and Germany guarantees to
Italy Rowe as capital. In case of war, the

:

Denominational
News and Nots
Revivals, &c.

to have the same advantages as their foreign
v

the Holy Spirit,

receive their Starsoni thme they will now
know the reason.
Even here in Dover,
It is pro-- and, moreover, in the Star office, we some-

points, accompanied by scientific parties.

:

forget that

whether in the young or old, works along
the line of nataral law, giving
divine ener:
Br to ordinary means and influences, but is

islands of- the

South Pacific.and Indian Oceans.

of Europe

corresponding to their conception of the new-

RUTLAND, O. The Second Freewill Baptist church in this townshihas
p of late been

favored.with a good revival, ‘The church,
in the absence of the pastor, commenced
holding prayer and conference meetings,

which becaiii® so interesting that they were
held

for

several evenings

in succession.

At length Rev. I. Z. Haning, the pastor of
the church,

came to their assistance.

He

was also joined by Rev. T. H. Drake and

two Powers will artanige a combined plan others, and the work of revival progressed. ,
of military operations. It 1s also stated that Fourteen converts have been baptized, -and

Russia will join this coalition,and her deter- three or. four othersstand as candidates for
8. H. BARRETT.
mination to tear up the last remaining baptism,
shreds of the Treaty of Paris by rebuilding | - CENTRAL €rrY, Iowa. Rev, O. E. Aldrich
the forts of Sebastisopol
regarded as con- informs us that he has just closed a series
firming this report. The Berlin corres- of meetings in this place, .in whieh fiffeen
pondent of The London Times telegraphed have already been added to the, church. . A
on the 20th ult. that Count Arnim, the Ger- good work has been done, ae it is expoctman Envoy, who has been transferred: to ed that others will yet unite with the church.
Paris, had to present
his 1étters of recall The dearth of ‘iniuisters fs deeply “felt in

to Cardinal Antonelli, as the Pope suspectpl

Towa,

4)

~~

G
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o
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H

and new

North .Kingston,

and

at Blackberry

ployed as Missionary, and through his in-

fields are opening in this section.

we

strumentality and the blessing of God,

Good revivals have been enjoyed

Ohio Grove.

was em-

Freeborn Q. M. Rev. L. Wheeler

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY,

the

Fox River Q. M. has received one church,

At the Dec. term of the

ALDEN, Mix.

Like Regulars on Dress Parade.

General.

Rev. W.

H.H.

;

is soon to excha

Murray

North-Western Association, southern Ill, has with Mr. Hepworth.
been greatly blessed this winter. I went among
Itis said that at a recent prayer-meeting not

have witpessed a glorious outpouring of
the divine Spirit. Between thirty and forty
are the result of his labors in
conversions
A., with some mercy drops in other parts of
- J. F, Harr.
:
the Q. M.

#good as new.”

+

This church has existed for many years, but

without a houseof worship until last Sum: | R. R. a little east, ind Bro. G. is preachingto byterian church, Philadelphia,
mer, when, through the efforts of their pas- them. Ashly,a fine village on the Ill. Central just their pastor, the Rev, B, D.

_tor, Rev. M. G. Pett, they built a very neat

south of Centralia, is becoming a bopeful inter-

a life insurance policy for §

and comfortable house of worship. Since est. A good brick house is ready for them after
in it now, and we have
then, the Lord has been visiting them in a little, They worshipinfluence
two miles out.
back-ground
much mercy. Their pastor commenced a a strong

numbered

are

men

and

among

the

young.

of promising

women

young

Lonverts.

preaching services in

friends

in progress at Winchester, and in Storer
At the latter place, eleven

seekers were at the altar for prdyers last

The work here openly manifested
« aight.
itself on Wednesday night the 27th inst.
We are comforted.
A. H. MORRELL.
28th,

1872.

different

places,

Free Baptist church in this place in a glorious manner.
Two years ago it was in.a

enlarging

]

Some 30 or more have been received

at Arrow Rock and the

work,

by

as

is

going on.

The Hancock and Quincy Q. M., Ia., has been
greatly strengthened. 1 spent several weeks
is

not finished in'two of them, we ean report much
progress. This Q. M. was made of two Q. M’s.
In the two there have been twenty-four churches,
80 says Bro. Jewell, who has been here all his
time in the west, #nd has seen 18 of these church-

revived

four

ion, but the temperance reform is doing a

fail

for them.

They

have

great wok here and in the citiés of Augusta

houses of worship,

of these interests and they will flourish unless we
in

getting

pastors

all of them; but will

tle faith in any body or in any movement.
the writer’s work has revived.
hope.”

Rev. H, BREWER and wife thank their friends
in Parsonsfield for a recent

in all to $48.50.

May

donation

Smounting

it be to the donors

like

bread cast upon the water.

t

REV. G. M. PARK, of Farmington, N. H., has
received a unanimous call to the Boston F. B.
church, which he has not yet decided to accept.

to

them,

But

and
us

many

there

Now, I know I can help any good

to succeed in these promising

——

need

rebuild when we get the pastors. These churches are in the midst of wealth, but they have litbegin to say, “ If you will stay with

nat

fields.

We

is

man
had

a

church and house in the city of Quincy, and
there are warm friends there yet.- The city of
Hamilton, just opposite

Keokuk,

cess when we can take

hold

promises

of it.

There

suc-

are

good houses there and some good members.
They are waiting for the man, and the time for
a special work. Bro. Dinsmore aided oe at
Palomo, and we had some 40 converted. This

church has now a large field opened for it. In
WE tender our heart-felt thanks to our friends Franklin church at Mendon, a long standing
of the Oakland Q. M. for their good attention, division made by the war was overcome, and the
kind visits, true sympathy, generous domations, community united. They have a good house in
and fervent prayers, in our behalf, during our a good location for a large congregation, and are
late and protracted sickness. Their substantial - just ready for a revival.
Stone Prairie is another locality of some imaid was about as follows : From Highland church,
portance.
There is no other meeting-house in it
£7.12; Green Oak church, $0.25; Salem church
but ours. We lifted our -people on their feet
and society, $14.50; 8. Salem church and society,

$25; Miscellaneous sources, $4.50, and by

Q.

M.

collection, $18.40.
Also,
the Salem churches
made us a donation visit on the 28 of Feb., leaving for our benefit $60.50, mostly cash. As these

dear brethren honored Christ in their giving

so

much more may he honor them in the giving of
> his Holy Spirit to cheer them on their journey.

A. M. SIMONTON,
C. 8, SIMONTON,
‘

THE following resolutions were adopted by the
Milan and Stark F. B. church, on the occasion
of the minister nated closing his pastorate :

As our beloved Brother George

signified his purpose of leaving
another field of labor, therefore,

Wheeler

this

church

has

for

Resolved, That we recognize the good hand of

Prevideénce in his ardent and interesting labors
--0f love with us for eighteen months past.
2. That we have found in him a_safe adviser,
in whése counsels wisdom and the spirit of progression have ever been made manifest.
3. That
through
all
the discouragements

bath school.

Ome

age, and her

members

of the Sab-

great-grandmother, more

enty-eight years

than.sev-

of age, are both punctual

here with much effort, and

several

came

for-

ward to join the church.
Many seemed under
deep conviction but I had to close, with the
work fairly begun.
I shall go there very soon to

baptize and continue the work.

A good man can

be sustained here, and receive the support of
nearly the whole community.
All seem anxious
for us to send a man there. There are three
other fields, where we had good interests now
gone down.
New R. R’s have gone by them and
near them, and they can be “révived easily when

we get the men in here,

Thisis ap.old country,

wealthy, and we ought to occupy it.
Prairie City Q. M. are doing very

little.

Our

cause is suffering at that place I learn.
Since
thanks-giving, more than 250 have been convert-

ed on this one field.

;

In closing, let me give you a few reasons

I have clung so closely to Ill. in my

why

work. * The

minism.

The

government

forbids

the

will be

transformed

into

his stay with us may yet be prolonged.
6. That should he chogse a-field of labor beyond our limits we will send after him our best

wishes and up to God our prayers that his future

may be more prosperous and happy than it has

. been with us.

wi

Com.

year,

a good

Sabbath-school

sus-

tained, and a general interest taken in divine
things. But the cry comes from here, as from so
many other places, for ministerial help, Would
that we’had a thousand reapers all ready
ter those western harvest-fields.

to

The state is heflthy

ready to lay out work fof the future.
in land, is now cheap, and

we

tlers into localities to as good if not better advantage than in most any state west. Theré are
openings all around, fine lands and localities, for
from $20 to $35 per acrg, and within 50- and 200
!
D. G. H.
I miles of Chicago.
hay

‘Quarterly

tered

the

rite

of confirmation

American ' candidates,
power and

eloquence

and

in that city

HouLTON Mx M.—Held

letter written by Bro. Holmes, of Chi-

church in
storm the

its last session with the
Houlton.
On account of a severe
g was small.
The meetings
were very intoresting, Rev. C. Pu-

of worship
nington and Dea. Gammon, of

that while prosperity is attending many

of the meeting.

of our

churches, there are others in needy cifeumstanc-e8, and we add the hope that their needs, may.
‘awake in generous hearts and ample’ purses_ a
Bro. Holmes says:
desire to relieve them.

without

stances.

The

church in Houlton

is now

a fustor and is in embarrassing

circum-

ey have a heavy debt
twelve per
and unless they
get help they can
Next session with the ehurch in

ing-house, are payi

fall and ‘winter.

Meetings have-been held in all the
these have.been strengthened and
ed. Ispent one week the first of
Broughton and Umion church:

churches, and
many convert.
‘Dec. with the
then returned

there the last of Feb, and closed up the work, res
sulting in the conversion of some 40 to 50.

in this Q. M. will

be

Our

greatly

strengthened. We have incorporated a’ society
who expect to build ‘a good house of worship

this. year; and Bro. Tibbetts will commence
labor with them in a fow

weeks.

I think

thee

.

Mi, a

ways more than

in

ninwl ters y have been ordained,
ry

and every thing

loks well,

“The White Co. Q. M., in Ind., organized hesr-

1y two Yate Sincere ind some trouble, but the

cause is now removed,

they are prosperin,

under the labors of Bro, Higgins,

I aided. ind

in a special effort at Rensselaer, the county seat.
They are growing steadily at that point. This is

{erk,
n

« . FARMINGTON

Q. M.—Held its last gegsten with

the Phillips church, March 18, 14.
was enjoyed.

Next

session with the

A-good
i

time

West: Freeman

Avon church, June 12,13.

D. ALLEN,

and

MONROE;N. Y., Q. M.—Held its spring
wit the Wheatville

leasant and

church.

The

‘we trust profitable.

mee

Rev.

session
ng was

A. M.

ichardson was present,and labored very accept-

ably in the Gospel.

The

meeting was

protract-

ed resulting in much good.

Next session in Byron.

‘

A. Z. MrrongLL, Clerk.

Q.-Me=Held its winter session
SAUK COUNTY,
Feb. 9—11, in the village
with the Sauk Ohi

8. It was an oceasion of
of Prairie du Sac
reat interest and profit to all. in attendance.
ut few delegates were present; our ministering
brethren seem almost to have abandotied the Q.
M., and it can not be expected that
th the lay mem-'
Dots will feel much interest if their ministers do
ot. We as » Q. M. are greatly deficient in’ earnest laborers ,and quite a number of our churches
are without preaching. .
~~.

that,

wep

MINISTERS’

“
**

Mary,

Joseph,
‘

He was prosecuted by his superiors for writings
pronounced by them to be contrary to religfon, He. joins the Abbe Michaud in declaring
that those who accept the doctrine of Papal Infallibility no. longer belong to the ‘true church,
and in maintaming that those priests who 1eject

tions of the Primitive Universal Church,
and foreign

committees

Pere

blood;

and

are cured

Disetvery.

all

by

sores

arising

Dr. Pierce’s

Mgs. E. B. DobGe,

THE

her Wheeler & Wilson Machine

has

used

14 years, ‘doing-the

interest,

illustrative of life in

a vegetable preparation containing neither MindT™
als,
Morphine nor Alcohol, It is pleasantfo take,does
not nauseate, and operates when all other remedies
fail. Dr. Pitcher hag experimented fifteen years in
roducing a Jreparation more. efficient than Castor
| il, without its horrid taste. The Cas toria reg‘ulate
the ojstem ;-cures constipation, stomach ache croup
and flatulancy,and kills worms. ' It does not distress
or gripe. By its quieting, soothing effect it prodn es natural sleep, ahd 1s particularly adapted to crying an teething childten.
:
;
e desire Physicians to test this

article,

one 80 authenticated.

Insist that

your

and”

A
Dover, N. H.

See
”

will

H

The

JOHN

© Btl4

E. HOBBS, Station Agent,
North Berwick, Me.

GREEN-HOUSE FLOWERS!
Every variety of FLORAL DECORATIONS for the

Funeral ov Church
and Parties. Also

CUT
.

Service,
3

Weddings

.

furnished promptly to order. CHOICE PLANTS for
the Garden or Parlor; Roses, Flowering Shrubs,
Vines, &o0 , &c., 4t low rates. Please call at the PINE

Mr.

S. N. Brooks,

Granville

W.

Partri

March 21, Mr.

When

Exercises;
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5,00
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8,30
2.00
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Friewill Baptist Books; including. Sunday
- School Books, may he obtained at Dover prices

of Rev. L. C. Preston, Hillsdale, Mich.
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

papery and

or sale
t of the
price.

138 & 140 Grand Street, New York.

.
i

A Ad

Wacker & Lyon Pub. Co., Chicago.

”

ie

the NATIONAL

,

‘The New Troavise, just revised by order
of the General Conferénce, can now be had

BACHER |

TREATISE.
on application, for 25 cents for each copy,
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
4 cents each for two
ders are solicited. |

or more
4

copies,

MARY

Question Book,
Lok

BY

;

LATHAM

%

CLARK,

pg

ers.. Itisadapted to classes that have\
ust completed “The, Story of Jesus.”

This book received the prize offered
not long since by the Printing Estab-.
ishment, and is recommended

to pas-

tors, superintendents and teachers as
being in every way worthy of their
‘patronage. “Orders may be sent at any
time and they will be filled immediate-

Price 15 cents; Postage, (extra)

4 cents.

ONE NEW NAME,
hd

:

-

§

Is now complete and ready for custom-

ly.

Gari

Orders are solicited.

o percentage is allowed on money sen
us for the Myrile.
;
Sample copies will be sent free on. appli-

from Webster’s Quarto, Illustrated with

SUNDAY SCHOOL

10 copies or any
10, when sent to

ne’ address, than on a single one... The
postage is payable at the office of deffvery.
The volume begins with the first number in

reall
be deply grateful,and will make
copy 15 cents.

- DOVER & WINNIPISSEOGER Rn. R,
‘SUMMER ARRANGEMENT June 5, 1871.

10.10KM. 0

a year; and no more on
number betwéen one and
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“8th & Lith

published
by the Free-

Establishment, for the

TEBMS.—Single copy, 30 cents a year
Ten copies or more’ sent to one address, 20
cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.
PosTAGE.—The postage on a single copy
of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24 cents

New

It is beautifully printed on

Litheir

ver, N. H.
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rior quality, and its mechanical excellence is
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TWO HUNDRED ENGRAVINGS on Wood.
This volume embraces a careful selection of more
than 18,000 of the most important words of the language, The introduction contains, besides the Pierial Illustrations, TABLES or Money, Weight
and Measure, Abbreviations, Words, Phrases, Proverbs, &c., from the Greek and atin,
and the Modern Foreign Languages, I
for
Spelling, &¢., &c.; making
altogether
the most
co
lete and useful pocket co
fom ex-
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Trains leave Dover
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Sabbath

ones, can

equa. to that of aiiy other paper of its class,

.50.

Boston.

100
by mail, free of postage

use of Sunday School scholars, was enlarged
and much improved about the first of April,
1869. It is printed on paper of a very siipe-

Cents.

post-free, on re-

& CO.
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will Baptist Printing
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Trainsleave
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replenish old

This semi-monthly,

Yiguette Title.

0.

55

125
490

orders which will he immediately filled with our own
publications,or will be filled with the books of other
publisers, and will be furnished to Sabbath school
*in Libraries,at wholesale pices.
L. R. BURLINGAME, Dover, N.H.

Now throw off your Winter cares, and greet the
Spring with a hearty Ha! Ha! and with some of the
Hundred Songs in this collection, not always sensible, but great aids to light<heartedness.
The Funny Songs, after all; sell best.

The above Books and Songs sent,
ceipt of retail prices.

455
$95
90

Parties designingto get new

braries, or to

1.00. ~

Thomas.

150
150
100
175
150

125

on receipt of the price.

The New Comic Songster.

DREAMING.

a5

a5

100

Child Life,
Any of which will be sent

$2-.50.

6©

1.25
Series.

a

Claudia,

Hecreations.—

/ PRICE

125
125
125

wewere Young,

Method

Charing sew Cantata for Ladies’ Classes,
THE CULPRIT FAY.
«Ensign.

A

Series.

Sybil’s Way,
4
Rescued from Egypt,

Geo. R. Wil-

in the first rank.

, STILL

75

Day

Perfect Man,

The Compilers have a high Toputation and excellent judgment, and the book will at once take a place

DREAMIN

95

Willie Maitland,
Who is my Neighbor ?
Triumph over Midian,

Part II. Chords and Technics.—<Part II. How to
use the Stops.
Choice Collection of Music, Instrujuertal and Vocal.—Part IV.
Voluntaries and Inter-

Splendid Song.

:

|° Overcoming,

and,

!
BY
L. 0. EMERSON, of Boston, (and)
W. 8. B. MATTHEWS, of Chicago.

Price

79

Series.

Anecdotes of Anirhals,
Bloomfield,
Glencoe Parsonage.
Early Choice,
. Strawberry Hill,

and Miss Fanny Dresser, both
'

Part I. ELEMENTS,

Si
a5
75

Brother and Sister,
Miscellaneous,

>

Dec. 24, Mr. Bernard
West
Same date, Mr. Theodore

Emerson

3,65

Trains leave Dover for Alton Bay,”

FLOWERS,

Palmer, Mr,

Christia, both of

REED ORGANS,

BOSTON AND MAINE RALL ROAD.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT. June 5, 1871.

POTATOES.

$20.00. By mail, post-paid, 4 Ibs. for $1.00. Early
Rose and Garnet Chilis, $3 50 per bbl. For sale-by

Dec. 23,

Mr. Wm. J. Lawrence
of 8.
.

Special Notices.

druggist or-

peck, $2.00 per bushel, $4.50 per bbl, 5 bbls, for

Me.

75

TA

Archibald Hamilton,
Starlight
Starlight Stories,

diner,Esq.,March 7 ,by Rev. W.R. Stone,Mr.E 8S. Davendorfl and Miss Eudora Everetts, both of V. At the
Baptist parsonage in Gilberts Mills, March 13, Mr.
E.B.Cha pell and Miss A,R.Stanton,both of Schroeppel, N. Y At Constantia, March 28, Mr. Chas. Bowers, of Utica, N. Y., and Mrs. A.D. Letts, of C.
In Summerhill, N. Y., Jan. 1, by Rev. A. Griffeth,

8,96
4,00
10,00
2.80
3:00 J

Treas.

Series.

bh]
J
75

Bright

liams and Miss Vesta E Robinson, both of B.
In Volney, N. Y., at the residence ot Wallace Gar-

Remarkable
Cure, also Permanent
Cure, in Star, Feb. 14 and 28.

of any .

Breese’s PEERLESS POTATO sustained by last
“year’s trial all that had been heretofore said in favor
of it, Its superior quality and great productiveneds
place iat the head of all other varieties for general
culture. Price, by Express or Freight, 75 cents per

F. A.

Marietta P.

:

5.00

C. 0. LIBBY.

Day

150
150

Bright Days,
Sunny Skies,
:
Pompeii and Herculaneum,

March 14, by Rev.

‘both of Newton, Mass .

KEI
A...
GAUIIIANWA

der it for you. It costs but 50 cents, and one bottle
will save many doctor’s bills. -

SEED

Boy’s Heaven,

and Miss

150
150

Jamie and Jeannie,

distroy

odor and arrest the discharge,

Hutchins, Jr., and Miss Allie C. Phillips, all of B.
March 17, Mr. David Thomas and Miss Ellen West,

White, J Hoyt. J C Leavitt. J Bailey, — Ste-

,—A substitute for Castor Oil

forward three bottles GRATIS to the address

advertised in another column,

field,

10,00
10.00

wvens,J Downs, Mrs R C Stowe, Mrs
AEW
Clark, Mrs S D Phelps, 1,00 each; Rev A Buzzell, Mrs Sarah Durgin, a friend, ,50 each, Ea
Andover, N H, per C B Griffi n,
;
Farmington Q M, Me, per D Allen,
2d Wilton, Me,
hg
Ea Willlamstown, Vt, per A Shepherd,
S R Libby, Chas St, Dover, N H;

See advertisemapts; ‘Look Out, etc.”
CASTORIA

your Catarrh :naits offensive odor
when Child’s Catarrh Specific

The Christ-Child,
Good Little Mitty,
Making Something,

Miss Harriet D. Sawyer.
and Miss Amelia
Wild.

n India,
,
X
*Madigon Union, For. Miss. So.. Me, for support of
RO
rs Hathaway in India, per H Merrill,
2,00
Madison Un For. Miss. So., Me,for support of Leon~
ard Hathaway in India, per H
Merrill,
20.00
1st Madison, Me,
big
7,00
Ladies’ Asso., New Hampton, N H, for suppdrt of
Emily Hampton in India, per Miss Dow,
10,00
‘W A Bachelder, 3,00; C Cole, 200; T Haley, J G

the West thirty years ago.
The same number of
HEARTH AND, HOME will also contain a report of a
Li1BEL Sulit, which will interest Lawyers, Physi.
cians, Druggists, and all who sell or use Medicine.

150
150

Rainy Day at Home,
Mrs. Child’s

and annoy all around with

oth of
L.
in Bristol, March 27,by Rev.G.J. Abbott,Mr.Charles
Boardman and Miss
Eliza A. Fellows, both of B.
In Boston, Nov. 18, by Rev. C. E. Blake, Mr. John
Alexander
and Miss Deiphing Gore, both of Litch-

fomily sewing for 9 children, (6 of them daughters,) ' Bass Lake,
he
»
1.80
i
2,74
working with scarcely a day’s intermission, alike . Freedom,
Mapleton,
*
5,70
satisfactorily upon the finest silks, cambri¢, and the
Rev IJ Hoag, Ellington. NY,
3,00
2d Ossipee.N
H, per J
hick,
3,00
coarsest soldier's clothing, without any repair, She
St, Dover, N H, for suppor? of Wm Burr
has used the same needle—a No. 2—for more than 3 8 8, Wash.
in India, per R E Clark,
20,00
years, lowering it as it wears off.
EA cole Lake Village, N H, for support of a ¢hild 20.00
A NEWAMERICAN STORY, by Edward Eggleston,
author of the popular Story, “The Hoosier SchoolMaster,” is announced to begin in HEARTH AND
HOME next week. The New Story we are assured

150

Rainy

In Loudon, N. H., March 17, by Rev.

Mission.

L Parry, Newmarket, N H,

$150

Hours,

Birthday Present,
New Year,
Fireside Angel,

Mr. George A. Hynes and Miss Anne A. Blaisdell’,

2

Ea Liberty, Kas. pet A Taylor,
Turin, NY,
per W R Wadsworth,
Unity Q M,
Me, per B Fogg,
:
Rev O
Butler, Biddeford, Me,
Prescott & Guthrie, Minn, per S A Stowe,

Series.

Light from the Cross,
oe
Contradictions; or, High Life in Edgerton,

din

.

Prize

Sabrina Hackett;
Aunt Mattie,

hawk, spit, blow and cough

Charleston.

S. S.

Master and Pupil,
May Bell
ud

udes.

K¥oreign
B M Smith, Saleni, Masg:
8 Farnham, Woolwich. Mé,

impure

Golden Medical

Ark.,

Shining

3mi

Thomas Malloy, Care Humphries & Hudsdfl,
Columbus, Wis.
o
J F Locke, Amesbury, Mass.
2
** H Stiles, Sheffield, Vt,
F A Palmer, E Corinth, Me.
F M Hinds, Raccoon Valley, Tenn, (2)
John A Buchanan, Cross Plains, Sheftield, Vt. (2)

LADIES.

Little Rock,

y
* Andy Luttrell,

will speedily

of

Catalogue of New Stinday School Books just
ub!
lished by the Freewill Baptist Printing
Kstablishment.
These Books are now ready for sale gnd de-

MARRIED.

.l 2d Eaton, N H, per R Robertsori,

FOR

Superintendents

highest

Notice.

phlegm

Daniel Foss

**

Sorofu,

from

Why
up vile

a

i

°

livery.

Special

-

Forwarded,

BY MAIL.
Rev M Ulmer, Calais, Me.

-

diseases,

What

"J. D. Van Doren, Fisk’s Corners, Wis.
D. Moody, E. Plainfield, N. H.

Books

to the wholg

Pimples on the Face, Eruptions, Blotches,
lous

Divinity of Christ,—D. Stiles.

York,

TO PASTORS AND OFTO CHURCHES:

Swanton—W H Sawyer—SF Smith~JC Smith—G Spokes-

the putrid humors, cleanse the stomach, regulate the
body.

of the

ml

A Rainy Day at School,

fleld—A Shepard—E Scott -G Stacy—R H Sanborn—A
Shepard—W R Stone—A M Totman—N Tinkham—Mrs S
A Topping—John Terry—Mrs H Underhill-J A Varney
L Wheeler—G Wilkins—A Wade—J D Weld—D G Worden—-J
Whittemore—C. Winne—=B
M Ward—Mrs
A
Weatherbee—E LIL Webster—D C Wheeler—J Whittemore—F L Wiley—W Walker—Mrs M P Wiggin—RS
Yearsley—E T Young.
9
.

rect” appeal to the people of Bordeaux.
Pere
Mouls, Canon of the Cathedral of Bordeaux, has
also joined Pere .Jungua in his protest against
|
Ultramhontanism,

vigor

“

Woodland Avenue, as above.

=< R Niles—J Pattersan—L Parry—E Purinton—-W A
Potter—G W Porter—H N Pettis—J A Paige—N Petitt—
Rev O F Penney—dJ M Root—N L Rowell—Mary C Russ—
A N Rogers—J H Steward—W C slayton—H
Stiles—J B

in France.

a work

Pine Street, New

FINANCIAL AGENTS OF THE COMPANY.

Government,—J.

C Mizner—J Mitghell—Mrs J W Margott—J Millett—F

countries, and intends to make a di-

a-tgue of

Wicked ?—

Merrell—F Morrison—B Morrison—D Moody—S8 Nichols

Jungua is organizing a committee of action, cor,

".Ne.'12

A good assortment of Freewill Baptist Books,
including Sunday School Books, can be obtained
at the same prices as at the office of publication,
from our Depository in Cleveland, Ohio, by calling upon or addressing Rev. A. K. Moulton, 783

church,

Libby—PB Luce—S McKeown—A Z Mitchell-R N Merrill—A Miles—C P Morrill—W Mathews—F McKenney—

the depositaries of the tradi.

JONES & SCHUYLER,

>

Ld

F Adams -K Andrews—C W Ashley—S D Bates-F F
Bailey—J M Bailey—S Bowden—N Bigelow—S Bishee—A
A Bradley—CE Blake—S Bennett
—A Butterfleld—R Bennett—F H Butler—M L Beacham—S DD Bates—W M Baker
aly Beeker—-P 8 Oongon A Coombs—M Curtis
—A
N Cook—Betsey Cook—V
R Cary—D C Bristol—I B
Coleman—R B Clark—J L Cotton —N Benjamin—dJ Dow—
PH Drake & Co—A Deering
-T W Dore—Joel Day—A T
Dunbar—J F Evans—J Eastman—8 Edgerly—J F
Emer-=
son—Mrs A M Everett—J Estis—Ann Felton—S8 Farnham
—C RH Foster—C M Flanigan—G W Fifield—F M Forbes—
C D Frickett—L Gifford—N Gammon—R M Gage—Mrs P
Gilman—B A Gurney—G W Gould—CB Griffin—I E Gordon—C M Gilman—A Griffeth—J Hutchinson—A A Hulett—E Hutchins—I J Hoag—A Howe—D Johnson—G W
Howe—dJ'M Hopkinsor~J C _Haynes—Pollie Jones—S8 C
Kimball-W H Kimball—A R Kimball—E Knowlton—N
Kinsman—8 H Kenney—W C Kenney—J A Lowell—A
Leéwis—W Loring De F Lothro
Lamprey—M B

Holy Trinity is

:

MASS.

where, is $2.50.

In Corinth,

hesion of Pere Jungua, a priest of Bordeaux.

similar

of moral

securities, at the rates of the day.
ed
Further and full particulars, with pamphlets and
maps, furnished by us on personal or written application.
:
4

value to all careful students. The regular price of the work, here and else-

Letters Received.

The small but steadily growing party of Catholic.Reformers has been strengthened by the ad-

with

Elements

)

H. EARLE, Publisher,
BOSTON,

:

TesTAMENT,”

INSTITUTE will

Tuscarora

traverses,
:
.
¢
:
For the present we are offering these Bonds at 95
and accrued interest in currency, or will exchange

paid, the «Critica GREEK AND ENGrLiIsH CONCORDANCE OF THE NEW

* A. Grilfeth. Virgil, N.Y.
'
‘ W. L. Noyes, W Springfield, N. H.
.
bo 3 Srany lle, Caledonia Corner, Queen’s Co,,

practically nearer the truth than the new Ultramontanes in France.
All worship of God seems
to have disappeared, being replaced by a devo-

responding

the

ex-

cultural and mineral section of the State which it

To any person sending us three new
subscribers, with a year’s subscription
in advance, $7.50, we will- send, post

Post Office Addresses.
Rev. [..J. Hoag, No. Clarkson, N.Y.

tion in sayingthat there are heathen tribes that are

that doctrine are

with

This Road, 92 miles long, affords the shortest

isting outlet to Chicago, Toledo, Detroit, Fort Wayne
Logansport and intermediate points for the celebrated Block and Bituminous Coals of Park County, as
also, for the large surplus products of the rich agri-

A Fine Premium.

All other ministers in the Y. M. are requested to
present sketches of sermons for criticism.
J. W. BROWN, Clerk.

The Rev. Mr. Robertson, of Scotland, who has
been familiar with the state of religion in France
for twenty-seven years, says: * I have no hesita-

replaced by a new one, * Jesus,
who are put quite on a level.”

session

JAMES

Sw

cess in the Sabbath School,—J. Larison.

as brides of Christ.”

‘The

Russell.

W. Brown.

to

their first year. They will sucéeed. ‘One young
No
with the Willow Creek brarch of
man is entering upon the ministry, and’ has: mow
STREET GREEN-YOUSES, EXETER N IL
| the Richland Center church, June 7—9.
faken charge of two churcle-,
| 8m
CHARLES BUR' EY,
P, I. McKuNNBY, Clerk,
¥
EJ

—W.

deplored the
lack of imabsence of white robes,

tion to the blessed Virgin.

next

the Bible Teach the Annihilation of the

veils, wreaths,which should mark the candidates

Clerk,

—

ha. bon. roy 60 to 70 converted in this new

in strength.

on their meetcent. interest,
not succeed.
Alva.

W. P. KINNEY,

The McLean@. M., Ill, was organized last
summer, and ministers gathered in, and made

church

Q.

Itwill be seen | M. were with us and added much to the interests

we take. the following extracts.

new

© Aroostook

subscriber.

Constitutes Etticiency in the Ministry ?—F. G, Ste‘* while. the. ! ‘'vens.
What
ht to be Done to Promote TemperBishop were
ance ?—J. Ingerick. What are the Elements of uc-

of the good

present, they earnestly
posing ceremony; the

its

The issue is limited to $16,300 per mile, in denominations of $1,000, $500, and $100.

GENTS WANTED for the CONTRIBUTOR,
anew sixteen page paper; only $1.00 a year,
and a fine steel Engraving, price $5, given every

commencing Thursday, at 10 o’:lock, A.M., June 20,
1872. Assignments as follows: Baptism, the mode,
and what it is Designed to Represent,—O. S. Brown.
Inspiration of the Scriptures —L. Kellogg.
Does

deeply felt by the menibers of the English church

will be one of great

Meetings.

cago, giving an account of his labors among some
of the western churches during the past winter,

ready for special efforts in the

Property,

can introduce set-

Y. M.

W. Sargent. Fifloaophy of the Atonement,—S. Aldrich. - Are these mo
Bodies to be Resurrected ?

and will very soon become one of the first in the
nation. Churches well located now will soon

en-

Western Mission Work.

From

state from further west.

become strong, influential and useful. The people are beginning to understand it so, and are

ADAM'S PEAK, KANSAS. We learn that there
is au small Free Baptist church in this place, gathered by the labors of Rev, H., W. Morse and
others. Bix have been received by baptism dur-

ving the past

people are, more than evé¥ before, inclined te
live and die here. Many are. retiliitilig to this

& PENN.

A gossiping letter from Rome states that Bishop Stevens, of Philadelphia, recently adminis-

al
|

that
that

N.Y.
hold

of Indiana.

INTEREST, PAYABLE QUARTERLY IN NEW
YORK, FREE OF GOVERNMENT TAX, AND ARE
ae
COUPON AND REGISTERED,

Shoes. They will save half your Shoe bills.
For Sale by“all Dealeps.
5w9

subscribers request

chapels, schools, and a Presbytery (parsonage.)
It cost 250,000 lire, ($50,000,) the whole amount
having been donated by two men, Messrs. Heald
and. Ferply, of England.

mr

South

A protruding toe is not a very pretty sight and is
never seen where children wear SILVER TIPPED | them for Government Bopds, or other marketable

that all persons who are owing
the college on noses,
subscriptions or promises that are due, make immevocation of York, to which, as Dean of Chester, diate payment of the same,or secure the. same to the
beyond ‘the possibility of loss, All persons
he belongs, to recommend to abrogate the use ¢ollege
who are owing interest on notes, &c., are
uested
of the Athanasian Creed in the church service. | to make immediate ayment. We hope our friends
will take into consideration the burdens we are carReligious freedom is not merely tolerated now
ipg, * stick to their bargains,” and honor those
ir Turkey, but recognized as a right, and per- Pledges which they have solemnly made and which
are honestly our due.
sons may change their religion: at will without
©
For the corporation,
i
0. B. CHENEY, Pres.,
let or hindrance.
The desire for education is
£
A. M.JONES,
Treas.
also becoming general. The American College
Lewiston, March 21, ’72. .
on the Bosphorus is crowded with students.
Y. M. will hold its next session with
The Rev. Mr. Perks, Secretary of the Metho- «theWISCONSIN
Mount Pleasant church, commencing on Friday,
dist Mission Society, I.ondon, has purchaseda June 28, at 10 o’clock, A. M.
’
3t156
A. N. TRUE, Clerk.
large building in one of the most beautiful quar-

ters of Rome, which

and

8 Per Cent.Gold
C

Dermatologist,49
Bond

Soldb, Druggists everywhere.

DR. 8. 8. FITCH,

all be in
Cox.

.

Under this instruction, the

on
"¥D FRECKLE

reliable and harmless
ions of the face. Pre-

sends his “FAMELY
PHYSICIAN,”
90
pages, free by mail, to any one. This book is to
make any one their own doctor, Remedies are given
for Thirty Diseases, which each person can prepare.
Send your direction to Dr. 8, 8, FITCH & SON,
714 Broadway, New xoik
>
1y18

Bates College.
At the annual meeting of the President and Trustees of Bates College held in June last, a committee
chosen to. consider the finances of the corporation
reported the following resolution, which was unanimously ado
Hd
Resolved,
That the President and Treasurer make
‘legally secure all the notes,subscriptions and promisses
given to the college, and that it be done at their
earliest convenience.
.

ing of Christianity in the colleges.
Dean Howson has moved in the Northern Con-

5. That we contemplate with sadness the prob-

abilities of his leaving this church, but hope
Divine providence will so overrule events

Bust of May.

ork.

Crawfordsville

Western Rallway

To have a Good Shoe made upon the right
principle,buy those made with the PATENT CABLE
SCREW WIRE. The only reliable covering for the
foot yet found. Try them.
3m2
All have the Patent Stamp.

.

teach-

the reasons, This is fe bosom of our great
west. We otight to’ make the point strong. The

nevolence and every moral excellence.

ives h, New
m

*

bowels, and impart

to inspire in us 4 higher standard of piety, bes

by Pe

We hope i may

N. H.

FIRST MORTGAGE SINKING FUND GOLD
BONDS OF THE
Logansport,

pared only by Df. B.C. P

Prospect.

.

ed to open communion,—such as Free Mission,
Union, Géneral Baptists, &c.,~these are some of

4, That his influence has ever’ been

sion Office, Dover,

in

calculated

pathway he has proved himself to
friend to the church and also to

in

more, we shall not refuse/them the privile
Let the effort be ,prompt and hearty. fhe money
may be forwarded to Rev. C. O. Libuy, Foreign Mis.

little girl not seven years of

VEGETINE.~~When the blood becomes lifeless and
stagnant,either from change of weather or of climate,
want of exercise, irregular diet, or from any other
cause, the VEGETINE will renew the blood, carry off

this community.

.

who are not

situation of the state, its resources, the net-work
of R. R’s giving us special advantage in these
new towns, the undeveloped state of churches og
other orders, the many people of our denomination scattered over it, thé many Baptists inclin-

thrown in his
be an ardent

¥

pul-

had revealed to them the worthlessness of Brah-

baptism

reported,

We have

Ministers and Churches.

the

Prof. Seelye, of Amherst College, expects soon
intent to own land, and as they succeed they
give God the glory for it all. I expect that this to go to West India, where he will remain several
Association of about ten churches will soon be a | months, preaching the Gospel to that class of the
people who have been educated in the English
large one. They seem to be encouraged wondercolleges, and by their advanced education have
fully by system.
Good revivals this winter.

ularly for the past year.

and Gardiner. May God carry on the work
until the world is brought to the saving
knowledge of the truth.
E. C. HEATH.

congregation

their attendance.

They seem

state, but the great Head of the Church
heard prayer in behalf of precious souls, és godown. Only six remain, and they were
over one hundred have Yeen conyerted dying out just as fast as time could kill them.
one church had preaching more than once
reclaimed ; deep conviction rests upon Only
a month, and one church not any preaching reg-

the people and the work is still going on.
We are not only enjoying a revival of relig-

supplied

91-2 Per Cent. on the Investment,

© 4wlt

TT

LOTION. The well known
remedy for Brown Discol

Some of the friends of Rev. O.R, Bacheler have
been thinking about making
him a donation, He is
now residing with his family at New Hampton, N.
H. Ashe has spent some twenty yoars m.the Foreign Mission fleld, und is now recruiting his health
in this country, it seemed to -us that the privilege of
gontrihul
to his comfort belon
to the whole
denomination, In remembrance of his valuable and
arduous labors, we feel assured, that many through:
out the denomination, both among the ministry and
laity, will be glad to aid in making him and his famipA a valuable memorial. How many will send in a
ollar each, for this object? If any wish to send

Rev. 8. Hackett, of Temple, Me., says there
are notmore than eight or ten of his Sabbath

Five years since and they were nearly all slaves.
Every family, nearly, owns a home.

Hitchcock, who

Boston.

AD TAN,ForUSE Mo PE

u. H. HUBBARD, Sec.

Donation

THAN

BLOTCHED
rations of
Druggists. Depot
49 Bond St.

x

the arrival of the mew pustor, Rev. Wm. M.
Taylor, from Liverpool, England. This amount
was in addition to liberal pay for his services:

support

among these churches, and although my work

HALLOWELL, ME. God has visited the.
low
has
and
- and

churches

stability, activity and piety among these churches, is equal to any others of the same experience,

prayers of faith for this cause be stimulated,
we desire to inform them that revivals are

Mar.

The

their houses, promoting Sunday-schools, raising
funds for Home and Foreign missions, &c. The

of our Mission may be cheered, and their

Normal School.

Sabbath.

a

pit after the resignation of Dr. Thompson until

Bro. Green in giving all his time to the general
work. They are enlarging their field by opening

R. COOLEY.

That the

SHENANDOAH Mission.

every

lars to Prof.

ing from Hanover Street,

550d.

with the Mount Pleasant church, June 25
o’clock,p, M., and not the 18th. as efore pub

A

Paying 60 Per Cent.

""
New England Carpet Company,
New Warehouse, 76 to 82 Friend street, second buil¢-

V.

WISCONSIN Y, M. MINISTERS’ INSTITUTE will

The Broadway Tabernacle Church, New York,
lately presented a check for eleven hundred dol-

and

themselves,

are ‘supporting

eral pastors

a goodly

of families; besides,

number

\
last year. - Good man.
At Saline Co., Mo., I organized a Free Baptist
colored: association last Aug. They were received at Gen. Con. Bro. Green is minister in
charge, and they are prospering finély. The sev.
preach

|

served as a volunteer .in the war of 1812, was
for many years a revival preacher, and for a
while Baptist pastor at Woodstock.

ona farm, and he had been doing nothing for the

Quite a proportion of them

verted to God.
_are- heads

The Rev. Amos Babcock, of Mansfield, Mass.

AN UNDOUBTED - SECURITY,

~fomers will do wellto anticipate their spring purchases at this sale.
i

Notices: and’ Appointments.

HM

died recently at the age of eighty-two yeurs. He

Eid. Hochkinson is laboring here. T found him

series of meetings about five weeks ago,
and after they had been continued about a
week, I came to assist him, and have been
The redoing so most of the time since.
sults are, that the church has heen greatly
,revived, a number of wanderers reclaimed,
_and about forty have been hopefully con-

8

Mattings,
20 cents;

Supt. Pub. Instruction.
wld

Concord, March 25, 1872,

5 D. Dy with

Hemp Carpet+,20 cents; Canton

Also many styles high-grade Carpets in Brussels,
Tapestries, Three-Plies and Kidderminster. Our cus-

at ROCHESTER, April 15 to 20th inclusive. Board
will be furnished at very reasonable rites. It is ex-

lately presented

India Brussels,75

871-2 cents
; over 1000 Rugs, Velvet Brussels, Wilton,
Lommon Mats and Crumb Cloths of various sizes.

The Annual Session of this Institution will be held

The women
of the North Broad Street Pres-

village on the same
organize a church in another

cents; Union two-plies,
42 cents;

cents; Dundee (Imitation three-plies) 87 1-2 cents;

“a

¥

instruction,

departments will be sold

off
to close the same. English Tapestries for $1.10; Superfine two-plies, 75 cents; Ingrain two-plies, 62 1-2

Seminary near Chester, Pa., have charge'| pected that the car fare will be reduced for those
and a good brick oflogical
east of St. Louis,
R., 25 miles
six mission stations, sustaining regular reaching tho Institute by rail. School Teachers, and
ch
e
chur
has
been
given
them.
Ther
is
a
wealthy
RUTLAND, Wis. The church in Rutland people in this community, Eid. Gilliland is lo- preaching services, prayer-meetings, and Sunday those intending to teach, should be present the entive session. School Officers and the public are corhag been enjoying a most. precious revival. cated ns pastor. About 30 names are given to
dially invited.
J.W. SIMONDS,
school

SPECIAL SALE AT LOW PRICES.—

| Wool Venitian Stairs, 37 12 cents; Floor Oil Cloths,

‘Strafford County Teachers’ Institute.

The students of the Crozier (Baptist) Theo-

and St. LouisR.
on the western
a large village

CARPETS.

”

NOTICE.

them last spring, and secured the aid’ of Eld: | fur from Boston ninety parts were performed in
Manning to help in the revival meetings this win- thirty-five minutes, Our Methodist brethren
ter, which resulted in the conversion of some 100 claim that thisis the fastest time
on record.
souls. A church has been organized in Lebanon,’

.
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The teeth should always be scrupulously elean
and free from blemish. Keep them in this condition
with the incomparable SOZODONT, and when they
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In a pleasant chamber, close beside
A lofty window, deep and wide,
Stood a little bed, in whose bosom deep
hy ot, to his nightly sleep.
hr

as # crystal door,

crocuses.

“Back again,

floor,
Lay in;white streaks on theandchamber
the bed,

‘And all the night, as one by one,
the sky,
The shining stars weupnt

.

“Whoa! Whoa? cried Johnny.

back here, you stupid fellow.

are

but you do beat all.
hurry ?

that window

high,

And as each and every star in turn,
Like a crown of silver luster shone,

Round. the head of the boy, more still and deep,
More starry and bright, grew his innocent sleep.
One night he awoke ; and one star, alone,
down ;
Through that lofty casement was shining
eye,
He gazed, and he gazed, till it grew like an
;
sky
t
midnigh
the
in
clear,
Placid and
Then the boy looked trustfully up, and smiled,
And the star looked brightly back to the child.

little

wagon,

don’t we grow ? You can't think how hard
we have been trying!
There's a reason,

thought they never in all their lives had

you see;

seen anything so fine.

tell him all about

it, Goldy !”

“ Yes,” spoke up a fine yellow crocus,
who had been

trying

to

get

the

floor.

“ Yes, we've’got a mission, I can tell you !

sisters,

running

after

the

children hugging him at such

The Boy3

Designer

I want you to imagine
Wo a
in London—a shop

where

"

little shop
plaster images

ly and always the children—a higher ideal
of beauty and art, ;
I do not know as I can rightfully tell you
any more about Klaxman, for here his boyhood ends, and it is as'a boy designer that

‘He tan dallop just like a horsey, tan’t he,

hind.

“Bertha ?” panted little Nannie.

the

counter.

A large-headed, small-

framed boy crowding, as well as the crutch-

“‘Guess he can! "replied Bertha, all excitement. “Hold your lines tight, Johnny!”
“You bet ! ” shouted Johnny, looking
back. ‘Don’t he go splendid ? ”
Johnny didn’t care to say that Nero paid
no sort of heed to the lines. It was glory

es and pillows will let him, close to the one

those which we
a feeble hand.
So,. dear

I think you. will like to know what a

brave, noble woman he married; how, one |

day, the: Pre

of the Academy,

Joshua Reynol

» hearingof his marriage;

Sir

said to him: “Now, sir, you are ruined for

had said that if a man would be a great artist he must go to Rome and study the great
masters,
‘And you shall go to Rome,”
said Ann, ** and be a great artist. I'll never
have it said that Ann Denham spoiled John
Flaxman for an artist. We will work and

meet with a faint heart and

little, readers,

remember

ad

;

The Accurate Boy.

| his most suceess(ul career.

an artist;” how John went home, sat down
by his wife, and said, ** Anu, I am ruined:
years ago.
After your imagination has compassed for an artist.” * How 80, John?” said she;
this, fixed the dark old room with its busts ‘“ how has it happened, and who has ‘done
and figures firmly in your mind, I want you it? It happened,” said he, laughing, “in
to take note of a dwarfed and puny human the church, and Ann Denham has done it.”
figure sitting propped up with pillows be- Then he told her how the great President

*

- That is it, children, Evils that are boldly
and bravely met will not hurt as much as

I recommend bim to you. But I am sure grasp the neftle.
you will be glad to know a little more about | -

were sold a little more than one hundred

not

His two

No one

and Home.

Whoa!

enough to hinder such a bigdog.

still.

He was too weak a dog

a rate; yet he must have liked it, forhe
whined with joy and wagged his tail just
as hard as any dog could have been expected to dounder the circumstances. — Hearth

Whoa ! Wait

smooth and hard; and Johnny's weight

“ Oh,

dirt, but Nero

to have three

Crocusés | What a doggie! Whoa now ! Guess I'll jump
in. Now, sir, getup!".
smart little people,
Off started Nero again. The ground was
What's the partigular

The little faces looked eo happy.

with

could doubt that.

«Come

Never saw any- |till I set up the wagon, can't you?

pets!

all over the world

RI

They paused and looked through

dingy

Be quiet, sir! (Oh bother ! hold your tail
still ! ) There! you're harnessed at last.

thing like the way you grow!

head,

And brightened the sleeper’s a

Land

But Mr. Sunbeam
has gone round
to the

Opening out on-the silent night ;
And the radiance of the clear star-light
shone on the pillow

admire her

complexion,

was it not all because she had so little of Now, let's see you travel!”
Nero ran a short distance, turned aboiit
his company ? Miss Oleander thinksit is a
shame that she has to stand in the south to see what was the matter, upset the wag#indow, where that horrid Sunshine stays on, and, tucking his tail wretchedly beall day. What with his rude speeches and tween his legs, sneaked off toward his kenhis staring, she knows she is turning just as nel, dragging the capsized wagon after
him,
red as those common out-door things.

= =

StarChild. =

And

Did not ev
overly
pink-and-white
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There was a young man once in the office of a Western railroad superintendent. He

was occupying & position that four hundred

boysin that city would have wished to get.
It was honorable, and “it paid well,” besides being in a Tie: of promotion. How
did he get it ? Not by having a rich father,
for he wak
the son ‘of a laborer. The secret

was his béautifu) accuracy.

He began as

“a errand-boy, and did his work accurately.

His leisure time he used in
perfecting his
wtiting and arithmetic. After a while he
learned telegraphy. At cach step his employer commended his accurdey, and relied
on what he did, because he was just right.

diamond-pained window. Let imagination
And it is thus with every occupation. = Thé
go now, for I'am going to tell you facts,
accurate boy is the favored one.
Those
and you may suppose we had a dull time of
not fancies.
who
employ
men
do
not
wish
to
be
on
the
economize,’
it. But we kept up good heart, for we
‘The boy's name is John Flaxman; the
they were rogues or
And so they did, and before long John lookout, as Tn
knew that we shouldn't stay there always.
shop is his father’s,and he is trying to catch
One day our mistress came down to see us, enough that the girls should think he really the last gleam of light for his Cornelius Ne- ‘went to Rome and Ann went with him, and fools. Ifa catpenter must stand at his
The morrow, he went to his pictures and play, pos. Think of it, boys! You who quarrel there, besides a great: deal of studying and journey-man’s elbow to be sure that his
and we heard her say we were doing finely, guided his animal.
But ever and often he turned him away,
fair
a
though
as
.
“Oh!
don’t
go
down
there!”
sulienly
thought,
with ten lines of Virgil; think of this tiny accomplishing many other beautiful works, work is right, or if a cashier must run over
his
to
and
mist
go
up-stairs
pretty
soon.
Then
And smiled
his book- keeper’ s column, he might as well
dream
fellow eagerly devouring such stupid Latin ‘he made the statue of a great lord in Engwe jumped 'most out of our little pots. screamed Bertha.
‘Were passing him and his sports between;
He
was
land, that was sent home and placed in do the work himself as employ another to
The young man did not answer.
as Cornelius Nepos.
¢ But,” she added, ‘I don’t know what I
The mother questions him gently the while:
do it in that way; and it is very certain
going
very
fast
now.
The
wagon
bumped
Westminster Abbey, and made the greatest
shall
do
with
them,
for
they
ought
to
go
in
One
day,
when
everything
was
just
as
I
+ Why does my boy look upward and smile?
that the employer will get rid of such an
about
considerably,
Nero
was
running
as
sculptor
of
those
times
say:
**
This
little
that
bay-window,
but
it
will
be
quite
full
have
told
you,
in
came
the
good
Dominie
see
io
you
would
I
« 0 mother, O mother,
inaccurate workman as soon as he can.
hard
as
he
could
down
the
slope
that
me.”
when the hyacinths are in.” Then we felt
Mathews, and finding him struggling with man cuts us all out.”
The. beautifail angel that’s watching
—From * Studies in Religion.” t sorry that we were only poor little crocuses, | led into a hollow place where the men
Coming
home
to
England
he
found
his
his book, looked to see what it was. Off
The Prayers
and I do believe that we would have shed a had been digging. * It was to be an under- he went in a hurry, as soon as he found out, old prediction true—the Royal Academy
.
Hiri of Saints.
tear or two, but we had grown so plump, ground ice-house, reaching a little- way in- determined that a boy who wanted knowl- was proud of him, and showed it by makThe Sleepy Boy.
« Mamma, God is always at-home, isn’t
sitting there with nothing to do, that we to the hill...
edge as badly as that should have it in more ing him its Professor of Sculpture.
——
Last and best of all, John Flaxman was he ?” said a little girl, as she looked up from
1 couldn’t so much as sigh without bursting
“Whoa! Whoa!” shouted Johnny, but palatable shape. I've no doubt he thought
I know a little boy,
her sewing one morning.
a Christian artist, and in all of his works
our jackets.
The very next night was that he might just as well have said, * Go! Go!”
somewhat disgustedly of his own wayward,
And I’ve often heard it said,
“ What do you mean, Lily?" said her
there'is
a
Christian
lesson.—Little
Corporterrible
cold
one,
you
remember
hearing
for
all
Nero
cared.
tired
roystering little fellows, who went to the
That he never was so
another.
o
about it, Mr. Sunbeam ? = In the morning
Soon they were in the deepest part of best school in Covent Garden, and yet had al.
That he wished to go to bed.
* Why, God is dl¥vays at home, I mean;
Though he scarcely can hold up
we heard such a wailing overhead we could the excavation, whererthe hill-side had been to have their Latin fairly hammered into
His drowsy little bead,
so that if we want anything, he is al
dug away a little,so as to form a rough wall: them, and wondered at the difference in’ Her Mother's Advertisement.
not
think
what
was
the
matter.
By-andYet this very foolish little boy ways there to hear us when we ask him.
by somebody came and carried us all up- Nero ran to this spot as if attracted by the boys.
tly
Oe
A
.
Can not bear to go to bed.
1s n't he ?” she asked again, as if fearful a
coolness
of
the
damp,
shady
ground;
there
'| stairs, and there was such a, sight ! Ever so
By -and by he came back with delightful
A young lady is a sort of walking adver
When the big golden sun
many plants were hanging their heads and he very deliberately upset the wagon, and translations of Don Quixote and Homer's tisement of her mother. Seeing the one, precious thought was in peril.
Has lain down to sleep;
“ Yes, Lily, if yon mean that, he is “allooking very faint, and all the people were lay down to enjoy himself.
Iliad. “That day little John Flaxman began you can imagine very nearly what the other
‘When the lambs every one
wa¥s
at home ;’ that is, he is never so far
“«
Well,if
you're
not
the
funniest
old
horse
fassing over them, and half crying.
And
a new existence. Don’t forget that it was is—I mean in essentials. There will be
Are lying by the sheep;
away
that he can not hear the ‘faintest wish
‘of
a
dog
that
ever
I
saw
I”
laughed
John¢
Oh,
my
splendid
Calla
Lily
I"
said
one,
more
than
one>hundred
years
ago.
The’
re
little points of difference, and great contrasts
Wien underneath its wing
and * Oh, my beautiful pink Begonia!’ eried ny, jumping up and knocking the red clay Iliad charmed him most, and he soon had perhaps. in tempéfiitiant, but in the main, a for him that you may think in your heart;
ery chick tucks its head—
but that he can %mswer
sketched in black chalk the Ajax; Hector, | girl iis what her mother makes her; and in never so busy
another.
Inoticed that it went hardest from his clothes. ‘ What brought you
Still this odd little boy
bed.
* Does not like to go toafyra
and Achilles of his poetic imagination.“It the broad principles which underlie charac- your prayer; and give you all the help you
with those that had the longest names.
I down here, I wonder!”,
need.”
’
‘Nero did not.answer. He seemed inclin- | Then he tried wax and plaster, and took the ter, the one will be the other's counterpart.
should choke if I tried to tell you what
Primroses and daisies
home,
at
always
not
are
angels
But
“
ed
to
take
a
nap.
impression in one of these materials, of
some of them were calied,—but I suppose
Have shut their bright eyes;
So, remember, my dear young friend,
mamma !”
*“ Now, sir,” continued Johnny, setting up every medal or seal that pleased him:
Grasshoppers and crickets
they were foreigners, and had delicate conwhen you go away from home, to school, to
“ What makes you think so, Lily 2"
Are singing lullabies;
the wagon
again’ and taking his seat,
Not long after, I suppose because his travel, or to visit, bh carry about you your
stitutions.
It was really dreadful; many
The fireflies have lighted
«
Because, you know, somebody is al“we'll
start
fresh.
Let's
see
if
you
can
heart
was
growing
happier
in
this
new
of them had to be amputated ’way down to
home atmosphegt:
"If you are strong, - genTheir lamps bright and yellow ;
‘dying, and the- angels have to be
ways
pull
up
hill.”
work,
his
body
grew
stronger
;
the
pillows
the roots, and they were put down in the
erous, true, gentle, you say to lookers-on,
And I'm sure it’s dreaming-time
there.”
It was a mule now instead of a horse. were taken away, and the crutches, and you rthat as you are, so is the dear one who
cellar in our places, and we took their
For this sleepy little fellow.
*¢ The Bible calls them ‘ ministering spir- places on the flower-stand.
en we be- The more Johnny pulled and coaxed and can "imagine his happiness when he found
watched over you in the forming days of
The houseless little child
and we can not know how much they
its,’
that
his
limbs
would
carry
him.
scolded,
the
more
motionless
and
resolute
gan to think it was not bad to be only tough
childhood, and who sees her own girlish
Who has no place to sleep;
do
for
those who love God; but they are
The good clergyman's wife took him image reflected in you now.
:
little crocuses afier all,
and we made up old Nero grew.
Your name
Who on the ground must lie,
on many kind errands, I do not .
forth’
‘sent
home
with
her
very
often
and
explained
to,
“] know!” cried Johnny, jumping out
our minds to grow very fast, and be as
is not more distinctly marked on the linen
Or in some doorway creep;
doubt.”
much comfort as we could.
And, dén’t at last; “Ill just run up and shake a little kim both Hower and Milton. She watched of your wardrobe, than hers is written upO’er whom no clean white sheet,
« Well, manima, then it would n’t be any
of that loose earth down en the old lazy him, too, as he worked up his rough char- on your daily life.
No blanket soft is spread—
you think, these dear little primroses went
good
to pray to angels, would it ®”
How happy would he Pe
coal
pictures
of
the
scenes
to
which
she
inright to. work and budded, though they bones. That'll start him.”
It seems to me that this is a thought to
If he could go to bed.
Up he ran to where an overhanging troduced him. One of these, a picture of make one very careful. It is a great re- - Can Any of my little readers answer
were so small you couldn't expect it of
Lily's question ?— Child at Home.
But with a pretty nest
them ! 1 know they never would tell of it | ledge of sod: projected over Nero and the a human eye, he one day showed to a great sponsibility to be another’s representative.
artist.
1
think
he
couldn’t
have
been
so
All soft and warm and white,
themselves, they are so modest.
And we wagon. It was a- more dangerous place
Away from home, it is a safe rule to make
That’s waiting for this boy
The Red-topped Boots.
than he knew, for the soil had fallen away very great either, for he ill-naturedly asked, as little trouble as you can. Find out, as
are
all
so
glad
that
we
didn’t
try
to
grow
ight!”
Good-n
¢
When it’s time to say
¢
Is
it
an
oyster?”
from
beneath,
and
a
very
large
piece
of
big,
but
only
to
blossom.”
.
———
soon
as
possible,
the
ways
of
the
house.
If
With mamma’s loving kiss
Little John, however, was great .enough
the
edge
wag
ready
to
tumble
at
the
slightWillie
had
a
pair
of boots sent him on bis
Soon
a
quiet
crocus
spoke
:
“
**
Do
you
rebreakfast
is
appointed
at
a.
ceftain
hour,
head—
his
upon
hand
And
remember how the people talked when they est disturbance. He intended only to stamp not to mind it or be discouraged by it, an
don’t come down ten minutes or half an ‘fourth birthday,—a pair of little red-topped
' How strange a sleepy boy
stood around us yesterdax?
One said ‘1 off a few lumps of soil with his heel, but he kept on all the while improving, watil a hour late. Either the family will have been boots. They were received with shouts of
- Should not like to go to bed!
little while after his kind friend, Mis. | put to inconvenience by waiting for you, or intense delight, the strongest desire of his
enjoy bulbs more than anything else; they alas !|—
Mathews,
obtained for him his first order— they will have begun, and the pleasure of childish heart having been for just such a
Well
might
the
little
girls
run
screaming
make me know the resurrection.”
Then I
held my breath, for I knew they were think- _to the house. . ‘Johnny had fallen, and with six original drawings in black chalk from the meal will be spoiled. Don't let the pair of boots.
For these he got well paid and 4 dagghters of the house lay aside their usual
ing of something holy.
Pretty soon an- him so much earth that Nero and the wag- Homer.
But alas! small as were the foot, the Boots
well praised.
other spoke: ‘Pink flowers are the loveliest ‘on were completely hidden !
routine on your account. Be helpful, but were smaller. - They would by no manner
The poor boy was picked up insensible
When he was fifteen years old he became not obtrusively so. A ready hand, a gentle of tugging be made to go on. Again and
of all; nothing could be sweeter than a
~The
Crocuses.
at the Royal Academy, and that voice, a willingness to lift care, are all well, again, till long past bed-time, the child
and
carried
into
the
house.
When
one
of
student
a
pink crocus. But I never saw one; they
year took the silver prize. The next year, but nothing is more annoying to the mistress made the trial, when father, mother, and
do not grow so; do they?
Perhaps they ‘the men afterward went back to the hollow
All the way down from the are being kept for heaven.’ ”
Sunshine!
to look for -Nero, he felt so sorry about fpiling to get the gold medal, though he of a house, than persistent offers of aid that Bridget had failed ; tillat last, utterly-wea- »
sky, and over the world, it came through
Johnny,
it seemed of very little consquence
had worked hard for it and believed he de- are not wanted. To be a pleasant guest re- ried, he was undressed, still hugging the
“ What do you thinka Mr. Sunbeam ?
‘into a big Have we got any little pink cousins in that that he found the dog buried under the dirt served it, he said to his father: *‘ Give me
the gray winter dawning, and
boots.
yires tact and common sense.
bay-window, where the plants were taking beautiful land ?”
quite cold and stiff.
time, and I'll give the Academy something
Then a thought seemed to strike him.
A
little
observation
will
soon
show
you
Right through the
their morning nap.
“ Arrah! it's buried I might better have to be proud of yet.”
« Don’t know,” said Mr. Sunbeam, mediDropping on his knees, he repeated his
which
chairs
belong
to
certain
people.
There
glass it sprang, but nobody heard any crash, tatively. *4 Never been there.
All this time that he was studying so dili- is Grandma’s—the low, easy rocker, cushion- evening prayer, and the "*‘ Now I lay me,’
Shouldn't left ye, ye poor baste, for it's dead enough
and most of the flowers paid no attention. wonder, though, if you might go now, with- ye are,” he said. “Bad luck to this lum- gently he was working hard at home, :hak- ed so softly, and standing by the sunny win- and then adding very earnestly,
‘And
Only a multitude of sharp eyes beganto out much fixing. Why, lots of those hu- berin’ wagon that kept ye from freein’ yer- ing casts and images of plaster that brought dow, with the little footstool just near please, God, make my boots goon easy
open. in the crocus corner.
in a few pennies each and helped to keep enough for Ker feet. You seat your-self in the morning,” he went cheerfully tg bed,
man creatures think they're going; they sel’ til! the breath was clane out of ye.”
« The topo’ the morning to you, chil- expect to grow beautiful somehow, you
So saying he cut away the
harness: the wolf from the door.
there, and become absorbed in a book, per- boots and all.
dren,” cried the new-comer, chucking them see. Some of them will need a deal of al- from-poor Nero, and hastened back to the
While he was drudging aud plodding, the haps, or a paper. The dear old lady enters,
The trusting faith of the child touched
great event of ‘his boyhood was coming |to takes another seat, that she may not “disturb the father’s heart, and though very tired,
under their chins. ‘‘ Bless your bright eyes ! tering.
Don’t bother your little heads kitchen.
How have you slept ?”
him.
«Och! bad luck to ye, Mike !” sobbed the
about it; you've nothing to do but be jolyou, and the whole family feel more or less he sallied out, going from one store to
chorus, "and
« Nicely,” answered the
If you will turn over your plate at din- annoyed—*‘‘Grandma’s chair is for Grand- another, till he found another pair of little
cook, who had been howling behind her
every crocus rubbed the bright eyes with
But the crocus corner grew very quiet ; apron ever since she saw Johnny carried ner some day, as likely as not you will see ma.”
red-topped boots that went on ‘‘ easy in the
=
** Dear Mr. Sun- and before Mr. Sunbeam said, * Good- Jin. ¢« Couldn’t ye: mind the blessed child the name
the sharp little fingers.
Wedgwood” printed down deep | " There is the seat nearest the lamp, for morning: PueBiorming Light.
beam, how good it is to see you again! night,” all the pretty heads were nodding better ner that? -Ah! but it’s kilt he is, in the ware. It is not that Mr. Wedgwood
Essie, whose eyes are good for nothing a
:
Pray where have you been all this long over the mighty question, ** Where do good the pooty crayture !”
made that particular plate, but because he yard from the table—don’t take that. These
Proud of his Mother.
time
- * Sorra a bit kilt,” exclaimed Mike, earn- was the inventor of English. earthenware. are trifles, but on trifles hang half the ‘enlittle crocuses go to . When they die ?"—
« On the other side of the world, my London Freeman.
,
estly ; ¢‘there’s not a hape'orth broken in His name was.Josiah Wedgwood, and he joyments of common life. Looked at, by“It. was a ¢0ld night in winter. The
dears,” said the cheery voice, ‘‘ where l
him. It’s only stooned he was wid the lived'in John Flaxman's time. Discover- and-by, from the standpoint we” shall have wind blew, and the snow was whirled fuyour
as
well
so
liked
1
anything
see
. didn’t
ing a process for making white porcelain, in heaven, we shall probably find that these
fall.”
riously about, seeking to hide itself beneath _
"Allin a Day..
‘shiny little faces. Hurried right back, you
«* Arrah- much ye know abou it,” moaned, he determined that such beautiful ware were no little things. ‘What seémed small
cloaks and hoods, —in the very hair of those
on
first
be
to
bound
see; lightning express,
‘should have only beautiful Shapes, and to us, were golden links in the chai
the cook.
that who were out. A distinguished lecturer was
If it had been any one else, it would not
the spot. But, dear me * I must pay my
Just then Bertha rushed in, clapping her hunting up our little friend, said:
binds time to eternity. These: small observ- to speak; and, notwithstanding the storm,
respects to the ladies. How do, Primmiés ? have seemed so strange. ‘But Johnny was hands joyfully, thouigh her cheeks were
““ Well,- my lad, I have heard that you
ances go far towards making home delight- the villagers very generally ventured forth
the
life
of
the
house.
Johnny's
laugh,
I”
declare
I
Sweeter than ever,
:
are a good draughtsman and clever design- ful, and, as the guest is being entertained,
still wet with tears.
to hear him.
A group ‘of pretty Chinese primroses Johnny's quick step through the hall, JohnI'm a manufacturer of pots—named she should try in this way to. make the task
«Oh! he's awake! Johnny’s awake!” er.
* William Amnesley, buttoned up to0 his
bobbed their little heads, and smiled bash- ny’s terrific runs down-stairs that always she cried. ‘He's sitting up on the sofa Wedgwood.
Now I want you to design a pleasant one.
fully.
chin in his thick overcoat; accompanied his
made grandma drop her knitting with a
some
models
for
me
;
nothing
fantastic,
but
almost well, and he wants to know about
Keep your room in the very nicest order. mother. It was difficult to walk through the
‘“¢ How are you, Madame Pollok ? Seems startled * Oh-h!” Johnny's ringing voice, Nero.”
simple and tasteful.
TI pay you well. People sometimes allow themselves a very
Before you knew ms, Mr. Sunbeam, we
lived down in the cellar, where it was dark,

The Family Civcle.

Ie

oF

Noa

J

to me you're looking a little stiffer than

age will tell. ~ Mes-

Johnny's mishaps, Johnny's comical, pro-

voking, astonishing ways—why, home
usual; but then,
demoiselles
Fish-Geranium, - how uncom- wouldn't be home at all without them !
monly blooming you are; really quite| So everybody in the house thought; es-

stocky, too; wonder how much you'd meas-

©

pecially when, ome ‘day,

all these things

By the
“suddenly ceased, and Johnny lay upon the
ure around’. the waist ?
other
any
1t seemed as if there
by
sweet
as
sofa insensible.
wouldn't you smell
name ? Ivy Green, what's the matter with were nothing bright left in the whole world ;
you? You droop about here as if you for was not Johnny lying there, looking as
were trying to be delicate. Never knew if he could never wake—Johnny, who
way,

one of your race that was.
the

other

night,

eh?

«aught cold

Nonsense;

that's

putting on airs. You, a shoot of the tough
Servant, Mistress Oleold Saxon stock!
ander, when are you going to let me see
those
1 so
“bad ;
pers
Mr.

buds ? Won't speak to me, hey ? and
Now, that’s too
interested in you!
pity handsome People | have such temI”
Sunbeam

isa

wild lion:

just

as

cry
wouldn't open his eyes for baby-Nanny,
oid
the
all
though
as hard as she ‘would,
the little girl half believed he would jump up
with a “Boo !” and make them

This is What

all laugh ?

had happened :

Early on that same morning Johnny
gone out-of-doors, intent upon

dog Nero to draw his new
wagon was a fine’ affair,

had

training his

wagon.
large

The

enough to

hold a Smal boy; but the aes

wasn't

«The dog's kilt, clane kilt

entirely,” said

Mike, shaking his head sadly. ‘ Och! but
the poor boy’ll take it hard!”
Bertha heard no more. She rah up to
the drawing-room where the family were

gathered around Johnny,

and

ion

something

Johnny

to

her ‘father,

whispered
that

, for with a sharp cry he fell

over, and hid his face in the sofa:cushions.

CEE

the belle

.

“You old goose |12» laughed Johnny, tug-

of he

senson.

ust

as, standing astride of

in need of them this minute. They are
for pots of all kinds—tea-pots, cups, ete.
But what's more I want a design for the
royal table service. Think of that, my boy ;
for the Queen's table.”
‘|

In less than an hour he was able to sit up

ployment.

by the table and

after Greek and Egyptian models, and
Queen Charlotte did actually have a dinner

look at pictures.

No, not

look at them exactly, but try to do so, for
the doctor had said he ‘must not ery. In
vain Bertha brought the, prettiest. book she
had ; in "vain little Nannie comforted him in
her sweet, childish way. ‘Every few, mo-

ments he would push aside the pictures,

What sound ‘was that on the gravel-walk ?

What wpe Mike saying about its being
o only sinséless the poor baste must a’ binP7
What

was

coming

panting

up

the stair,

in spite of papa's whispered coaxing?
Nero, he tried to hitch the puzzled fellow to | |
Why, it was Nero! Nero, tottering and
the shafts. “Don’t you want to be a horse?

y | ging atthe harness,

wide latitude in such
*“Oh, no sir,” said John; ‘ give me a away from home.
few days and I'll see what I can do.”
large hotel once said
“ That's right; work away. Mind, I'm “Indade; if you had

Poor Johnny! He was not badly injured.
John did his best, and it pleased kind Mr.
He had a lump on his head, that was all.
| Wedgwood,
wy
who gave him constant.em-

and leaning his bandaged head on his hand,
blaffand sancy ashe can be; but he has a muich— just a pieceof old Clothesline and - say with quivering lip, while his eyes filled
out if you get | a pair of. papa’s suspenders.— though it with tears: ¢ Nero! poor old Nero. I killwarn dieast, as th will
m, “He. never hectors would do very well to begin with, The
ed him!”
grand old dog, never suspecting, came
“bounding toward Johuny at the first whistle, but he didn’t like the rope.and, suspenders atall,

Do you think the work too poor?”

He made the loveliest patterns,

service of his design; it'was the first ever
made in England for kingly.or queenly use,
and to this day our best crockery is called
“ queensware” for this very reason.
Mr. Wedgwood did as he agreed ; he paid
John well, and for several years he worked
on in this way, occasionally modeling a

plaster monument or statue, for he way too
poor to buy ‘marble.

fallen snow against the piercing wind;
things, when they arc William said to his mother,— .
A chambermaid in a
“* Couldn't you walk easierif Jou took
to me, quite angrily, my arm ?

thirty beds to make,
Mum, ina morning, you wouldn't pull it all

apart in this way!”

Herein is a hint for

those who stop in hotels, If you don't see
to your own ventilation, your sheets will,
very likely, be straightened up over a bed

that has not been thoroughly

aired in a

week.

Last, whatever may become

known to

you, "as tos the relations of the different
“members of the household, unless it be
pleasant, yon have no right to repeat it or
discuss itafterwards, even to

and dearest!
place.

your

nearest

An unveiled home is a sacred
4

The Boy and the Nettle.
A boy came tying to his mother because

« ¢ Perhaps I could,’ Wis inate roplied as

she put her arm through his and drew up
as close as possible to him.
“Together they breasted the storm, the
mother and the boy who had once been
carried ‘in her arms, but who had now

grown up so tall that she could lean on his.
They had not walked very far before ‘he
said,—.
¢ ¢] am proud vomit, mother.’
*Proud that you can take care of me?

she said to him with. a heart Bushing with
tenderness.
* This is the first dire you have leaned
upon me,’ said the happy boy.
+ There will be few hours in William's
life of more exalted pleasure than he enjoy-

‘ed that evening, even if he should live to
old age and should in his manhood lovingly provide for her, who, in his helpless

Perhaps some of us, in these more hurry- ‘he had been stung by a nettle,
and with his genius, might not #1 am sure I never thought it would infancy,watched over him."—Well Spring.
(4
sd
with this humble work, but pa- hurt me,” he said, ¢ for I only Yonched it:
vaccinatbeen
has
physician
English
An
as
easy
as
I
could.
n
pds John Flaxman counted himself happy to go into every house in England with |’ ¢ That is just why is stung you” replied ed 477 times to prove to objecting parents
his tastefully formed tea-cup and cream his mother. “If you had grasped it firmly that there was no harm in ,—says The
Medical Times.
‘
jug, furnishing even the childrem~-especial- it would have dome but little harm.”

TY
in

|

{re
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Giteravy Wiscellany.
1

than an

other book in]

exe

s, the Bible an

Cl

"He

the world, with two
the ‘‘Imitation of

wn into Bedford jail

was

i

for homuselves, and
search out Hye mistake
will
dig
down
the superimposed
trifleat the bottom, from

to the

oo EF ab.
ih and i his ch
A p

Spl

recantin 3 5" hy

Joutoo ual abition,

ined tat
ognomical

® per

ctr

expression 0
ad

me of one of the hess of
'

ym rand

we

acter when he replied to :
come to visit him,
.and.

Desciuating, and would,no doub, be very
or

fit
4
m

'S see!

‘me

‘qu

ty. The sables of thuga root and Deli-

ble than the

drawing.

more

boards of Spanish walnuts, s¢ much admir-

hunting
pieces,
, in one
the hem
ik ions Tl
forést chateau, with a pretty Friiulein
Ing out his wine in unconsciousness

are taken
‘so

case,
in his
pourof the

miring glances bestowed upon her;

in

the other, a scene within and without the
.Jagdschloss—several sportsmen in a bright

interiorat their evening banquet, while out-

side of the door a servant huntsman,
«cled with a large

are sitting, and

hoop,

upon which

UA

Alexander

use of his hands, is receiving

his

potations,

child-fashion, at the hands of a servant maid,
dn whose lovely face kindliness and drollery
are effectively blended. The paintings of
.animals—hounds,

hawks,

game—in

pictures are exceedingly fine.

touched in they

most elaborate and

these

The still-life

hernalia of the hunt are

light effects—especially the hgh on the
maid's face from the candle he holds (in the
Einkehr, as Mr. Neal calls this picture)—
show a very careful study of the best characteristics of
Diisseldorf art. Another forcible
picture, upon which this artist was engaged
when I saw him, represents Watt as a boy,
seated in the chimney-corner in the kitchen,

ker who had
that

ence;

has its

of work,

when she paid

pounds silver.

visits,

valued

at

Drinking cups were engraved
the

poets.

‘golden

in

marble

lates,

drank

from

slept on beds of down, reclined
ous couches, wore embroidered

A

a loving wife, the church a mother in Israel, and
her children a kind and indulgent mother.
She

diate relation to the brain and nervous sys-

lower the dignity and position of womanhood. When it is used without the proper

tem.

substantive,one is sometimes nf

There is a marked difference among individuals in respect to blushing. One who
is very sensitive to praise or blame has
large veneration, approbativeness, and conscientiousness,—blushes on the slightest

DANIEL

University !”

weary ages,

upon

woman

for

It is the result

these

so

of the harem

on

New Hampton,

side

should allow its example in this respect.

~Obitwaries.

a
pp
The two most celebrated men who come
into the list of writers of books in prison in
the first half of the seventeenth century are
Raleigh and Cervantes.
The gallant Sir
Walter, after serving when young as a
gentleman volunteer, went with Sir Humphrey
Gilbert to America,
returned and
Was
knighted,
raised a volunteer squadron
against the Spanish Armada, and became a
courtier. Something
he did or said gave
offense at court, and

he resided abroad

for

some years.
When Elisabeth died, and
James I. suceeeded to the throne, Raleigh
returned to England ; but he

was

arrested,

-and found
guilty of treason by a packed
jury. Twelve years of his life were passed
confnuously in

prisen; and

here

occupation is deemed unclean, are now
eligible,
Evora important change made has been | .

the withdrawal of government assistance to
the Buddhist religion, leaving it to continue
only through the

to

execute

ning,

he

begins

under

such circumstan-

with

the

creation,

and

gravely discusses the opinions expressed by

the learned as to whether paradise was as

of the

Lith

inches long, and two inches wide at the top.

Mountain-makers:
Very mischievous are the mountain-mak
ers In society, especially in a sr all or loca
society, where
things natura
et ©:
gerated

because of the

nearn

-one standsto events, 8
high up as the moon, or only
as high as every
mid-air, or under the equinoctial line. But number of évents to whi
still the ‘History of the World” is a noble stand, far or near. Puta

before
fragment, which could only have been in one of those small societies, and
tten by one who had read much and many months have passed the compact fab-’
ric will have fallen asander, and the little
traveled much.
Hapless Raleigh! Kin

James hated him with all the
-a narrow mind feels toward
superior, and sent him to
The other
great man whose

coupled with

hatred whic
an intellectual
the scaffold,—
name we have

phalanx of friends Fwill have split up into
as many deadly enemies as there are*heads
of houses. A hasty word, a chance look,
an Hivousideted hast. an ambiguous ac-

of the world-

is straightway builtup into a mountain,

Raleigh was the Spanish nov- tion, and thé

elist Cervantes, the

author

He was first a mouse

renowned ‘‘ Don Quixote,”
student,” fhén" chamberlain fo ‘a cardinal,

g is done. . The mole-hill

enlarged

into a mammoth,

and

the

—

repeated,

there

turning 10 Spain, he married, entered upon friendships would have
«evil employments, traversed wide regions old associations would

remained

intact,

tivity, and ransomed by his

friends.

Re-

would

have

been no split at all; and

it was occupied by the

planning and

mencement of *‘Don abxotie.”
‘Open the portals wide. let us

com-

cause

old.

set the whole thing askew, be-

he would

\

4

turn our eyes from public monuments, demes and grand processions ;
moralized

have never been we would
of his ‘native co
, and watched well the broken, and the pleasant, drony, drowsy marble,
habits and peouliarities of his countrymen. life of daily intercourse and affectionate habitants,
Mgnetary embarrassments, rather than po- nullities would have gone on to the end of thousand
The mountain-mak- embellish
litipal
or religions discord, threw him more time as it had begun.
than once into Riison, but his or
dice er spoiled it all, and with no evil intent, “the lower

‘ment was a great thing
for the world, since perhaps,

——

If angi ing were wanted to give us an
jdea of Roman magnificence, we would

was

original

the

exaggerate and would not

ABS pnt
stick to literality,—because he’ would make
admit the nothing info something, ‘and impose his

orget the ‘statues in brass and

hich

outnumbered

so numerous
have

been

and

Italy;

that

inone hundred

the living

recovered

and

shall

would descend into

phere . of material life—thosethings which attest luxury and taste—to ornaments, dresses, sumptuous living and
ich

furniture.

The .axt ‘of using: metals

and cutting, precious stones surpassed anything known at the present day.
|
own
moral
magnifiers
on
the
world
for
its
‘greatest prison writer of the second half” of
In the decoration of houses, in social enthe

seventeenth

eentury,

tinker,
- preacher and

John

Bunyan,

author of a religious

allegory, which is said to have been transdatel'into a greater number of languages

affliction,

and

confusion,
whom his

his own much-to-be desired

For this means that the people
exaggerations have set now by

the ears will be wise

and frank

enough

do

single square can well be afforded

obituary.

to

fertainments, in cookery, the Romans were

remarkable. ‘The
fo- | cameos, bracelets,

‘mosaics, signet-rings,
bronzes, chains, vases,

offers to

This Institution

Verses areinadmissible.

For

peculiar advantages.

In the obituary notice of Mrs, Jackson, in the
Star of March 20, the first proper name Should

have been

WHITESTOWN

Charlenna, instead of Char Luna.

The summer

March 25.

Mis. HANNAH H., wife of Samuel Kimball,
of Kennebunk, Mane, died in Salmon Falls, N..
H., March 22, at the residence of her daughter,
Mrs. J. B. Morton, aged 67 years.
MR. JAMES H. C00K

died

in

Hamlin,

Mzs.

Eunice

BrECkLEY

faith.

GEORGE

March

particular

in

Rutland,

Meigs Co., Ohio, March 14,in the 24th year of her
. Sister Beckley, Whose maiden name was

phe

, was

born

in Albany,

Athens

Oo.,

Ohio. When about a eat old her mother died.
After this, she was taken to live with her grandfather, Mr. William Humphrey, in Rutland, and

there remained. In her fifteenth year she gave
her heart to the Saviour and united with the peoBs of God. She was baptized by Elder 0. E.
aker and joined the 2d Rutland F'. B. church.
She was married to John N. Beckley in her 19th

’

year. Her Christian life was earnest and exem-plary; and her complete triumph over the terrors

of death a cheering testimony to the fact that the
consolations of religion never forsake the soul of
the humble, faithful discipie. On her death-bed
she spoke with assurance, even with joy,

of her

approaching dissolution and future reward; ang
wn pif friends to come to Jesus and obtain the same precious faith. She leuves. a husband
and two

small

children,

Funeral

services

by

the text;
Rev. 1. H. Drake. ‘Sermon from
« Precious in the sight of the Lord is the death
of his saints,” .

Com,

the

WARREN

FOSS, Sec’y,

"GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
WATERBURY CENTER,
Faculty:
C. A. Mooers, A.

B., Principal.

SuMMER

TERM

opens

April 30, 1872,

Board may be obtained in private fagilies at $3.50
per week, or rooms may be obtained for self-boardng, at reasonable rates.
’
"a
omplete courses of study for both sexes. Special
attention given to those desiring to take a thorough
course in
Music.
.

open

For further particulars, addressthe Principal.

WANTED

AGENTS.

REAT FORTUNES
AND HOW THEY WERE MADE; OR THE STRUGGLES
AND TRIUMPHS OF OUR SELF-MADE MEN, by J.D.
McCabe, Jr.,

$3.00

how to succeed

£4.00

Ry

forty eminent examples,

it

teaches

fn life, and at the same time benefit

mankind. For particulars, notices of the press
extra terms, address.

3m2

.

and

GEORGE MACLEAN, publisher; BOSTON.

Chance for Agents

Rare

AGENTS, we will pay you $4© per week in cash
if you will engage with us AT ONCE. Everything fur:
.
nished and eXpensce paid. Ardross,
4WI12

. A. ELLIS

&

OEMBMISTIAN

CO., Charlotte, Mich.

BAPTISM.

This little book has been revised by the author, has
been clothed in an entirely new dress, and

Pa very comely appearance.

presents

It should be in every

Baptist family. Let every Ragtor and church-member have & copy of the mewly revised and useful

book.

Price, in cloth, only 96 cts.; in paper covers,

18 cts. Postage extra; on
latter, 2 cents.

FILES, Associate.

the former, 4 ots., on the

wy |

Oo

fg

ng.
:
:
No deduction for less than half a term, except on
e at the
commenc
terms
Half
account of sickness.
beginning and middle of the term.
$1.60 to
from
varies
The price of board, in clubs,

HED

TROY

eh

HEALY,

Pie
!
N.Y, pstablished 1852,
y, Fire Alarm, and
of Church, Aca
N
or.
o
to
made
and
constantly on hand,
ng with Hotary
Metal (Copper and Tin).
wine Bell
ever used.
durable
most
Mountings, the best and
ALL BELLS WARRANTED SATISFACTORY. ga-Large
Thustrated Catalogues sent free on application toJONES & 00, Troy, N. Y.4or, 49 Dearborn 8t.,
1521
Chicago, 111,
TROY.

Ladies’ clubs as well as gentlemen’s
—
:

families at reasonable

:

Secretary.

2

#80 to $200 per month,by selling

weeks.

Send for Catalogue to the Prineipal.
C. A. FARWELL,

Miss

SPRING TERM, opens Feb, 13, 1872.

1, 1872.

Roomg and board in private

VT.

RE. C. Smith, Mrs. E: C. Smith, &. A. Stockwell,
Lizzie Maxfield, L. H. Butterfield.
Calendar:

D. A, WAITT, Teacher of Writing and Book-Keey -

(rates,

C.

of

Strafford Center, August 17, 1871.

E. EUGENE WADE, A: B,, Prin, of Normal Dep't,
88 L: MARIA SIMONS, Associate.
188 ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Paint,
ing, Wax-work and Wood Carying.
Lv
Mrs. J. F. STEERE, Teather of Music.

$2.00 per week,
are formed.

Tues-

commence

instruction

MCCLEAN, a graduate of Yale College.
i
Tuition and board as usual.
‘Rooms can be had for those who wish to board
GEO. C. PEAVEY, President,
themselves.

for both

.

will

weeks

under

29,

August

day,

and

Principal,
:

Sec.§¢ Treas.

Center Strafford, N. H.
The Fall Term of 10

PITTSFIELD; ME.

M.

and

AUSTIN ACADEMY,

CENTRAL INSTITUTE

LINE

DUNN, A. M., Prof. of Rhetoric

For College Catalogue apply to '
L. P. REYNOLDS,

Furnishes College, Preparatory, Normal, Academical and Ladies’
Full course of study. Terms
weeks,
:
’
Spring term commences Feb, 7, 1872.
Summer Term commences April 25, 1878.
GEORGE B, FILES, A. B., Preceptor.
Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON, Preceptress.
MRS.

Lan-

June 20—~Commencement,

Higher English
|
’
$6.00
Languages
~~
$6.00
$10.00
“Music
reasonable
on
Rooms
Board, $3.00 per week.
terms.
Our specialty is qualification of teachers. Mr.
Mabrey will give his whole time to the school. His
experience in the school-room warrants ué in saying
that teashers will find this school second to none in
the county.
M.'E. SWEAT, Sec,
;
y
°
N. Pargonsfleid, Jan. 15, 1873,

“MAINE

Ancient
Science.

CALENDAR, 1872.
March 20—Spring Term begins.

nformation,

of study

English

M., Prof.

Painting.
;
WW. CHASE, Instructor in Instrumental
MELVILLE
and VocalMusie.
JENNIE de la MONTAIGNE, Teacher of French.

NORYN PARSONSFIBLID SEMINARY
The Spring Term will commence on Tuesday, Feb.

Common

A.

A. M., Prof. Nat.

Belles Lettres.

Sec,

students important

M. K. MABREY,
Terms : Primary

COLLEGE.

H. LAURA ROWE, A. M,, Prin. Ladies’ Department.
ALEX. C. RIDEOUT, Prin. Com. Department.
W. A. DRAKE, Instructor in Penmanship.
GEO. B. GARDNER, Instructor in Drawing and

Qver fifty graduates anteaching and for business.
nually.
The Boarding Hal) has been refitted and furnished, and placed under the care of the principal.
Terms moderate. Send for circular.
GARDINER, Principal,
J. 8B.

20, and continue eleven

COLLIER,

F. WAYLAND

SEMINARY.

Whitestown, N. Y., Feb.

MCMILLAN,

guages.

HIRAM

6

courses

emi-

September 4—Fall Term begins
December {—Winter Tersn egifls,

torm®of this institution, will

complete

on an

Rev. DANIEL M. GRAHAM, D. D., President.
¢ RANSOM DUNN, A. M., Prof. Bib. Theology.
“ SPENCERJ.FOWLER, A. M., Prof. Mathematics and Nat. Philosophy,
)

sexes, in which students are grepared for college, for

J. B. HIGGINS,

died

Six

is located

FACULTY:

LC
REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.

CORRECTION.

and

HILLSDALE

send for a Circular to

°

accommodations;

nence overlooking the villages of Lyndon Center and
Lyndonville, and some of the finest landscape scenery of the valley of the Passumpsig.
eas.and Sec,
I. . W. SANBO.
Lyndonville, Vt., 1871.
51

15, 1872.

”
\

ample

WEST VIRGINIA COLLEGE.
AT FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.

any single

French,

The new Institution building is afine brick and
granite structure, ot Beautiful architecture, affording

.

Northweod, N. H., Feb, 19, 1872.

equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion
Brewty is specially important.
Not more than a

and died in the triumph of

How the Romans Lived.

the |

world re-echoes with the cry raised by the
which

who

16, aged 45. Mr. Cook had long been a follower
It has a cushion of folded papers on the of Christ and for;inany years a member of the
elabthe
for
on,
upper side to rest the neck
Presbyterian church, and for more than twent
orate manner of dressing the hair does not} years he has lived a devoted Christian life.
He
Com.
permit the Japanese, especially the women, died in hope and rests in peace.
MRs. SALLY T., widow of the late Abraham
to press the head on the pillow. Every
the uppermost paper is.taken off Dorance, of Foster, R. I., died of erysipelas
morning,
3, 1871, aged 68 years.
She experienced
refrom the cushion, exposing a clean surface Nov.
ligion about 21 years ago, was baptized by the
without th e expense of washing a_pillow- writer the June following, aud joined the church
case.
in which she lived a faithful member until death.
I passed a greater part of the nightin The Union K..B, church in Foster mourn her
head in this nov- death, but we'strust that our loss is her
learning how to poise m
D. GREENE.
finally closed my gain,
el manner ; and when
MR. TRUEWORTHY HILL, of Canterbury,
died
eyes, it was to dream that I was being slowof liver complaint, Feb, 20, aged T4¢ years. He
1v beheaded, and to awake at the crisis to experienced
religion
more
than
40
years
ago;
nd the illow wrong side up, and my was baptized by Kld. John Harriman, Nov., 1829,
neck resting on the sharp lower edge of and join d the ¥. B. church. He was a kind husband and father, an Sifiging friend and neighbor,
the box.—Pumpelley’s Travels. .

and then ‘a soldier.
He was thrice wound- proud discoverer of the mare's-nest amon
wit
«ed at the battle of Lepanto, was taken pris- the rushes.” Bat for the exaggeration

‘oner by the cossirs, kept five years in cap-

inches high, eight

four

wooden box, about

-his ** History of the World,” a marvelous
work

support,

As I was about to pass my first night in
a Japanese house, I watched anxiously the
preparations for sleeping. These were simple enough; a mattress in the form of a

Star,

not patronize it, must accompany them with cash

D., Natural Science.

EXPENSES. —Board, including room and washing,
from $2.50 to $3,50 per week, in famalies, In club or
self-boarding, at lower rates.
)
The Institution will afford to both sexes a complete
course of study; and no pains will be spared by the
Trustees to make the school eminently worthy the
confidence and patronage of all friends to 3 thorough

The Trustees take this SpperuBiy of pnblicly acinowjedsing the recent Gift of a Library and Chemical Apparatus,—arounting in all to about $500,—
|
from the Rev. R. Van Dame of Nottingham, N. H.
THOMAS TUTTLE, M. D, Pres.
E. 8. TASKER, Sec.

wishing obit-

LITERARY INSTITUTION,
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

Music and Penmanship extra.

Dow,

culars address the Principal.

Persons

uaries published in the Morning

w—
Gr G—

ple.
he priests having no income
long b
ive been advised by the government to very thick quilt, about or
bit oor ;
enter the army as soldiers, so that Sintoo- four wide, was spread on
ism, which is ony a moral code, is all the dver it was laid an ample robe, very I
religion left for the guidance of the people.
and heavily padded, and provided ith,tprepare the large sleeves. Having put on this
This circumstance seems to
Christianity, dress, the sleeper covers him
way for the introduction of
for it is now well known that the repressive andther quilt, and sleeps, i. e., if he 1a8 had
govern- some years “practice " in the use of this bed.
measures taken by the Japanese
ment against it, were mainly caused by its
But the most remarkable feature about
illow. This isa
interferedce with the temporal authority.
a Japanese bed is the

he wrote

ces, - In.order really to begin at the begin-

voluntary

PARTICULAR NOTICE!

A Japanese Bed.

4

and liberal education.

[1

further information

For

A. M. JONES, Sec.

Spring term, of 10 weeks, begins Feb. 20, 1872.

studies in any branch of an Academic Fducation.
or Cir-

Charges moderate.

Arithmetic.

Summer term, of 10 weeks, begins May 7.
Fall Term begins Aug. 27.
TUITION, from $%00 to $6.00 per term.

SEMINARY.

NORTHWOOD

Grammar,

Mary
C. Bradford, Preceptress, Mathematics
and
oric.
Miss Sarah E. Mason, Erench.
Mrs. J. C. Hopkins, Music, Drawing and Painting.
Miss Ellen A. Perkins, Penmanship.
;
Calendar :

The SPRING TERM of this Institution will com.
mence on WEDNESDAY, March 6, 1872, and continue
thirteen weeks under the continued charge of AL.
;
;
BERT SAVAGE, A.B.
pursuing
All the usual. facilities offered to those

so that all classes except the tanners, whose

Written in Prisons.

N. H., March

English

Miss

Course, of two years each, Which opened for the
admission ef students at the commencement of the
:

n

A. 8. Denison, P.H.

Miss Alice I. Libby,
Miss I. D. Moore,
Miss. E. L. Gordon.

fall term.

e
at

Faculty :
J.C. Hopkins, A. B., Principal, Latin and Greek.

Prin.

Send for catalogue to the Primcipal or to
:
E.C. LEWIS,

al

LYNDON

is
heen very successful.
a Scientific and Agricultural

partment, which has
now proposed to add

for

SEMINAKY,

Lewiston, July 2, 1871.

|

G. H. RICKER,
15, 1872.

Wax

preparing

BOARD;
be obtained in private families

are invaluable.

opportunity. Students will provide their own sheets,
pillow-cases and towels,
Several
per term.
TUITION from $5.00 to $6.50
years ago the Trustees introduced & Conmenis) be:

that

their

anguages,

Durham, March

&c.

and.

those

Ancient
eograbhy, -Anciegt History, Algebra and
Geometry.
Special attention is given
reading,
declaination, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
scanning, &c. The location of the schoal 80 near
the College and
cal School,
ad:
ages of association
with
students of "a higher rank
and culture. The public lectures of these institutions

Board, including room and washing
EXPENSES.
from $2.75 to $3 50 per week. In well-regulated clubs,
of which there are several in successful operation,
Students _dethe expense varies from $1.75 to $2.25.
sirous of boarding themselves will find convenient

Those who de-

its authority

best

E. C. COOK.

Miss T. A.-R.

A. M.,

J.N.Rand,

W. E. C. Rich, A. B.,
A. P. Shattuck,
Willward,
H. M.

long,

ings are the foundation of the woman
cause, is a model in respect -fo the use of
this objectionable epithet.
In no place do
we find female use when woman, maiden
sire to have

our

INSTITUTION.
NEW HAMPTON
The SUMMER TERM begins April 22,187, and
continues ten weeks
A.B. MESERVEY, A. M., Principal,

But the Bible,whose teach.

or damsel can be employed.

has

We feel,

Funeral serv-

.

North Scituate, R. I., March

even her friends constantly, yet thoughtless| ly, use this epithet which
tends to degrade.
Usually when one makes an effort to win
the standard of womanhood, there are opposing bigots who quote the Bible in its|
condemnation.

ago,” and

LAPH
ENSTITUTE.
will commence on Monday
,. The SUMMER TERM
:
’
April 13, 1872.
.
Pomplete courses of study for both sexes.

any

powerful

14,

one of

Academies,

fancies of her master.
Woman is now
strugglingto free herself from a debasing:
is

March

Bro. Joux FELKER diedin Barrington, March
aged 70 years and 10 months. He experienc23,
ed religion 87 years since, and was a° member of
the 2d F. Baptist church in Strafford. He was, a
devoted husband, kind father, and an honored
citizen. He leaves to mourn, a deeply afflicted
widow and nine children,brothers,sisters and numerous other relatives. Yet they feel that their
loss is his gain.
D. L. EDGERLY.

idea, which regarded her as a mere animal,
created for the sole purpose of pleasing the
thralc om, yet custom

lost

LEVI BRACKETT died in New
25, aged T1 years.

inary.” How often we hear men speak of
meeting females on the street. Would they
feel complimented or insulted were the ladies to pass them hy as males? The use of
this term is another evidence of the low esput

night

.

more ridiculous than to say, ‘‘ Rutger’s
Female Institute,” or ¢‘ Troy Female Sem-

timate

years

to

NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.

Bro. R. professed faith

forty

given

SPRING TERM begins Monday, Jan. 1, 1872, and
closes Friday, March.22.
SuMMER TERM begins Monday, Aprill, and closes
Monday, June 24.
Ai
Tuition $25.00 a year.
;
La. JORDAN, A. B., Principal,with three Assistants.
The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes. The school
being composed of only one department, a thoroughness-in doing their work is gecured from both teachers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where so many kinds of work are done. The
Soudenty are thtal
drilled - n the Latin and Greek

Mgs. ALMIRA B., wife of L. Dunnels and
‘daughter of the late 8. W. Weeks, died at E.
Parsonstield, March 17, aged 27 years. Sister D.
gave her heart to the Saviour at the age of 16;
was baptized by Rev. P. Chesley and united with
the F.
B. church in this place, which relation she
sustained till her death.
The last few years of
her life were spent in much bodily affliction and
puffering, being subject to frequent fits, but we
18t as a Christian she so suffered that these
afflictions haye been sanctified to her good in
heaver.. She leaves a circle of friends to mourn,
and yet they are comforted, for she rests.

male'|:

that is not

Standish,

attention

PIKE

He was a kind husband; an indulgent

ices by the writer.

people say, “Harvard

et

in

the

-

THE WINTER TERM of Pike Seminary, N. Y., willcommence Dec, 6, 1871, under a board of competent’
instruction,
Per order,
\
M. E.SHEPARD, Pres.. Boardof Trustees.

by the pastor,
S. 8. BARNEY,

ters, and a wide circle of friends.

colleges ; certainly the great army of patient,
hard working, underpaid women should
have the privilege of being called women,
and not set down as females. How absurd
Male

and Teacher

$3,00 per week, or pleasant rooms furnished to those
wishing to board themselves.
5
JOHN H.SHAPLEIGH, Sec.

father
and good neighbor. .He leaves to mourn
their loss a lonely widow, two sons, two daugh-

sentially vulgar. Gail Hamilton, in one of
her spasms of sense in the Independent,"holds
up a lady to ridicule because she objects to
being a female teacher. The objection is
reasonable and just. We do not say male

it would seem to hear

died

as a church, that we have

members.

There

clubs,

“that

lived a consistent Christian ever since,

unavoidable, but to speak of schools for
young women as female seminaries, or female colleges, is not Ungrauymatical, but es-

male

Rica

in Christ more than

may be occasions when its use is correct and

schools,

know

services

aged 64 years, 8 months.

quire whethes it is the female sheep, bear or
swine that is intended. Those who have a
true respect for a woman would never. employ a term so indelicate and objectionable

teachers, male

we

cometh.” Funeral
Waterman Pierce.

to in-

as this, if they realized how bad itis.

Precepires

TUITION ;

Good board may

tion, and we all be admonisied to have our work

creation, its use,
or® girl, tends to
A

'

of

College.

left a good evidence of her hope in Christ and
urged those around her to meet her in glory where

done, inasmuch as

:

y Speci

sorrow and sighing shall have fled away.
May the
Lord sustain our brother in this his great afilic-

vs. Female.

ble to one-half the brute
instead of woman, lady,

NS,

Work formed, if desired.

death,our brother, Dea. Daniel Ormsbee, hasjlost

—

and
soul of
beauty. Though I have said that school
Americans,
David Neal is a young man, one may easily
know that such qualities as I have attributed nations are
gocasion; while ome with those organs
ito his work are not to be attained by etlus ties in other
foreigner can | gy) will be comparatively indifferent to
a
that
alone, nor by having good instruction; a fills
office
highest
the
hold under the Japanese government—that either,—will not e moved by censure or
foreground of experience is necessary for an is, Imperial Councillor, whose duty
is to by applause, by the powers on earth or in
artist in any direction to master the secrets frame codes of general laws for the Empire.
consciousneds of one's
A vivid
heaven.
-of his work. Mr. Neal started out froin Four
Americans compose a Scientific Com- poverty or ignoranceor other imperfection,
New England—his native State is Massa- mission,
introduce new methods of ag- tends to produce a feeling of humility, and
chusetts, if I remember rightly—as a poor riculture, to mechanics,
mining,
s, &e., this causes one to blush.
:
arge self-esteem,
boy, and made his ving by engraving for
gives
while
another
American
has
been
appoint,
competence
and
culture
intellect,
with
the press, an art which
he taught himself. ed to revise and o
izo « system of inter- assurance, makes one feel always at home
He had found his way through many diffi- nal
revenue somewhat simnilar to our own.
wherever he may happen to be, and this
«culties to California, where the extraordinary In addition,during
the last four years nearly
uts one above or beyond the disposition
fineness of his work induced a fellow-work- one thousand young
men of intelligence to blush. The old saying that ‘a guilty
man to say to him that with such ability be
and ability have been sent abroad ‘to study conscience needs no accuser,” is based on
ought not to be contented with the kind of the
languages, laws, habits, manufactures, the fact, that one under conviction shows
work he was en, But the youth had autici- methods
rogue, when
of government, and all other matit in his face; and a” youn
pated the advice, and was already engaged, ters appertaining
to western civilization,the confronted with his wrong-doing, will usuin the quiet of his own room, on work which greater part of which
is tobe introduced in- ally blush just in proportion to his sensitiverepresented his deeper aspiration, The city
Japan.
; ness and consciousness of guilt.
-of art had power to lure him across seas and to Japan
to-day
has
apopulation
of
35,000,The fact that one can not overcome his dif:
continents so soon as he had earned the
3
Pn
of that of the | gence and look friend or foe in the face, is
means to come,
Here he was fortunate 000,
millions
few
a
within
or
United States. Unlike the Chinese, its peo- no evidence of sin or~wickedness, as some
€no
to have an eye
glance over his
shoulder upon some work he was engaged ple readily maké changes in clothing, food, suppose. O n the geutrary, it is often thearecase
so
on, which was as quick to appreciate artistic manufactures, and modes of living, when | ta¢ the most inno##nt and virtuous
for
they
see
improvement
therein.
le
impossib
to
next
is
it
that
pachfiil
|
Theyare,
.
:
gir as any-in
Munich.
is was the late
:
and
r. Ainmiiller, an artist of fine powers, es- as a race, impulsive, highly intelligent, | them to look even an inferior squarely asbrave
to
rashness,
cleanly
their habits, steadily in the eye. He soon falters and S
pecially in the painting of architectural in- have a high sense of personalin honor
and are sumes a downcast look in keeping with. his
teriors, but better known to the world as
the artist who presided until his death over universally polite from the highest dignita- modest and sensitive nature. Self-confi-,
ry to the lowest in the land, and withal are. dence, for the diffident, may be acquired
the Glasmalerei, where nearly all of the
disposed towards foréigners, especi- and though one would almost sink in his
modern stained glass is made. Mr. Ain- kindly
to
miiller, at once recognizing the genius of the ally Americans. Unlike the Chinese,again, shoes the first time when he appearspracthe people of Japan are warmly attached to speak before an audience, he will, by
American, secured him the atelier and oftheir country, and will not
emigrate on tice, overcome his timidity, or platform
ficial position in the artistic section of the
fever,” as it is called, and when used to it,
Glasmalerei which he now occupies. The coolie contracts, the thirst for knowledge
being
the
incantive
of
those
who
seek
forthe slight agitationas a mental Tuxuenjoy
friendship of the old artist was followed by
A Japanese who can speak ry. At firs t he will be suffused with blusha closer tie, Mr. Neal having : married Ain- eign lands.
miiller's daughter.
Piloty also recognized and write foreign languages, the English es, and his mind will be somewhat bewilthe ability of Neal, aud has
given him in* in particular, is assured of profitable e m- dered ; soon, however, equilibrium\ takes
struction more as a younger brother than a ployment under his government, with favor- ~place, and ** Richard is himself again.”
The law that
The temperament also has much to do
pupil.
From such antecedents, and under able prospects of promotion.
forbade
marriages
between
the
noble
and
blushing. A nervous,sanguine temperwith
such auspices, David Neal continues
to work
his way steadfastly, and has already gained the common classes, has been repealed, ament is much more susceptible than thea
an esteem among the best artists of Munich with the effect to elevate the marriage ties, lymphatic or bilious, and a blonde thanand
by improving the -moral and social status brunette. The, African, the Asiatic,
which must in the end be reflected in the ad- of
woman.
The barriers of caste, that al- the North American Indian
feel a
may
country.—Harper's
miration of his own
lowed
nobles
only
to
bear
arms,
or
to
hold
to the color of his
blush,
though,—owing
t
Magazine.
3 military or ciyie office, have been modified
skin,—he may not show it.—Exchange.
pre

Books

Esq.,

on luxurirobes, and

cious or curious in the most distant countries.
The luxuries of the bath almost exceed be-

Woman

:

¢

will commence

Use of Instrument, essgma) Siang?
441
An excellent opportunity
will be
those desiring a complete course
music,
upon the
Pidnofode or Organ, by a teacher Ky larges
rience
m
8
setts
alified
teac!
roug!
Bass, Secular or Sacred 1Mu sic.
“
3
Classes in Vocal Music, Penmanship
and
‘

and

cups,

crystal

_ The term female is a synonym for woman,
and is a vulgarism that ought to be scourged
out of good society. As it is equally applica-

receiving an

han. Ei wi at th ting

retained her membership and Christian walk
with us, and been earnest in her efforts to promote the interest of her Master's cause. In her

from

rush of blood into the capillaries of the skin.
The influenceof nervous conditions is strikingly exhibited by this phenomenon, the
blood, or rather the
circulation of the
action of th e heart being responsive to those
emotions and passions which have imme-

The principal of this
some twenty sub-teachers are
while many subjects of other
employed in
erent capaci;
: departments. _ An American |

he
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were adorned

baths,

LEBANON pCADEMY.

oss,

died in Harmony, R. I, March 2. Thus falls a
Worthy wife and
mothér.
Funeral services attended
by the writer.
"D.C. W.

The Roman grandees rode in gilded char-

iots, bathed

Fonman:

al Music,
3

TUESDAY, Feb, 6th, under the

Lo
8 member of the West eltunts
He ck truly
and truthful

Spirit, that they may rest from
their labors;
their works do follow them.” Rev. 14: 13.

with scenes

Libraries

00

The SPRING TERM
of 11

SISTER HARRIET ORMSBEE died March 20.
with busts and with tortoise-shells, and cov-,, | She was one of the original members of the Free
Buptist church in Borneysville, North Swansey,
ered with gorgeous purple.
organized in. June, 1843, Since that time she has

| from

comes to our aid and informs us that this
sudden reddening of the face is due toa

The government schools at Yedo contain
about
sixteen hundred . Joris studying
ere is
foreign languages, three-fourths of whom
teachers,

£4

oh

WEST

SHR SF iis ges

lof n,an
Fonte th =

mon from the words, ** Blessed are the dead that
die in the Lord, from henceforth;
yea, saith the

b lief, and on the walls were magnificent frescoes and paintings exhibiting a
exhausts
Why do we blush? What is the cause? ble prod uctiveness in landscapg nd mytho| Can it be prevented? Why do the young logical scenes.—Ezchange.
:
blush more readily than the old?
science
In answer to these questions
5

th

: he ‘Rev.
wa yd

osu

with cloth and

banquet dish’ of Desillus

five hundred

I a! 3107

(1

00.

8 fam!
Re
ox dime can be Tay
4
the at 8éud for,
ili :
Circular.
came for her, shé could
say, “ I believe
Lond Jesns Christ.”
; rh ERSKINE,
Ridgeville, Ind., Feb. 7, 1872.
wid
or

ba

various animals. Sandals were garnished
with precious stones. Paulina wore jewels,

Blushing.

success in the rendering of facial expression

under American
and an ability to catch and hold that inde- are
finable glamour of a living face which is the English education.

A

ot

clubs

a ine K. A. BAKER, Teacher of French and Draw.

were adorned with precious stones. They
few things more important to cultivate ransacked the earth and the seas for rare
than a just estimate ; and the habit of mak- dishes for their banquets, and ornamented
one, | their houses with carpets from Babylon,
ing mountains out of mole-hills is a
even in trifles. In more important ‘matters onyx cups from Bithynia, marbles from
there are few more pernicious or more ‘Numidia, bronzes from Corinth, statues
from Athens—whatever, in short, was predeadly.

a distance of about four hundred miles.

which 2s Neal may not attain.
an
r absence of affectation in his work,

ent, Christian. life, Joving 6
he light of
to'the very end, and when

9

“Bio. JOHN PLOKHAM died in Gloucester, R. |

* The cups of Drusus weve of gold. Tunic8 were embroidered with the figures of

mouse it has brought forth is but a mouse,
and not a mammoth, it has taken the place
of a mammoth, while it lasted,—and done
as much harm.
On the whole, there are

the machinery used being the best obtainable in France, at a cost of over two mildollars. This establishment gives em-ed.
rough the door she opens the rest of lion
to eighteen hundred men, about
the family are seen seated around the table. ployment
of them being foreigners and the
The mother’s handsome face wears. a half- a score
The government is
puzzled, half-impatient expression.
~The remainder. Japanese.
also
building
a
railroad
which, when comboy has mot yet become conscious of her
presence. The face ofthe latter was enough pleted, will extend from Hiogo to Yedo,
to convince me that there was no degree

weighed

it has had the effect of a mountain in shutting out th e better way; and though the

shops and. forges

capable of doing the largest class

bedroom.

$1.50 for t enty foseons

with use of

sanctuary.

d

id

h

shi

gold, enriched with jewels. His befls were- Bantat hare Tn Che achet, "Ro L He Tonves
an apg
i fa d
heal
t0 mourn
special mountains mag~ silver, and his tablesof gold. Tiberius'gave her
beloved and
lamented.
and despair follows ‘a million of sesterces for a picture of }his Funeral servicesvedattended
by the writer. Ser-

dimensions are ascertained; for, though
the mountain is in reality’ only a mole-hill,

The entire system of feudalism has been
swept aay, and all the forces of the emgirs, both land and sea, have been consoli-

and foundries, machine

Seve

Heliogabolus were

Among the principal changes, there has
been an entire revolution in the system of
overnment, the Micado having become
the
active head of the temporal power.
|

studying
the phenomena of the tea-kettle.
His mother o]
the door to call him to the
Svening meal, from which he has been miss-

:

om ee
aad
)
~The palace of Nero glittered with gold and
Je
Perfumes ll over wei. show
ered from ivory ceilings. The
“Halls of

ated, and are fed4nd clothed in European
style, and paid from the national treasury.
The government possesses a large fleet of
war and transport steamers, among which
are the Stonewall and other iron-clads
and
rams, It has also constructed a stone dry
dock that will admit steamers of the largest
size, with ways for repairing smaller vessels

brilliant ; and the candle-

in the

of

genuine sardonyx ;
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d by him and united
church. She ever main.
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not have nified from mole-hills,
nee
the
d mei out; for | suit on the other side; and so of all
the Lord
knows I have
beén a prisonerin passions, all the emotions one by one.
yas out of
none build such h uge
Bedford jail for the last twelve years.” He
wrote the first part of the ‘‘Pilgrim’s Prog- nothing as does jealousy; and fom none
g such such
ress” while in prison, a fact that ought'to are the mjoe.:
endear his imprisonment to us.—All the looking monsters,—till proved.
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rea Round.
sion ave difficult of proof, and it is gener*
>
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. SUSAN GLIDDEN, of Center Meredith

N. H., died Feb. 20, aged79 years,

mattresses,

because he would ht xo unce dissent and
-| there he supported
himself for twelve years
Neal,
the
Artist.
*
Fe
by
boot
He wrote
:
——
.
!
{
many
1 tracts, preached
surpased
ia TR American 8 Sealy not
follo Rrisoners and read to them the Bible
as a colorist by any young
and
“Fox's Book of Martyrs.” It was a
is a patient, vavelhl worker, fine answer
Munich. He
Bo gave to the elork of the
‘who advised himto gain his
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Mr. Disraeli in his Manchester speech on re[cently said. that the Alabama claims contro.
versy between Gireut Britain and the United

CONGRESSIONAL.

States was

fraught with

great

danger

the former to pursue.

He

believed

that

Rebreathed Air.

record of ministerial incompetence ” would end
in the acknowledgment of the principle

|

of indi

The crowded, badly-ventilated school-room

rect claims,
;
* M: Rowhefort and fother communist prisoners

ed any action uponit. The Baltimore dnd Potomac Railroad depot bill was passed under a sus

air commences its deadly work,

!

sion Railroad scheme.

The House bill author

was reported.

The steambogtebill was

ered without action.
On Thursday, in the

the

ship-building

Senat®

and

8 to

commercial

promote

freight has been

interests of

the barg

the United States, and for the relief of the officers and crew of the Wyoming, were reported.

ailroad.

Piedmont

Inthe House, the steamboat bill was

passed.
The contested Alabama seat was given
to Mr. Handley, the sitting member.
The bill to
appoint shipping commissioners was discussed
and amended.
Appropriate resolutions on the

«seath of Professor S. F. B," Morse were

eagles and

adopted.

tures.

"" * On Friday; in the Senate, the bill granting the
right of way for a railroad from
to Portland,

Oregon,

was

Salt Lake

passed.

appropriation bill was discussed.

The

City

Indian

In tbe House,

crew

$190,000 prize money fOr the destruction of the
Alabama was passed, also to authorize the con-

across the Mississip-

pi River at Fort Madison,Iowa.
Iie army appro-

tions'and

The resignation of H. R. Hulburd as controller |
of the currency has been aceepted by the Secretary of the Treasury.
The

temperance party in Wisconsin has

inated 8.-B. Falkenburg

for governor

nom-

and Dr.

'W. H. Kendrick for lieutenant-governor.
Generals Sheridan

structed to make
ture the

Mexican

and

Auger

have

extraordinary

been

in-

efforts to cap-

raiders on the Texas frontier.

The campaign against the Apaches in Arizona

was

suspended

by

General - Crook when he

heard of General Howard’s mission.
In the
meantime the Indians are having everything
their own way.
:
The Secretary of the Treasury has

the Assistant Treasurer

of New

authorized

York

to pur-

chase $1,000,000 of bonds on each Wednesday,
and to sell $1,000,000 of gold on each Thursday

during the month of April.
Attorney-General

brought

Barlow

of New

York

has

a suit against Jay Gould and Frederick

A. Lane to compel them to account for their
management of the Erie railway and restore the
money they corruptly received from it.
General Anderson’s remains were taken to
West Point, Wednesday, and there buried.
Ku-

neral services were held in New York in the
morning, but there was no demonstration.
Admiral Polo, the new Spanish minister, presented his credentials to the President, Friday.
He made a speech expressive of friendly feelings on the part of Spain, to which the President
responded.
{
The monéy gifts for Chicago exceeded $4,000.000, and the presents of goods and provisions
reached nearly $1,000,000 in value.
1

The United States steamer Narragansett has
raised the American flag over the harbor of
Panpopango, Navigator’s Island.

3

The complete election returns

in Connecticu

give Jewell a majority of 75 votes over
of 1999 over

16

Hubbard.

republicans

The

against

Senate

all and

will

5 demoerats,

stand

and the

House of Representatives,130 republicans against

" 111 demoerats.

:

:

Ma

There has been another change in Erie Railroad officers. O. H. P. Archer has resigned as
vice-president and General A. S. Deven elected

to the place.

It is also rumored

that General

Dix will resign the Presidency.
" ""General Barlow, adjutant-general of the
of Ohio during the war, died Sunday.

state

The Rev. George H. Hepworth preached in
Park street church, Boston, Sunday for the first
time.

,Arkansas

is likely to have

state conventions,
state committee.

owing

to

two

republican

a difficulty in

the

Lincoln

Railroad,

a fifty-mile

link

of the

sengers, and for

|

Portland, 2909. The oat "i

and North American Railroad delivered and ‘received during the same year, for Boston, 4289,

and for Portland, 2582.

ed

to

These roads were open-

business November

1.

When completed

to Bangor, the Knox and Lincoln Railroad mug
inevitably be one of the first passenger roads in
New England.
A large pleasure travel for
Mount Desert and Penobscot Bay

will

edly set in with the hot season.

unsuccessful

attempt
has been

assassinate the Mikado of Japan, and no foreign-

er in Yeddodwallowed to leave
the city,

Telegraphic cables have been laid uniting the
islands of Candia, Cyprus, Rhodes, Samos and
Mityleneto the main land of Asia Minor.

A

ance
ain and

cony

has been signed by the Mauinten-

Construction Company of Great Britthe government of Portugal: for laying

a telegraph cable from Lisbon to Brazil, by way

of Madeira and Cape Verde Islands.

the country

ou
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GREAT

were

freezing, while

000

300
000

The

y

Two-year-old

orchardist
probable

fruit

can

End

L

of

the

the

trees will

sacrifice
a large

are

not too

ILLUSTRATED

000
000

large to be wasted

think one-year-old trees

are

of

riety as it actually appears. We recommend
no one to select one-year-old trees for the orchard of less hight than three feet. - We prefer
budded trees to grafted ones, and they are well

great fires in cities are not always the disasters
they seem.
Countless numbers of new firms are
branching out from old ones, and a multitude, of
subordinates are becoming members of the firms
they formerly served.
For the securing of these
minor advantages, wholesale confiagrations are

worth a difference of twenty-five per cént. higher price. Budded trees are of more rapid growth,

“A two-year-old budded {ree put out at the same

time with a two-year-old graffed tree will, in five

not recommended to ambitious cities, but..if-s
somewhat consoling to be able to extract much
good from a large amount of evil.

years’ time, be fully fifty per cent. stronger,
thriftier, larger and more ‘productive.
gor other
fruits than the pear, we would select: apples,
two years old, peaches, one year; cherries, one
or two years; apricots, two years; plums, two
years.— World.

Virginia sells land on a peculiar system. Thousands of acres have gone untaxed since 1865, because the assessors could find mo owner and,strange to say, no claimant.
The
registrar of
tl he land office is no selling thesé farms, giving
t: ax-tities therefor, with some provision entirely
i nvalidating them if the real owner turns up
within a reasonable number of years.
Of course,
t he buyers run considerable risk, but, on the

“The

Garden

best artists. 000 | head

other hand, the land is sold for one dollar an

ters physically than to have the care of a gardens

acre. In
it is said
any part
property

than fo spend a portion of every passing day in
working among plants and watching the growth

a flower-potif ndthing more. What is pleasanter

1871, 20,000 acres were disposed of, and
that only one owner has appeared for
of the land thus obtained, and that his
contained less than 150 acres.

of ¢hrubs and
the

One of the late variations of ** Enoch Arden,”
is the case of a Kentuckian who, leaving his

the season

HOME

PAPER,

|

to the end

All

this occupied

edge.

are

eight

coal mines

the Green River, Kentucky,
miners alone in delving for
portant. veins worked are
miles from the mouth of
mines

at Curdsville,

and would

PS

opened

employing
coal. The
at Ardria,
the river,

40 miles

from

up

on

about
most
some
and

100
im,70
the

Evansville,

The quality
of fuel

is excellent, produc-

ing but little sulphur or ashes. At Ardria, in
the vicinity of Paradise, a shaft for iron was
ore, on account of

practicable; broyght loss upon
General Buel,in prosecuting

the company.

this enterprise un-

der a lease, lost heavily, and the original company probably have sunk $100,000.
Thereis but little reason for doubting that
British coal was usedin small quantities in the

days of the Roman

ocenpatfon of the British

Isles, as'it has been found amidst the remains of

Roman civilization in the eity of Uriconium and

elsewhere.

The

first record,

however,

dates

:

back only to the year 1180.

The overlund telegraph connecting Melbourne,

Anstralia, with

the telegruph

systent of the

world, has been established 1200 miles toward
the north of Australia. Itis proposed to bridge
over the intervening distance, and the service,
probably, over the whole. line will be in opera-

| tion in fourmonths.,

A

0

-

oa>

young’ Parisian, twenty-three years old,

| lately made his eighteenth rescue. of drowning
persons from the Seine. His father saved one
hundred and fifty lives4n

the same way, and was

decorated with the Legion of Honor and thirty
gold medals for his services,
fh.
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Recipes for the Kitchen.
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Oe

.

HAM TOAST ~Chop some lean ham, put it in a
pan, with a little pepper, a lump of butter, and
two eggs beaten; when well warmed, spread it
on, hot buttered toast, and serve.
Nice

LITTLE

CAkES~Three

heaping

table.

50

ORANGE

%

3

strained

juice

of two

a glass dish and serve cold.

:

lemons.

Arrange in

BROWN BREAD.~Set your sponge as for com‘non bread.

Putto

J

Library,

soak your stale, dry bread,

to have on hand. Use one quart of

ATWOOD’S

UININE

molasses; add your sponge already

prepared,

and thickerel with floar nearly to the consistency of white bread,

I have ever used; an

ave used
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STEWED FiGs.—Put
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and a pint of cold water. ‘When the sugar is dissolved, add one pound of best figs, and place the
pan ou a stove so that the fruit may swell gently
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spoonfuls of powdered or granulated sugar, two
of butter,one egg one of maizena,put in two cups
of flour, half a cup of sweet milk, a teaspoonful
a few Zante currants. Roll out in powdered
sugar, cut in strips, and twist as champagne
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present age.
It was not so formerly.
The declarations of grandmothers
aud old physicians
go to show that, fifty years ago, consumption
was hardly known in rural districts. The winds
whistled through the dwellings then, and the
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priation bill was considered in committee of the
whole.
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On Saturday, the Senate was n o in ‘session.
The House met for debate only.
The public debt was reduced
during the month of March.
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tims of consumption.
How is this explained?
Look into their bed-rooms; examine into their
daily habits of life; and the cause is made plain.

In Richmond, Va., a firm of colored persons
has for two years manufactured sassafras oil on a
large scale. They use 40,000 pounds of the root
per week, paying therefor
30 cents per 100
pounds, and produce in the same time 800 pounds
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The making of plate-glass was suggested by
the fact of a workman happening to break a crucible filled with melted glass.
The fluid ran under a large flag-stone apd was found solidified in
the form of a plate.

The District of Columbia was authorized to subscribe to the stock of the Potomac. and

sent down
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stréing, the sickly and the well, ‘are all subjected

Shipments of corn to Europe via the water
route are very active at St. Louis.
Since the
18th inst., over 100,000 bushels of corn have been
dispatched for Europe, and twice as much other
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six or eight hours

Small, ill-ventilated sleeping-rooms, in which
rebreathed air is ever prescnt, are nurseriesof
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mn of insects?
We have used
for these Disposes with

to the same hours of study, the sathe school discipline, and all breathe the same deleterigus air.
The hardy.and the strong may be able to resist
the influence of the poison; the weak and tender
ones grow pale and haggard, and struggling on
through their school-days, live: perhaps to the
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It isthe old story from Mexico,~the revoluthe right of the Senate to originate a new tariff
tionary cause hopelessly broken, but terrible
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countries, and there was but one course now for

On Monday, in the Senate, the Indian appro© priation bill was taken up and certain reported
. amendments acted upon. In the House, Mr.
Hooper's civil rights bill came up as business for
the morning hour, but dilatory motions prevent-
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